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Abstract

In early-stage ship design, it is helpful to perform preliminary design and analysis on many configurations
to assist in developing and narrowing the trade space. This process is further complicated with the
increasing interest in concepts that are breaks from previous practice, such as Integrated Power System
(IPS) designs, which require initial development to go deeper than historically based parametrics can
provide. Paramarine is a ship design and analysis tool which can be used in this early-stage design;
however, as with many early-stage design tools, the fleshing out of diverse ideas in Paramarine can be
time and resource consuming. In an effort to enable a developer to create early-stage designs with depth
significant enough to be meaningful but still general enough to allow the level of flexibility in design
required in the early stages of development, this project seeks to develop an Early Stage Ship Design Tool
(ESSDT). This ESSDT is a novel interface with which a designer can rapidly develop and alter basic,
major design components of a ship from a compiled database of components and gain a rendered model
for analysis within the naval design tool Paramarine. By making use of many early-stage parametric and
developed calculations and leveraging the use of IPS, this ESSDT automates many of the initial ship's
estimates and minutia of design. Utilizing both Excel and Paramarine software, the ESSDT rapidly
creates a visual model of a basic naval vessel with primary systems and equipment from realatively few
initial user inputs while embodying a depth of user-changeable default settings for more complex and
non-standard design efforts.

Several case studies were run to show the capability and flexibility of the tool, as well as showing how
new powering and mechnical systems can affect the parameters of the ship as a system of systems.

Thesis Supervisor: Chryssostomos Chryssostomidis
Title: Professor of Mechanical and Ocean Engineering
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Executive Summary

In the early stages of ship design, it is often desirable to rapidly model various

configurations of vessels in an attempt to narrow the trade space for more in-depth analysis

and design. There are a number of tools available to the modern naval architect which

accomplish this goal. These include the Advanced Surface Ship Evaluation Tool (ASSET), the

Max Surf suite of programs, Program of Ship Salvage Engineering (POSSE), and Graphic

Research Corporation's (GRP) Paramarine program among many others. However, many of

these programs rely heavily on parametrics based on traditionally structured ships with

conventional engine room layouts involving direct mechanical linkages to main engines via a

reduction gear system. As world navies begin moving to Integrated Power Systems (IPS), these

tools' parametrics will need to be re-evaluated. In addition, as ship design is a very complex

pursuit, many of these tools involve a lengthy series of input parameters to construct even a

relatively simple ship design from the ground up.

The ESSDT attempts to address both of these issues. The ESSDT is a Visual Basic for

Applications (VBA) based program which interfaces with both Excel and Paramarine software to

generate and analyze an initial stage early ship design. The data entry portion of the program is

accomplished in Excel. The user manually inputs several key ship's parameters, selects a pre-

constructed engine room arrangement, selects large-scale equipment and its placement, and

uses basic geometry to synthesize a deckhouse structure. The execution of the tool then

generates a visual and characteristic model within Paramarine for more in-depth analysis.

11



To accomplish this process, the ESSDT makes use of both a concurrently-developed tool

for construction of shipboard machinery spaces and an inclusive equipment library consisting of

large scale shipboard components available for inclusion in the design. The tool for developing

machinery spaces enables the user to construct the Main Machinery Rooms (MMRs), Auxiliary

Machinery Rooms (AMRs), and Other Machinery Rooms (OMRs) for a naval vessel's powering

requirements. The library is designed to include extensive information about large scale ship-

board components including basic clearance dimensions, weight, power, cooling, and graphics.

The ESSDT also makes use of a banking system to account for volume, weight, and

power. Based upon initially input parameters, it determines what a particular design has

available for weight, power, and volume within the ship. It then graphically displays this

information along with what the current design requires for each of these parameters. This

allows for rapid design decision making in the earliest of design stages.

To show the reliability and capability of the ESSDT, two case studies were run. The first

case study involved inputting the large scale design parameters of an Arleigh Burke flight IIA

class destroyer and comparing the ESSDT's output to that of an actual Arleigh Burke flight IIA

class destroyer. This test measured the ability of the ESSDT to be an effective predictor of

eventual ship design parameters at an early stage of design development. It was found that the

ESSDT was able to produce a model in Paramarine with dimensions and sizing within 5% of an

Arleigh Burke flight IIA class destroyer with all major equipment in place in under two hours

time.

The second case study involved starting with developing a medium-sized surface

combatant of around 9500 LT and then changing its engine room configuration to a physically

smaller configuration with lower power output and comparing the capability of the two

resulting ships. This test demonstrated the ability of the ESSDT to be used as a tool in the early

stages of ship design to make trade-space trade-offs very early on. It was found that the two

ships ended up fairly comparable in both size and capability. However, with an expansion of

the model hulls available for the ESSDT to draw from, it is believed that more significant results

could be rapidly developed.
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In conclusion, the ESSDT showed its merit as a tool for naval architects and engineers for

early stage design and analysis of potential ship designs.
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1.0 Introduction

This research applies the principles of Naval Architecture and Mechanical Engineering to

the early stage design of surface warships and their ship-board systems. The primary research

objective was to build an Early Stage Ship Design Tool (ESSDT) for Naval Architects that can

rapidly generate system visualizations and model characteristics of warships.

1.1 Organization of Thesis

This thesis contains five chapters (Introduction, Design Tool Use, Design Tool Concepts,

Case Studies and Tradeoffs, and Conclusions) and five appendices. The Introduction provides

background on the hypothesis and motivations behind the topic. The Design Tool Use chapter is

an upper level discussion of the tool providing an overview of the tool, the structure and use of

its inputs and libraries, the output product into Paramarine, and potential applications. A

greater look at the minutia of the tool is in the Design Tool Concepts chapter which details the

structure and calculations behind the Excel interface; a bank system for tracking required and

available volume, weight, and power; the synthesis of hulls within Paramarine; and the

Paramarine system structure. The Case Studies and Tradeoffs chapter runs through several

comparison scenarios modeled by the ESSDT. The final chapter, Conclusions, highlights the

results of the case studies, utility of the tool, and points out areas for future research. The

attached appendices contain the ESSDT instruction manual, sample images of the input and

output pages, the resultant Paramarine file structure, input for the case study, and the VBA

code for the tool.

1.2 Topic Motivation

There are two current ways in which the present field of early stage ship design tools

are lacking. The first is the complexity and depth of the initial synthesis of designs, requiring a

fairly substantial background in naval architecture and substantial input of ships' system data.

The second issue is with regards to the rise of Integrated Propulsion Systems (IPS) in which the

main propulsion unit is not mechanically coupled to the ship's main engines but is electrically

15



connected and driven. Many of the simpler early stage design programs do not allow the

flexibility in design which these relatively new IPS systems afford.

There are currently many programs on the market for the early stage design and

analysis of warships. Among the more versatile and powerful of these tools is Graphic Research

Corporation's (GRC) program Paramarine. However, as with many of the more sophisticated

options for these tools, constructing a ship within them and pulling in all pertinent equipment

data can be a long, laborious task. The beginning tutorial (Pawling, 2009) can easily take over

40 hours to complete, and the result is a fairly standard vessel composed, primarily, of

components which happen to already be present in the tutorial's preliminary file structure. To

design a complete ship from the ground up with all substantial components could easily be a far

lengthier process.

On the other end of the spectrum are simpler programs like the Advanced Surface Ship

Evaluation Tool (ASSET). This tool allows for a relatively rapid synthesizing of early stage design.

However, it is greatly based on historic parametrics for traditional propulsion vessels and does

not allow a great deal of flexibility for non-traditional designs such as the incorporation of IPS.

In addition, in order to thoroughly generate and evaluate the efficiency of the designs

generated in ASSET, a good deal of fairly expert knowledge and experience within the program

is required.

Based on the complexity on one end of the spectrum of early stage design tools and the

lack of flexibility on the other, it was determined that there was a potential need for a program

with a ship-board equipment library which could rapidly synthesize early stage ship plans within

a more complex tool such as Paramarine while incorporating a simpler interface which allows

more rapid and intuitive placement of ship's components.

1.3 Background

The development of computer-aided design of ships has revolutionized the naval

architects' approach to ship design over the past half century. As design has moved from the

draft table to the keyboard, computerized models have become more complex and accurate.

This has developed the ability to analyze more and more initial designs to greater depth

without ever having them leave the drawing board. However, in an attempt to further, quickly

16



examine how perturbations in design can affect examples within a design space, a tool allowing

rapid prototyping of these early stage designs is needed to assist ship and systems engineers to

plan for future designs.

1.3.1 The History Behind Computer-Aided Ship Design Tools

In 1952, a computer-aided ship design group was first established by the Naval Sea

System Command (NAVSEA), only one year after NAVSEA received their first computer (Carlson,

1982). One of the first recorded uses of the phrase, "Computer-Aided Ship Design," (CASD) was

at a U.S. Navy Symposium in Washington D.C. in 1966 (D.W.Taylor Model Basin, 1966). Pre-

dating this had been developments in various areas of Computer-Aided Design (CAD)

technologies. The tri-fold developments of the digital media for manufacturing automata's

numerical control, the ability to represent a ship's geometry digitally, and the use of computers

for the computationally complex tasks of ship design calculations (Adams, 2012) were

necessary precursors to CASD.

By the mid 60's, all needed items were in place to pave the way for CASD. NAVSEA first

developed the Computer-Aided Ship Design and Construction (CASDAC) program in 1966. Its

purpose was to, "prove the feasibility of computer application, to verify the benefits, and to

foster the use of computers to all phases of ship design and construction." (Carlson, 1982) This

led to programs such as BRITSHIPS (Hurst, 1973) and FORAN (Belda, 1973) in the early 70's.

Then, commissioned in 1977 (Wikipedia, 2012), the USS Oliver Hazard Perry was the first

warship designed by computer (Adams, 2012).

Since that time, CASD has continued to evolve. Additionally, it has influenced the

direction of ship design, methodology, and analysis. By freeing the naval architect from much

of the minutia of design and allowing rapid determination of ship's specification, CASD allows

an order of magnitude increase in the number of early stage designs which can be explored.

CASD has allowed a dramatic expansion in the ability of the naval architect to peruse better

ship optimization in the midst of the inherent conflict of design constraints and optimization

criteria (Papanikolaou, 2009).

However, a trained naval engineer is still required to make many design decisions in the

process of using CASD. There have been some attempts to automate some of the design
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processes. Work at the University of Michigan has made progress in developing a tool utilizing

fuzzy logic to optimize arrangements of space within a ship (Nick & Parsons, 2007). Work at

MIT has led to a tool developed to plan the cooling system for a naval combatant (Fiedel, 2011).

Both of these tools, though, require an initially designed ship to implement their framework.

There is, currently, no tool to allow a user to rapidly create a visual model of a basic naval vessel

with primary systems and equipment from realatively few initial user inputs while embodying a

depth of user-changeable default settings for more complex and non-standard design efforts.

In addition to this lack of design capability with the current generation CASDs, many of

the ones with fewer inputs and simpler interfaces do not allow for the recient advent of IPS for

shipboard propulsion.

In a traditional ship's propulsion system, the preliminary source of motive power, the

prime mover, is directly coupled to a set of reduction gears which are, in turn, coupled to a

propeller. Electrical power for the ship is provided by a generator which is also shafted to

another prime mover to provide propulsive power as can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Traditional Ship's Propulsion System
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technologies were still not quite up to the challenge of delivering ship propulsive power in a

manner better than the traditional architecture (Bowman, 2000).

Figure 3: USS Buckley Steaming Under Electric Power (Wikipedia, 2012)

The recent advances in solid state technology and electric motors have now made

electric propulsion systems a viable possibility. The DDG-1000, due to be completed in 2014

(Wikipedia, 2012), will be a truly innovative IPS driven ship. With the resurgance of electrically

driven ships will come the need for design tools which can accommodate these flexible,

inovative design options in a manner which will allow for rapid development of preliminary

designs to analyze a previously under-developed design space.
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By contrast, an IPS has its primary mover directly coupled to a generator. This

generator, in turn, provides power to the ship's systems and an electric propulsion motor as

seen in Figure 2. Although not as energetically efficient as a traditional plant, IPS allows for

much greater flexibility of design and equipment placement since a ship's layout is no longer

dependant upon the deliniated stacklength requirements of the traditional layout. It also

allows for greater flexibility of operations related equipment needs. The power provided by

primary movers no longer has to be capable of full power on both propulsion and ship's

systems. If a higher load item like a rail gun is to be employed, and it is possible to operate the

ship at speeds less than its maximum rated speed, power can be shunted from propulsion to

other systems. It is not possible to do this with a traditional propulsion system.

Propeller

Motor
Drive

Prme
Mover Generator Preopuso

Motor

Distribution &
Conversion

System

Combat Systems ship's systems

Figure 2: IPS Propulsion

The history of electric propulsion goes back quite a ways. Launched in 1912, the USS

Langley was the first naval vessel to utilize an electric propulsion system (MIT Sea Grant College

Program, 2012). Early submarines were, effectively, electric ships as well as the WWII era

BUCKLEY class destroyer escorts shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately, these early systems often

proved to be unreliable and energy inefficient. Even as reciently as the 1960's and 1970's, with

the USS Tullibee and USS Glenard P. Lipscomb, the power conversion and electric motor
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1.3.2 Complexity of Naval Architecture

It is an understatement to say that ship design is complex. The number of systems tied

together, interwoven, and condensed into the concentrated package required for ship-board

operations make ship design a daunting task. Any program seeking to automate this process

must account for a diverse myriad of contingencies and interactions. "Ship design is an

iterative process, especially in the early stages... The reason for iteration is that ship design has

so far proven to be too complex to be described by a set of equations, which can be solved

directly. Instead, educated guesses are made as to hull size, displacement, etc. to get the

process started and then the initial guesses are modified." (Society of Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers, 2003) Figure 4 graphically illustrates the complexity of this iterative process.

Figure 4: Design Spiral (Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, 2003)

It is daunting, and perhaps even undesirable, to consider the construct of a program to

handle the entirety of this process. The very nature of the design spiral used in naval

engineering demands constant, interlinked trade-offs and analysis. However, rather than

starting with a completely blank slate, it may be possible for a program to at least make a first

level "educated guess", a first pass around the spiral if you will, to develop an initial design

starting point from a relatively small number of initially input parameters.
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1.3.3 Need for a tool

Many of the current CASD programs on the market today require a significant amount

of input from a user to construct this "first-pass" ship. But what information is really needed to

have an initial picture or understanding of what and early stage design might look like? What

are typical customer requirements?

A customer is going to want a ship that will perform a particular task. To that end, the

customer may already have in mind what type of large scale equipment the vessel will need,

how large a crew it should have, how long it should be able to remain on station, and maybe

even a rough idea of how large it should be. To these requirements, a naval engineer much

apply his acumen and experience to extrapolate ship size; a possible, initial hull form; power

requirements; and super structure sizing.

Once the naval engineer has made a first pass at these upper tier design decisions, the

design process can begin in earnest. From there, a naval engineer or architect may begin using

a CASD tool to create several first pass designs. Given the amount of information many of

these current programs require, this process may involve a significant investment in time and

resources to populate this design space. In addition, many of the simpler early stage design

tools make heavy use of parametrics based on traditional engine plant layouts. These fail to

recognize the flexibility and structure/equipment differences afforded by IPS.

However, going in, customer requirements already set many of those upper tier design

decisions. What if a tool could simply take just those upper level design decisions, taking into

account the changes IPS has allowed, and quickly produce a first pass early stage design

automatically for the naval engineer to start with? This wouldn't remove the necessity for the

naval engineer's expertise, but would augment his ability by enabling rapid synthesis of

potential design models. This capability could allow for both a larger initial design space

analysis leading to a more optimized final design and a more rapid (and, by extension, less

expensive) design process.

1.3.4 Present Design Tools Available

One of the primary CASD tools for the US Navy is the Advanced Surface Ship Evaluation

Tool (ASSET). ASSET makes use of a number of design modules that it uses to walks the user
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through to develop a basic ship design. It uses a significant number of parametric models to

determine equipment and space requirements to develop a ship model with propulsion

machinery layouts, decks, compartments, and deckhouse. ASSET is currently working on

employing an IPS module, but as of version 5.3, this has not been fully incorporated. In

addition, the number of modules and their requisite inputs far exceeds the limit on input goals

the ESSDT is envisioned to encompass. ASSET walks the user through several lengthy modules

that require a large number of user inputs to develop and assess a preliminary model.

For later stage design analysis, programs like CATIA@ and ShipConstructor@ offer the

ability to develop complex and intricate ship models with a plethora of analysis options.

However, as was the case with the DDG-1000 project, it can take a large staff upwards a year to

completely build a ship's model (Fiedel, 2011).

There are several intermediate tools available such as Maxsurf@, Program Of Ship

Salvage Engineering (POSSE), and Paramarine. These tools require significant initial design

input, starting with effective "blank sheets", but offer fairly flexible and comprehensive analysis

of ship design. Paramarine, in particular, is a fairly flexible tool with good initial analysis

abilities. However, with no real guidelines or templates when a design is started, initial design

within the program can be daunting.

1.4 Thesis Intent

This thesis intends to address the issues discussed in section 1.3.3 in an expedited

manner over the tools discussed in section 1.3.4. In order to meet these goals, the developed

program should have relatively fewer initial inputs for initial ship synthesis, draw off of a library

of equipment and available hull types, be relatively easier to operate, and rapidly generate a

ship model of sufficient detail to be meaningful for further analysis, consideration, and

alteration. This will allow a user to rapidly investigate the pros and cons of different, large-scale

design trade-offs and develop the practicality or impracticality of future ship designs.
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2.0 Use of the Design Tool

This chapter highlights a general overview of the process the ESSDT undergoes in its

creation of a naval vessel model in Paramarine from the provided equipment library,

parametrics, user inputs, and defaults. It then discusses ways in which this type of application

to ship design may be employed for future studies and design processes. A more traditional

"1user's manual" is provided in Appendix A: Program Instruction Manual. Chapter 3 discusses

the actual calculations and process which go into ship synthesis in greater detail.

Due to the vast quantity of cross-references and lookup functions within the Excel

interface, instantaneous calculations have been suppressed within the program. Although this

foregoes onerous wait periods betwixt each data entry, it precludes instantaneous updating

based upon whatever user inputs have been changed without, in some way, manually updating

the Excel file. This can be accomplished by saving the file, activating the "calculate" option in

either the lower left corner of the opened Excel program or "Formulas" selection within the

Excel ribbon, or pressing on one of the numerous "Update" buttons strategically located

throughout the program.

All ship's locational references within the ESSDT and the constructed Paramarine model

assume an origin longitudinally at the Forward Perpendicular (FP), transversely on the

centerline, and vertically at the baseline. The x-axis runs in the negative direction from bow to

stern. The y-axis is positive to port and negative to starboard. The z-axis runs in the positive-up

direction.

2.1 Overview of Process

The key process involves minimizing user inputs necessary for an initial synthesis of a

modeled vessel for analysis in Paramarine. There are four key input tabs within the initial Excel

user interface. These include "InitialInput", "CreateDeckhouse", "AdjustStacks", and

"Import_to_Paramarine". Yellow highlighted regions within each of these sheets represent the

allowable user input ranges. There is also a "DefinedDefaults" tab which provides design

defaults for model synthesis. These defaults are more in-depth parameters made available for

more advanced users with a greater understanding of ship design.
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An example of the first of these tabs, "InitialInput", can be found in Figure 5. In the

upper-left hand corner, the user can input the over-arching ship's parameters. These include

the items shown in Figure 6. In the bottom portion of this sheet, the user has the ability to

select up to 100 major equipment items from the program's library to include in the model as

shown in the lower portion of Figure 5. The upper right portion of the screen displays a graph

which pictorially constructs the vessel as design decisions are made. Figure 7 shows an

example of this figure as the design process progresses. The lower right corner of Figure 5

shows the inputs for bulkhead locations.

Figure 5: Initial Input Sheet
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max speed (knots)

range (nm)

Installed Power (MW)

Aviation Facilities

Type of Hel icoptor Hanger

# of helicopter hangers

hantger orientation

Est Displacernent (LT) 9387

Crew Size

Endurance (days)

Cruising Speed (knots)
#of Decks Above MMRs 1

Hull Type

Figure 6: Table of initial User Inputs

Figure 7: Pectoral Representation of the Design in Process
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Figure 8 illustrates the input for the deckhouse construction in the "DeckhouseInput"

tab. The initial input, as seen in Figure 9, has the user specified parameters for the aviation

facilities if they were chosen to be present in the initial selection on the "InitialInput" tab.
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Figure 8: Deckhouse Input Sheet

Figure 9: Hanger Input

The deckhouse structure itself is constructed form a combination of rectangular and

triangular structures as selected by the user. Figure 10 demonstrates these different shapes

and how their dimensions are referenced by the interface shown in the lower right corner of

Figure 8. A more detailed view of this input can be seen in Figure 11. The option is given of

selecting an angle for each of the sides to assist with reduced Radar Cross-Section (RCS). At this
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time, this is not incorporated into the main ESSDT in a way that allows these deckhouse angles

to translate into the Paramarine model. However, it is hoped that, in the future, this function

can be incorporated into later iterations of this program.

Guide to side # 0= reference point

Aft 3 W1 3  1 31 1 3 3 Forward

22
rectangle triangle triangle triangle triangle

type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4

Figure 10: Shape Reference for Deckhouse Construction

Figure 11: Input for Design Block of Deckhouse

The initial layout of exhaust stacks is imported when the user selects an engine plant

arrangement from the IPSDM. However, once selected and combined with the afore

mentioned deckhouse construction, the ESSDT allows the user the capability to alter exhaust
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stack paths. The "AdjustStacks" tab, illustrated in Figure 12, allows the user to specify an x, y,

and z adjustment to each of the guiding points which defines the path of the exhaust stacks.

Figure 12: Input for adjusting exhaust stack paths

After the major ship's parameters have been selected, major equipment selected, and

deckhouse constructed, the program is ready to develop a model in Paramarine. The

"Import toParamarine" tab is the final interface. This is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Final User Interface to Export Design to Paramarine

In this tab, the user can view an initial assessment of how the current design's power,

volume, and weight available pair up with the selected design. The "Create File Structure"

button creates the basic analysis structure required within Paramarine. The "Create Ship"

button inserts the selected hull structure along with all major equipment components into

Paramarine. After this, the "Insert Deckhouse" option creates a deckhouse within the

Paramarine model. Once these three steps have been performed, the user has a preliminary

ship design model ready for analysis within the naval architecture program Paramarine.

2.2 User Inputs & Defaults

2.2.1 Initial Input Table

The initial input table, as shown in Figure 6, allows the user to input the ship's

parameters of maximum speed, range, installed power, information about the aviation facilities
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or lack thereof, crew size, store's endurance, and which hull type from those available in the

hull library, the user wishes to model.

The maximum speed is, primarily, a component related to the installed power of the

selected power plant. In determining the power required to perform per the specified

maximum power, the ESSDT makes use of the Admiralty Coefficient, as expounded upon in

greater detail in chapter 3. This, in turn, is used as part of the final graphical interface, as

shown in Figure 13. It allows the user to visually ascertain if the selected power plant is capable

of providing sufficient power to propel the vessel at the desired maximum speed.

The input parameter of "Range" is primarily used in ascertaining the ship's tankage

requirements. In conjunction with the endurance speed, this input parameter is used to

determine the designed vessel's tankage requirements. This, in turn, goes into the preliminary

analysis of volume and weight requirements for tankage allowance for the design.

The selection for "Installed Power" provides the user with a drop down selection of

available power plants produced from the output of an Integrated Power System Design

Module (IPSDM) produced through research conducted in parallel to this thesis by David

Jurkiewicz, a fellow 2012 Naval Engineer's degree candidate, in his thesis Modular Machinery

Arrangement and Its Impact in Early-Stage Naval Electric Ship Design (Jurkiewicz, 2012).

Beam and depth are driven by equipment and machinery selection. These are used in

conjunction with the hull selected to determine initial length and draft of the ship. These

values are then compared against default constraints. These constraints may force a design to

have a different displacement than initially desired. To alert a user to this potential

discrepancy, a "Final Displacement" read-out is provided. This displays the actual resulting

displacement as currently determined by the program based on all present user input. The user

also has the ability to manually alter the beam or length, but there is a warning provided

against this action as it can have detrimental effects on the hull efficiency as compared to the

parent hull the resulting ship model is based upon.

At this point in the process, the user may select whether or not to include aviation

facilities in their design. If selected, the user may either have no hangar facilities, one hangar,

or two hangars. If two hangars are selected, they may be oriented either fore-and-aft or side-
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by-side. A helicopter type may also be selected at this time. Based upon this selection, the

hangars will be sized accordingly. Placement and sizing of the flight deck is done along with

equipment selection. Location and spacing between the hangars can be performed when

constructing the deckhouse.

Since the development of IPS has not altered habitability requirements, "Crew Size" and

"Endurance" are both used in a fairly traditional manner in conjunction with defaults and

historically based parametric equations, to determine the volume and weight requirements

which the number of personnel place on the design. Chapter 3 develops this in greater detail.

"Hull Type" allows the user to select a hull from a drop down menu consisting of hulls

available in a "hull library". Each of the available hulls has control point information available

which allows the program to construct a model of it within Paramarine which has been scaled

in accordance with the needs of the designed vessel.

2.2.2 Initial Equipment Selection & Bulkhead Placement

Figure 14 illustrates the input table for equipment selection. The first column allows a

drop-down selection of equipment type. Available choices are Gun, VLS, Sonar, Radar, and

Misc (for miscellaneous, user defined equipment within the library).

Figure 14: Table for Initial Equipment Selection
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Once an equipment type is selected, a dropdown menu is then available in the next

column for the equipment selection. This dropdown menu is populated by all equipment

available in the program's library as further discussed in section 2.3 Equipment Library. The

user can then place this equipment longitudinally, transversely, and vertically as a proportion of

ship's length, a proportion of distance from ship's centerline, and vertical deck reference

respectively. In the last column, a further vertical adjustment is allowed to vary location away

from the limited number of reference decks available. Reference decks only include

"BottomofHull", AtopInnerBottom", and 'WeatherDeck". This ability to adjust the

vertical reference allows all possible placements for any particular equipment item.

The first couple of rows within this input have fixed items. The first row is for placement

of the main engine room module as provided by the IPSDM. It allows the user to move the

Main Machinery Rooms (MMRs) and Auxiliary Machinery Rooms (AMRs) together within the

ship the same way as any other equipment.

The next row allows placement of the flight deck if aviation facilities were selected. The

flight deck is sized according to the helicopter selected based upon information stored within

the equipment library. It is expected that the standard location for the flight deck will be the

weather deck. However, if a vertical displacement of the flight deck is selected, when the ship

is modeled within Paramarine, any hull structure located above and aft of the selected flight

deck will be removed from the model. This is to allow modeling of stepped flight deck

structures as certain ship classes have, DDG-51 flight IIA being a particular example.

The last three fixed rows are populated if the machinery plant selected has Other

Machinery Rooms (OMRs). These are machinery spaces which, due to function or

requirements, are not located in a fixed location with relation to the rest of the machinery

spaces. These can also be moved around the ship as the user desires in the same way as any of

the other equipment.

As each of these equipment items is selected and placed, a graphical representation is

displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the display as shown in Figure 7.
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2.2.3 Hanger & Deckhouse Construction

The tab "CreateDeckhouse" allows for the placement of hangar facilities and the

construction of a ship's deckhouse as illustrated in Figure 8. Similar to other equipment

components, the hangars are placed as a percentage of ship's length aft from the forward

perpendicular. Transverse location is handled in a similar manner. Vertical location is

referenced from one of the three aforementioned vertical references, "WeatherDeck",

"AtopInnerBottom", and "BottomofHull". Just as with the other equipment components, a

vertical displacement is also allowed for the hangars. This allows variation as can be seen in a

DDG-51 Flight IIA where the flight deck and hangar facilities are located one deck below the

weather deck with a "cut down" in the hull structure as discussed when dealing with the

placement of the flight deck. It should be noted that the flight deck determines what portion of

the hull is "cut-out" to allow for aviation operations.

Another input for the hangar facilities is whether or not to count them toward the

deckhouse volume. This is an accounting device. If the hangar is considered within the

deckhouse, then that volume is removed from the available volume for the deckhouse within

the volume bank, as discussed in greater detail in section 3.2.3 Volume Bank.

As previously mentioned, the deckhouse is constructed as a selection of geometric

modules consisting of rectangles and triangles. Originally, an interface allowing for control

points defining up to eight sides for a module was attempted. This would have been similar to

the deckhouse construction utilized in the ASSET version 6 and allowed much greater flexibility

in deckhouse construction. However, given the methods Paramarine uses for defining the

building blocks which make up the deckhouse, primarily cuboid in nature, this method proved

untenably awkward. The simpler selection of only squares and triangles allows for the

construction of, effectively, any geometry imaginable. At the same time this constrains the

user to input this information in a manner in which Paramarine is able to easily handle it.

As mentioned, Paramarine primarily makes use of basic geometry, most notably cuboid

structures, to define its construction geometry for ship models. The triangular structures were

able to be modeled by constructing, within Paramarine, a cutting block of greater dimensions

then the block being defined. This cutting block was then rotated in such a way that, by
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subtracting its structure from the module being modeled, the module resulted in the desired

triangular shape.

For future iterations of this program, a similar technique could be used to model angled

deckhouse structures. A cutting block of sufficient dimensions could be constructed, rotated,

and used to subtract from the deckhouse block to create this angled structure. To facilitate this

future development, an input for angled sides has been provided within the deckhouse module

construction input. At this time, however, this input is not linked to any process; and inputting

any information into this file will have no effect on the modeled ship within Paramarine.

As these deckhouse modules are constructed, they are visualized in the image in the

upper left of the input page shown in Figure 8. An example can be seen modeled as the black

structures within Figure 15. As with all other inputs, though, these modules are not visible

within the image depicted in Figure 15 until the Excel file has been updated by one of the

previously mentioned methods.

4-0 40 1 10100

350

Figure 15: Deckhouse Figure Output

2.3 Equipment Library

The equipment library contains all pre-populated equipment which may be inserted into

the design. It is constructed in such a way that more equipment may be included within the

library at a future date. This library is referenced by the ESSDT for initial equipment which the
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user has the option of including with the design, construction of diagrams within Excel, and

eventual export into Paramarine. As part of the export process into Paramarine, an equipment

library is populated within the Paramarine model with all selected items. This allows a user to

further develop the model within Paramarine after initial import. At this time, only the items

selected for initial inclusion in the model are imported into Paramarine. However, a future

macro within the Excel model could be developed to allow for expanded populating of the

equipment library in Paramarine to further facilitate model development once the design

process has moved from ESSDT to Paramarine.

There is also a library for hull forms which will be discussed in greater detail in section

3.3 Hull Creation.

2.3.1 Library Components

Equipment stored within the equipment library is categorized as either a gun, Vertical

Launch System (VLS), radar, sonar, hangar, flight deck, or miscellaneous. Table 1 and Table 2

contain an abbreviated list of some of the equipment initially included in the ESSDT's library for

preliminary testing.

Table 1: Equipment within Library

Gun VLS Radar

5_ir 54 c afber Mark_45_gun' Mk41 8 ds- strike AN/PS 49(V)1,

PhalanxMk_15_CIWS Mk_41_64_rdsstrike AN/SPS_49(V)2_(V)1

AN/SPS_49(V)8 ANX_(V)8

Herakles
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Table 2: Equipment within Library (cont.)

Sonar Hanger & Flight Deck Misc

Firescouts

MH-60SSeahawk

CH-53ESuperStallion

Although there are, currently, no items within the miscellaneous category, it is included

for expansion to include future systems which do not easily fall under any of the other

categories.

2.3.2 Information Contained Within the Library

Each item contained within the library has entries for all pertinent data for preliminary

modeling. For the gun, radar, sonar, and VLS systems, these include the weight with relative

centroid, power, clearance box, file locations for graphics, number of people required for

operation and maintenance, cooling requirements, electrical requirements, and an option for

additional input. The flight deck and hangars include only geometric requirements since the

weight of structure would be accounted for in the ship's estimate of Ship's Work Breakdown

Structure (SWBS) group 1. However, they do include the ability to enter an additional weight

should the requirements for support of a particular type of helicopter require some additional

structure such as a reinforced flight deck for a heavy air frame.

For the weight of each item, the library can accommodate up to four different weights

with their respective centroids. These can be flexibly used to model the equipment item as

deemed best by the user. For example, with a gun, one weight might be used for the gun and

mount itself, one to model the hoist system, and one to model the magazine. It is up to the

user to decide how to split up the item's weight. The centroids are referenced to a control

point which is the point the user places when selecting and placing equipment. For example, a
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logical control point for a VLS system would be at the center, top of the system where it would

be located on the weather deck. If the center of mass for this item is 15 feet below the top of

the VLS, the weight's centroid should be entered as -15 ft. Then, when exported to Paramarine,

the ESSDT will place the center of mass for the item 15 feet below wherever the user specified

the equipment to be placed.

Similar to weight, the library can also store up to four clearance boxes and graphics

locations. The clearance boxes are meant to represent the area of and around the equipment

item which must be dedicated to that system. Just like the weights, they are spatially

referenced to the control point. They may be constructed of cuboids, cylinders, or spheres.

The graphics are parasolid object files placed within the graphics folder in the ESSDT program.

They must consist of a single solid body. When imported into Paramarine, both the clearance

box and graphic are imported into Paramarine's equipment library as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Model of 5" Deck Gun in Paramarine Equipment Library
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In Figure 16, the upper cylinder is a clearance box representing the sweep of the gun, the

bottom cuboid is a clearance box representing the magazine, and the connecting cuboid is a

clearance box representing the hoist system.

However, if there is a graphic for a particular piece of equipment, only the graphic is

displayed in the actual ship model. If there is no graphic, the clearance box takes the place of

the graphic. This can be seen in Figure 17 where the clearance boxes for the magazine and hoist

are displayed since there is no graphic to replace them, but the clearance box representing the

sweep of the gun is removed in favor of the graphic designated to replace it.

Figure 17: Model of 5" Deck Gun in Paramarine Model

Each of the equipment items also has the ability to enter the number of crew members

that an item would require for operation, upkeep, and maintenance. Effectively, it is meant to

represent the increase in crew size required by including that particular equipment item.

Currently, this entry has no effect on the model. It has been included so that future iterations

of the ESSDT might be able to project necessary crew compliments based upon equipment

selected rather than just having crew size as a user input.
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The cooling requirements have several potential inputs. The equipment can have

cooling loads for shore, design, cruise, and battle operational conditions. There is also the

ability to specify the relative x, y, and z location of the cooling connection; Header (HDR)

connection type (starboard, port, both, or cross connect); and, for the cross-connect situation,

how the cross-connect is oriented.

The cooling requirements are imported into Paramarine as service demands under the

characteristics of the equipment within the equipment library. As such, they are listed as a

demand, what type of cooling they require (currently only chill water), and what maximum

energy removal they require. The additional information within the library has been included in

a format similar to that required by a similar, previously developed Cooling System Design Tool

(CSDT) (Fiedel, 2011). Hopefully, the inclusion of this data for the equipment in this format will

allow for eventual incorporation of the CSDT into the ESSDT.

Similar to weight, clearance boxes, and graphics, electrical requirements of the

equipment also have four potential loads listed within the database as shown in Figure 18.

e ectric power requiren-ents
electrical req. A1 electrical req. #2 eledrical req. #3 electrical req. 84

frepowerltw) owe (k-) powerlkw) power (kw)
ME feq oltae freq olt~ef reftlt8req voltagestn e Ipa11 Sy~stem standy ronal k ot & -eu TPksalb prationalT;; by 0 npetnd rat'oa eMk,41 :8rdstrke 60 440 38.4 14.1 20.1 60 115 64 10.4 4 400 440 0 12 15.2 400 115 0 (.5 0.5

Mk 41 64 rdsstrke 60 440 307.2 1128 161 60 115 51.2 83.2 32 400 440 0 96 122 400 115 0 4 4

Mk,41 128 rds strike1 60 440 614A 225.6 322 60 115 1024 166A 64 400 440 192 243 400 115 0 8 a

Figure 18: Electrical Requirements within Equipment Library

The library provides for a drop down selection of available frequencies (or DC) as well as

required voltage and standby, operational, and peak powers. Although not currently utilized,

the library also allows the specification of x. y, and z locations for each of these required

services. This can potentially allow for the future development of service highways within the

Paramarine model. The highlighted information from Figure 18 translates into Paramarine's

equipment library as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Equipment's Electric Requirements Inserted in to Paramarine Equipment Library

In addition to the standard equipment data, the library also allows for the addition of

one piece of user changeable information. As currently setup, this information can take the

form of any one of a clearance box's principle dimensions and any corresponding clearance box

centroid that would be altered in one dimension. For example, in the case of a gun with a

magazine and hoist, it would be desired to allow a user to change the hoist height for different

ships' configurations. To accomplish this, in place of the value for the height of the clearance

box, the text "ref" would be entered. It would also be entered into the z centroid for that

object and up to one other object which the user wishes to have moved in conjunction with the
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variable height. The program assumes that the clearance box with both the variable height and

z-centroid and the clearance box with only a variable z-centroid are adjacent to one another.

The library inputs also allow for a "prompt question" to be entered. This is the question that

will appear in the equipment selection table as seen in Figure 20, which illustrates

"HeightofHoist", and allows the user to input a value.
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2.4 Product Produced in Paramarine

The real strength of the ESSDT as a tool comes from its ability to leverage the analysis

capabilities of Paramarine. Paramarine is a highly versatile ship design analysis tool. A large

part of that capability comes from its flexibility in creating the methods behind developing and

linking the different aspects of a model. Unfortunately, it is this very flexibility which can make

Paramarine somewhat unwieldy.

The ESSDT simplifies user selection and leverages an equipment library to facilitate the

user construct of a model within Paramarine. The model produced in Paramarine has an

equipment library with all included equipment and their parameters (as previously discussed in

section 2.3 Equipment Library); a physical model of the ship with hull, equipment, deckhouse,

stacks, and helicopters; initial power vs. speed curve; and the ability to perform a rapid first-cut

assessment of trim and stability.

An example of the physical model produced from the ESSDT input modeled in Figure 21

can be seen in Figure 22 and Figure 23.

1 ..1
Figure 21: Example Output Model from the ESSDT

Figure 22: Example of Physical Model Produced in Paramarine, Profile View
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Figure 23: Example of Physical Model Produced in Paramarine, Perspective View

This model includes all equipment, including all of the equipment from the selected engine

plant which would have been previously modeled in the IPSDM, hull, bulkheads, decks, and

stacks. Additionally, all of these physically modeled items are linked to a "user variable" folder

which allows rapid alteration of principle ship's dimensions and factors as can be seen in Figure

24.

uservarais
V LBP (= 543293 ft)
v HOA (= 201.015 ft)
V Depth midships (= 48.015 ft)
V Depth scaled from parent-hull (= 39197 ft)
v Beam (= 64328ft)
V Draft (= 2DA64 ft)
v Range (= 500.000 nm)
V Endurance Speed (= 18.000 kt)
v Max.Speed (=30.000 kt)
V prismatic coefficient (= 0A57)
v midshipcoefficient (= 0.775)
V frame spacing (= 0.000 ft)
v daughter parent-hull scaling (=1.299)

El-CJ deckheights

Figure 24: User Variable Folder
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The equipment, itself, is located under the principle design building block folder within the

design folder and is linked in the typical fashion for Paramarine modeling. This allows a user

familiar with Paramarine to make changes to the set-up at will.

The model produced in Paramarine is also linked in such a way as to allow the estimate

of a powering curve. An example of this type of analysis can be seen in Figure 25.

Serie

c effective power
a shaft power

18 20

speard (ki

F F--A
22 24 26 28 303

Figure 25: Example of Powering Curve Output from Paramarine

The produced model also allows a preliminary analysis of the model's trim, stability, and

GZ curve. Unfortunately, the linkages required within Paramarine to perform this analysis have

not been completely automated, and there are some linkages which have to be made manually

to allow Paramarine to derive this stability analysis. The exact linkages needed and how to

perform them are covered in
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Appendix A: Program Instruction Manual.

In addition to the previously mentioned analyses, the model is inserted into the

Paramarine file structure with the requisite cross-links to further facilitate expedited linkage

and completion of the more in depth analysis afforded by Paramarine. In short, the ESSDT

leaves the user with a rapidly constructed Paramarine model with links which might take

several days to construct and interlink by manual means. Further, potential analysis is

discussed in 5.2 Areas of Future Study & Development.

2.5 Potential Applications

. Given the nature of the ESSDT, there are two primary potential applications. The first

would be as a tool for rapid comparison between ships, potentially as part of a process to

populate a trade-space with a myriad of designs. The second application would be to facilitate

a naval architect or engineer in rapidly synthesizing a base-line model to begin further

development within Paramarine.

The ESSDT is set up in such a way as to allow the construction of a base-line ship. Once a

base-line is established, one or two parameters, such as selected engine plant or different radar

systems, can be quickly switched out. Then a model for in-depth analysis can be populated

within Paramarine. This means that a designer can quickly and simplistically arrive at multiple

models in a program capable of fairly flexible, rigorous analysis. An example of this approach

can be found in the second case study in section 4.2 Trade-off Comparison of Different Sized

Power Plants. If enough of these designs, with variations around a central design, are

developed, a designer can garner an appreciation for the way a design space may be populated.

This methodology could also be used in conjunction with a Design of Experiments (DOE) or any

other early stage design-narrowing methodology.

These early stage designs also provide a good "jumping-off point" for more in-depth

design. Because of Paramarine's flexibility and power, it requires a significant amount of time

to structure and populate the design tree within Paramarine to enable any kind of significant

analysis. The ESSDT automates a good portion of this preliminary set-up. This enables a

designer to rapidly build the foundation within Paramarine upon which a more fleshed-out
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design can be developed. In effect, it gives the designer the ability to get a running start on a

design. This ability to rapidly model early stage design empowers the ESSDT to be used for

design space population or initial modeling in a fairly flexible manner.
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3.0 Design Tool Concepts

While Section 2.0 Use of the Design Tool highlights the general process and attributes

of the ESSDT, this section discusses the underlying calculations, parametrics, and assumptions

the program uses behind the scenes.

3.1 Excel Interface

In addition to the input tabs provided by the Excel interface as previously discussed, the

Excel interface also provides the platform for the preliminary calculations in the ship design

process. It accomplishes this by combining the user-entered ship's specifics, provided default

values, and some standard naval vessel parametrics. It then uses these calculations to provide

both the requisite outputs to the Paramarine model as well as visual guidance within the Excel

interface in the form of a ship's profile and layout sketches and graphical representation of

required vs. available power, volume, and weight.

3.1.1 Defaults

A complete list of all employed defaults can be seen in Appendix B: ESSDT Entry,

Analysis, and Output Worksheets. In general, the default values fall into three broad

categories: margins, allowances, and efficiencies; parametric constants; and ship geometry

constraints. The goal of the defaults was to limit the number of inputs a user would have to

manipulate to assist in rapid modeling whilst allowing the user developing more advanced or

non-standard designs to have the flexibility to make more in-depth use of the ESSDT.

The ESSDT makes use of design margins for power, volume, and weight. These are to

account for the uncertainty in the design process this early on. The initial default value for each

of these is 10%. This factor is fed into estimates for these values in the bank calculations

discussed in greater detail in section 3.2 Bank System. The calculated required values for

power, weight, and volume are each increased by this margin to help assure sufficient

availability of these items in the design.
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Allowances are incorporated to plan for future ship expansion through service life.

There are allowances for weight, volume, and power. Similar to the margins, these allowances

are added to the required values for weight, volume, and power.

A default transmission efficiency and propulsive efficiencies at both max speed and

cruising speed are also included amongst the defaults. These are used to determine

approximate tankage volume and maximum propulsive power as discussed later in section 3.2

Bank System.

Two items which are effectively both margins and parametrics are the frame factor and

passageway factor. These are subtracted in the determination of available volume. They are

used to account for the proportion of volume within the ship taken up by support structure and

passageways respectively. In the initial set-up of the ESSDT, they are sent to 5% for frame

factor and 10% for passageway factor. These are, currently, placeholder values; and more

research may help to refine more specific values based upon historical ship design.

Table 3 shows the parametric defaults, their initial values, and their source. The

habitability requirements were increased to account for racks, desk, personal stowage,

lavatories, etc. since the habitability manual only specifically accounted for "unobstructed area"

(Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995). These defaults were incorporated into the design banks

as discussed in greater detail in section 3.2 Bank System.
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Table 3: Parametric Defaults

Default Initial Value Source

Potable Water per Person 0. 149 LTs (Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995)

KG/Depth for Weight Group 1 61.71% (Society of Allied Weight Engineers, 2006)

Officer Area Required per Person 75 ft2  (Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995) + 30 ft2

Minimum Stores 300 ft2  (MIT 2N Program, 2011)

-SoesAe Densit 0.015 ft/ - ItMT 2Nrogam, 0

Stores per Person 9 lb/day (MIT 2N Program, 2011)

% of Pala-eq'rdfrSpotSae 5 , - (MIT2 Program,~ 1)

In addition to margins and parametrics, a number of defaults are included to assist in

the determination of ship's geometry. A complete list is provided in Appendix B: ESSDT Entry,

Analysis, and Output Worksheets. They include items such as the heights of decks, structural

size approximations, and allowable range for the ship's length to beam ratio. A split point is

provided to indicate at what percentage of ship's length placed equipment is turned around to

face aft, but this is not currently incorporated into the program. It was left in the defaults in the

hope that future iterations would be able to incorporate it. A rough placement of the fuel

tankage centroid is also provided. This is used in preliminary stability calculations until the user

further defines the design within Paramarine and specifies specific compartments to be tanks.

The use of these defaults are utilized within the calculations of Excel and feed into the

bank system and, eventually, the Paramarine model.

3.1.2 Calculations

The Excel program uses the provided defaults in conjunction with the user inputs and

library to perform many of the preliminary calculations for the ship. These include ship's
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dimensions as well as power, weight, and volume required and available. The required and

available values will be discussed further in section 3.2 Bank System.

For the basic ship's dimensions, several techniques were attempted. In the final

iteration of the program, the beam is determined by the selected equipment and machinery

space. Taking the width of all selected components and the percentage of beam that they are

offset from the ship's centerline, the program determines the minimum beam to accommodate

selected items. With few exceptions, the width of the selected machinery spaces is almost

always the driving factor in the calculation of this minimum beam.

Once the beam is determined, it is used in conjunction with the selected hull to

determine the rest of the ship's dimensions. The selected hull has information of the parent

hull stored in the hull library. This database supplies V1, the parent hull volumetric

displacement, as well as B1, LI, D1, and T1 the parent hull's beam, length, depth at midship, and

draft respectively. Once B2, the model's beam, is determined as previously discussed, its

volumetric displacement can be determined as follows:

V2 = 1* ()

Then its length and draft can be determined as follows:

L2 = L* )3

T2= T1 * ()

This approach allows for uniform scaling of the parent hull to help retain some of the parent

hull's hydrodynamic efficiency.

The required midship's depth is defined by Dm, the depth of the machinery space; Dib,

the height of the inner bottom; and the number, n, and height of decks, h, within the hull above

the machinery space. The equation below determines the minimum required depth.

D2 = Dib + Dm + (n * h)

To avoid unequal scaling of the hull in the vertical dimension which could negatively impact

hydrodynamic efficiency compared to the parent, the parent hull's depth is scaled in the same

manner as the length and draft. If additional depth is needed to accommodate the selected
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machinery spaces and hull decks, it is added within Paramarine as a vertical walled section as

shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Scaled Hull with Added Hull Addendum

If the scaled hull has

hull.

a depth greater than that required, the program defaults to the scaled

Although this approach isn't aesthetically ideal, it gives the user a template within

Paramarine which can be used to further develop the hull geometry while preserving the

hydrodynamic efficiencies of the parent hull. For example, with a minimal amount of

manipulation within Paramarine, this structure can be used to produce a tumble home design

to allow a reduced RCS, as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Hull Addendum Transformed into Tumblehome
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These calculations are then paired with the location and data for the previously selected

equipment, the calculations for the bank system, and the information for the hull to create the

model within Paramarine.

3.2 Bank System

The underlying premise behind the bank system in the ESSDT is to provide the user a

quick, visual way to track the available and required power, volume, and weight. The visual

representation is on the same tab as the buttons allowing export to Paramarine, as can be seen

in Figure 13: Final User Interface to Export Design to Paramarine. As an off-shoot of this bank

determination, some of the calculations performed for the bank system are also exported into

the Paramarine model.

3.2.1 Power Bank

The available power is provided from the output of the selected machinery

configuration from the IPSDM. This output is comprised of two principle values, the power

supplied and the maximum propulsive power available. Required power is comprised of three

parts, propulsive, hotel, and equipment requirements.

The maximum propulsive power available is graphically displayed as the blue portion of

left-hand bar as shown in Figure 28. This represents the maximum power which the motors of

the selected machinery arrangement can dedicate to propulsive power. The power supplied is

represented by the entirety of the bar on the left, both red and blue portions. This represents

the entirety of power the selected machinery arrangement can supply to the ship less the

plant's own internal needs.
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Figure 28: Power Bank Display

Propulsive requirements are determined using the Admiralty Coefficient Method

(Stokoe, 2003), the equation for which is:

2

eff -- 1000 * C

where Peff is the effective propulsive power in MW, A is the ship's displacement in long tons, V

is the ship's maximum speed in knots and C is the Admiralty Coefficient of the parent hull. This
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value is then divided by the default values for transmission efficiency and propulsive coefficient

at maximum speed to determine the maximum propulsive power needed. This is a first-cut

preliminary value for comparison prior to model creation within Paramarine. Once the model is

created, the Paramarine file structure is set-up to automatically produce a more detailed power

curve for the particular hull modeled.

Hotel load is determined by combining the default power per person with the number

of personnel selected by the user. A more detailed analysis in accordance with the guidelines

set out in the Navy's Design Data Sheet (DDS) 310-1 was run for comparison (Naval Sea Systems

Command, 1988). The more complexly determined value did not differ by more than 10% from

the simpler calculation used, and the simpler calculation was typically more conservative. So it

was determined that, at this phase of the design process, the simpler method was adequate.

Equipment load is determined by summing the max load for all selected items. Then the

propulsive, hotel, and equipment loads are all increased by the default design margin and the

hotel and equipment loads are increased by the service life allowance. The propulsive power is

not increased by the service life allowance since, in order to have the same maximum speed, it

is assumed that any future alteration for propulsion would decrease required power, not

increase.

Once these available and required power loads are determined, they are graphically

displayed as seen in Figure 28. Of the calculated values, the only one carried over to the

Paramarine model is the maximum load of the selected equipment.

3.2.2 Weight Bank

Similar to the power bank, the weight bank displays available and required weight as

seen in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Weight Bank Display

The available weight is purely a matter of hull geometry since the ship's Length Between the

Perpendiculars (LBP), beam at the waterline, and draft have all been determined. Therefore,

available weight would be:

A2 =L2 * B2 * T2* Cp * Cm

where Cp is the prismatic coefficient and Cm is the midship coefficient.
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Determining required weight necessitates the determination of each of the component

SWBS group weights. Each is handled individually depending on the individual peculiarities of

each group.

Weight group 1, ship's structure, is determined by "smearing" the approximate size of

ships support structure into the default hull and deckhouse thicknesses. This is used to

determine an approximate volume of steel within the ship's structure which is then multiplied

by a default value for the density of steel. To this value is added a parametric equation for the

weight of support structures (MIT 2N Program, 2011) as follows:

Wsupport = 0.0675W + 0.072(W3 + W4 + WS + W7 )

where W 2, W3, W4, W5 , and W7 are the weights of their respective groups.

Due to the potentially imprecise nature of this method, a different method was used for

determination of Weight Group 1 within Paramarine to enable comparison between the two

methods if desired by the user. Once in Paramarine, the estimate for the model's weight group

1 is determined using the method put forth by Usher and Dorey in 1982 (Usher & Dorey, 1982)

which is a geometric method which scales from envelope dimensions and uses the following

equation:

W1 = L 2
2 5 4 * (B2

2 * Dz

where the length, beam, and depth are all in meters and Wi is given in metric tons.

Weight group 2, propulsion systems; weight group 3, electrical systems; and weight

group 7, armament, are determined simply by summing the weights of the individual

equipment items imported from the IPSDM when the machinery set-up was selected by the

user for inclusion within the model. There is no need to export the weight group 2, 3, and 7

estimates to Paramarine since all of the equipment with its respective weights are imported

into Paramarine which sums them in its analysis.

Weight group 4, control and communication, consists of four items. The first three are

determined by standard parametric equations (MIT 2N Program, 2011). These are the weight

for the ship's gyro and navigation equipment, miscellaneous group 4 items, and data cabling.

The equations generating these weights in long tons are as follows:

Wgyro &nav = 4.65 * C#
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Wmisc GP 4 = 2.2 * C#

Wcabiing = 0.04 * ( Wgyro & nav + Wmisc GP 4 + WGP 4 equip)

where C# is the ship's cubic number given by:

LBP * B * (T + FAV)
C# = 105

and FAV is an effective average freeboard given by:

F = (Do - T) + 4(Dio - T) + (D20 - T)

with:

WGP4equip = Weight of Additional Selected Equipment [LT] (see below)

LBP = Length Between the Perpendiculars [ft]

B = Beam [ft]

T = Draft [ft]

Do = Hull Depth at the Forward Perpendicular [ft]

Dio = Hull Depth at Midship [ft]

D20 = Hull Depth at the Aft Perpendicular [ft]

These three weights are imported into the Paramarine model as individual weights

within the design. The fourth weight in group 4, WGP4equip, is a summation of additional,

selected equipment. This is determined as groups 2, 3, and 7 were, and the result is not

exported into Paramarine for the same reason.

For weight groups 5, auxiliary systems, and 6, outfit and furnishings, parametric

equations are used to determine the weights of general auxiliary systems, the distiller, and

auxiliary system fluids for group 5 and hull fittings and personnel related weights for group 6

using the following equations with results in long tons (MIT 2N Program, 2011):

Weight Group 5

W[enauxsys = {[0.000772(VT). 4 4 3 + 5.1 4 VT + 6.19(VT) 0 7 2 2 4 + 3 7 7 NT + 2.74P] * 10-4} + 113.8

Wdistinler = 0.001 3 (6 .SNT + 250)

Wfluids = 0.000075VT

Weight Group 6

Whui fittings = 31.4 + 0.00031 8 7 VT
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Wpersonei relatea = 0. 8 (NT - 9.5)

where VT is the total volume of the hull and deckhouse in cubic feet and NT is the total number

of personnel. These weights are then exported to the Paramarine model in the same way the

three items of group 4 were.

To account for variable loads, weight for fuel and potable water is also determined.

Weight for potable water is based upon the number of crew members and the default

requirement (Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995). This value is exported to Paramarine. The

weight of fuel is determined by combining the volume of fuel required, which is calculated as

part of the volume bank discussed in section 3.2.3 Volume Bank, with a default density of fuel.

This value is not exported into Paramarine since the Paramarine model is set-up to

independently calculate this weight.

Once all of these requirements have been determined, they are increased by the default

values for the weight design margin and the weight service life allowance. This produces a final

required weight which is displayed adjacent to the required weight as shown in Figure 29:

Weight Bank Display.

3.2.3 Volume Bank

The display for the volume bank, as shown in Figure 30, has two available values, the

deckhouse volume and hull volume. The hull volume is determined by taking the parent hull

volume and multiplying it by the cube of the ratio of daughter to parent hull beam, similar to

how the daughter's volumetric displacement was determined. Since the required hull depth

often exceeds the scaled depth, the deck area is multiplied by the difference to account for the

additional volume of the hull addendum as shown in Figure 26: Scaled Hull with Added Hull

Addendum. When compared to the actual final model's hull volume produced by Paramarine,

this method varies by less than 1% from the true hull volume. The deckhouse volume is

calculated from geometric calculation of the chosen deckhouse modules. It should be noted

that, if the deckhouse modules overlap, the volume of the overlap will be double-counted.
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Figure 30: Volume Bank Display

Once the available volume is determined, it is reduced in accordance with the

passageway factor and frame factor defaults.

The determination of required hull volume consists of the selected equipment, support

equipment, habitability, and tankage. The selected equipment volume is determined by the

sum of the volumes of the individual equipment selected and that imported from the IPSDM.

Support equipment and habitability are determined by the following parametric equations:
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Habitability (Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995)

Vhabitability = (2 * HDH * ACo&Xo) + (N * Poff * HDH * Aoff ) + [N * (1 - Pff) * HH * Aen] + Vstores

with

Vstores = [Amin stores + (N * Pstores * Wstores * Tstores*)] * HH

Support Equipment (MIT 2N Program, 2011)

Vmaintenance = Psupport * [(2 * HDH * Aco) + (N * Poff * HDH * A off +Vequipment

&

Vbrjdge & chartroom = 16ft * (B 2 - 18ft) * HDH

where

Vhabitability is the volume of habitability spaces,

Vstores is the volume of ship's stores,

Vmaintenance is the volume of maintenance equipment,

Vequipment is the volume of selected, non-machinery room equipment,

Vbridge & chartroom is the volume of the bridge and chartroom,

HDH is the average height of a level within the deckhouse,

HH is the average height of a deck within the hull,

Aco&xo is the area allocated to the ship's Commanding Officer (CO) and Executive Officer ( XO),

Aoff is the area allocated to the ship's officers,

Aeni is the area allocated to enlisted crew,

N is the number of ship's crew,

Poff is the percentage of ship's crew consisting of officers,

Pstores is the area density of ship's stores,

Wstores is the weight of stores provided per person per day,

and Tstores is the period of time ship's stores is to accommodate.

In addition, the volume required for exhaust and inlet stacks is approximated by

multiplying the length of the stacks by their cross-sectional area.

For tankage requirements, the ESSDT estimates fuel tank volume, potable water

volume, sewage tankage volume, waste oil volume, and clean ballast volume. For fuel tankage
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requirements, the ESSDT uses the inputs of range and cruising speed combined with the

Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) for optimal speed provided by the IPSDM to determine the

tankage requirements from the power loads of propulsion at cruising speed (from the

Admiralty Coefficient as previously discussed), hotel loads, and operational equipment power

loads. Potable water requirements are determined from the per person default requirements

initially populated from the Navy's Habitability Manual (Naval Sea Systems Command, 1995).

Sewage tank volume, waste oil volume, and clean ballast volume are all supplied via the

parametric equations below (MIT 2N Program, 2011):

Vsewage = N * (default volume of sewage per person)

Vwaste oil = 0.0005 * (underwater hull volume)

Vclean Ballast = 0.032 * (underwater hull volume)

None of the volumes calculated within the volume bank are exported to Paramarine.

They are only intended to be a general, preliminary guide to the user prior to export to the

Paramarine model.

3.3 Hull Creation

Hull creation by the ESSDT in Paramarine is based upon use of a parent hull from a

previous design. These hulls are stored within a hull library in the ESSDT along with all

pertinent information for hull synthesis within Paramarine as well as requisite guidance for the

previously discussed bank assessment.

3.3.1 Paramarine Mechanics of Hull Insertion

Several methods for hull insertion within Paramarine were examined as potential

options for the ESSDT to synthesize a hull. The Intelli-Hull Method, which forms a basic hull of a

selected type based on general inputs, was deemed to not have the flexibility desired for the

ESSDT. At the other end of the spectrum, creating the hull from offsets, as Paramarine allows,

seemed too complex a method to easily allow the automation for hull generation desired.

Between these two extremes, it was determined that the Quick Hull Method (QHM) afforded
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greater flexibility than the Intelli-Hull Method while still being simple enough to allow

automation of the process.

The QHM process is illustrated in Figure 31. The first item the QHM needs are nine

control points illustrated in step one. These points are located at the top and bottom of the

bow, transom, forward portion of Parallel Mid Body (PMB) and aft portion of the PMB. There is

an additional point located at the beginning of the aft cut-up. The reason the example in Figure

31 appears to only have seven points is because most warship designs do not have a PMB.

Therefore, the aft and forward PMB points are coincident with each other.

Figure 31: Illustration of Quick Hull Process

Next, as seen in step two of Figure 31, the QHM uses seven guide curves representing

the transom, midship, bow, keel and deck edge aft of midship, and keel and deck edge forward

of midship. Each curve is defined by nine points.

Paramarine then uses these control points and curves, in conjunction with the

parameters displayed in Figure 32, to synthesize the parent hull as illustrated in step three of

Figure 31.
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SACSA_param

] input
V dispt volume (=149397.000 ft3)
V waterine aft x(= 0.O0 ft)
V pmb aft x (= -225.605 ft)
V pmbfwdy (= -225.05 ft)
v waterine fwd (=418.140 ft)
v Cp (=0.583)
V Cm (=0.775)
v entry coeff (=1.000)
v run_coeff (=0.000)
V skeg_area_coeff (=0.000)
v transom areacoeff (=0.000)
v bowareacoeff (=0.000)
V aft_cut upX (= -334.729 ft)
v LCB (= 199.960 ft)

Figure 32: Parameters Required for QHM

Next the hull is uniformly scaled in length, beam, and depth in accordance with the

calculations discussed in section 3.1.2 Calculations. Finally, if the required depth is greater than

the depth of the newly scaled hull, a hull addendum is added atop the scaled hull. This is

constructed automatically by the ESSDT by projecting the upper deck vertically by the necessary

distance to overcome the shortfall. Once in the Paramarine model, this hull addendum may be

altered to reflect more traditional hull flare or model the current trends toward tumblehome

designs as the user prefers.

3.3.2 Hull Library

The key to being able to perform the QHM insertion is the hull library within the ESSDT.

All available hulls are provided within the drop-down menu on the primary input page. Each

hull within the library has its own, dedicated tab. On that tab are the special references for all

control points and reference points for control curves of the parent hull. There is also the
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additional information required for the QHM as exemplified in Table 4, a selection from hull

5415, a DDG-51 style hull approved for public release.

Table 4: Example of Data in Hull Library from 5415 Hull

reference LBP (ft) 468.05

reference midship beam at waterline (ft) = 62.97

reference depth (ft) = 36.13459722
dispvolume (ftA3) = 318156

LCB (from midship) (ft) = -3.878

referenece waterline fwd (ft) = 0

reference waterline aft (ft) = -468.05

waterplane ref z = 1

waterplane ref d (draft) (ft) = 21

Admiralty Coefficient = 271
Volumetric Coefficient = 3.10286849

Prismatic Coefficient = 0.514037592
Midship Coefficient = 0.821403994

Beam Over All (ft) = 67.5559878
volume of hull (ft^3) = 726633

deckarea (t28361.5

Most of this information is required for the QHM, but some of it, such as the hull's volume and

upper deck area, are included to assist with the bank calculations as previously discussed.

3.4 Outputs to Paramarine

Once the machinery plant, primary equipment, and hull type have been chosen, the

deckhouse constructed, and the banks checked, the ESSDT is now ready to export its model to

Paramarine. This involves two steps: inserting the requisite file structure (button number one

in Figure 13: Final User Interface to Export Design to Paramarine) and actually constructing the

model (button numbers two and three in Figure 13: Final User Interface to Export Design to

Paramarine)
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3.4.1 File Structure

The file structure created by the ESSDT closely models the structure provided in GRC's

Surface Ship Early Stage Design tutorial (Pawling, 2009). The fully populated and expanded file

structure can be seen in Appendix C: File Structure Created Within Paramarine by the ESSDT.

There are two significant deviations from the structure utilized in the tutorial. The first is the

inclusion of a "uservariables" folder. The second is the separation of the traditional "design"

folder into two folders, a "design" folder and a "designreference" folder.

The "uservariables" folder is a central control area where significant ship's information

can be accessed and altered. All analysis and modeling dependent upon the ship's information

included in the "uservariables" folder is linked to these inputs. An example is shown in Figure

33. This allows the user to rapidly alter key aspects of the model the ESSDT has created within

Paramarine.

CJ uservarnables
V LBP(=543.293 ft)

v OA(=201Al5 ft)
V Depthmidships (= 48.015 ft)
V Depth scaled from-parent-hull (= 39197 ft)
V Beam (=64.528 ft)
v Draft (= 20A64 ft)
v Range (= 5000.000 nm)
v Endurance Speed (=18.000 kt)
V Max-Speed (= 30.000 kt)

pnsmaticcoefficnt 0583)
V midship-coefficient (= 0.775)
V framne.spacing (=OM0 ft)
v daughter-parent-hull scaling (=1.299)
C deck heights

C bulkheads

Figure 33: "UserVariables" Folder

Like the "uservariables" folder, the "design-reference" folder was created to assist in

dealing with modifying a model not originally created within Paramarine. Components which

are part of the actual, physical design such as the hull, deckhouse, and equipment in location
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are placed within the "design" folder. Items which the design references, such as the QHM for

the parent hull or the layout grid for decks and bulkheads, are stored in the "design_reference"

folder. This allows for easier determination of what actually comprises the design and which

components are there for model guidance.

3.4.2 Model Construction & Analysis

Once the file structure is in place, the ESSDT inserts the ship model into Paramarine.

This model within Paramarine consists of references, the actual model, and analysis items.

Most of the reference items are included in the previously discussed "uservariables" folder

and "design_reference" folder. There is also an equipment library consisting of all major

equipment placed upon the ship. It is located in the "setup" folder.

The physical model consists of the items within the "design" folder. This includes the

hull and deckhouse as well as initial bulkheads and decks. The bulkhead and deck locations can

be rapidly re-located within the sub-folders "deck_heights" and "bulkheads" in

"uservariables". The model also contains all major equipment items located and modeled

within the ship as input from the ESSDT.

For analysis, the initial Paramarine model has preliminary weight assessment, speed and

powering, and trim and stability analysis. The speed and powering analysis is automated, and

the initial model is populated with a power vs. speed curve for the design. Weight and trim and

stability require a couple of links which are not automated. The details of these links and how

to complete them are covered in Appendix A: Program Instruction Manual. Once completed,

however, the model then contains a preliminary weight assessment and trim and stability

analysis with a GZ-curve.

It is important to note that this is a preliminary analysis. For greater accuracy in design

analysis, greater detail still needs to be developed within the Paramarine model. Of particular

note is the lack of modeled tanks. Fuel tanks are assumed to have a mass centroid based upon

the defaults within the ESSDT. However, at this point the model has all of the requisite

structure for the user to begin to define actual tank locations and sizes within the Paramarine

model. Additionally, there is no structural analysis, maneuvering analysis, or a floodable length
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curve produced. However, all of the pieces are in place. So a user familiar with Paramarine can

continue with the model development and analysis from this point on.
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4.0 Case Studies and Tradeoffs

As a preliminary assessment of the ESSDT and its ability to be used in analysis, two case

studies were run. The first case study was an attempt to model a ship similar to the DDG-51

Flight IIA. A starting model was produced by selecting a load-out and geometry similar to the

DDG-51 Flight IIA, and the resulting model was compared to the current production ship. The

second case study was designed to determine the ESSDT's ability to rapidly perform a trade-off

comparison between two similarly equipped ships. Two medium sized surface combatants

were constructed with differently sized engine plant arrangements. The resulting models were

then compared.

4.1 Mimicking DDG-51

A potential application of the ESSDT is its ability to be used to quickly synthesize an

initial stage design for further development. This could allow a naval engineer to leverage their

time by producing a model which can be further designed in depth and analyzed in Paramarine

in an expeditious manner. In an attempt to assess this application, the ESSDT was used to

attempt a rapid synthesis of a ship similar to the DDG-51 Flight IIA. The resulting ship in

Paramarine, shown in Figure 34, was then compared to the historically developed DDG-51

Flight IIA.

Figure 34: Paramarine Model Produced in Case Study 2
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The inputs used to mimic a DDG-51 can be found in Appendix D: Input for Case Study 1,

Mimicking DDG-51. Since the IPSDM was designed to produce only IPS plants, plant

"IPSMEDSURFCOMBLONG" (Jurkiewicz, 2012) was chosen due to a similar size and overall

geometry to the current flight of DDG-51s engine room arrangement. Figure 35 and Figure 36

display the resulting weight, power, and volume banks when the inputs for the DDG-51 were

placed into the ESSDT.

I
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2000
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* Propulsion

* Additional
Available

NMax
Propulsive

Figure 35: Weight & Power Bank for Case Study 2
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Figure 36: Volume Bank for Case Study 2
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The General Dimensions of the final model in Paramarine can be seen in Table 5. It was found

that the ESSDT produced a model with major dimensions within 5% of DDG-51 Flight IIA. Total

time to produce this model was ~1 hour to construct the deckhouse and ~30 minutes for all

other input. The resulting model did have a GMt of only 4.2 ft (desired value is typically ~10% of

beam) and a trim by the bow of approximately 0.69 degrees. However, it should be noted that

these mildly undesirable stability values came from the analysis of a model with all tanks

modeled with one centroid in default position. As a naval engineer moves forward with the

design, this preliminary analysis shows that it would be desirable for tanks, when formally

defined, to be placed overall lower and slightly to the aft of the current default position.

Table 5: Results of Case Study 1

DDG-51 Flight IIA

(Wikipedia, 2012)

ESSDT Produced Model

Length Overall 509 ft 513 ft 0.79%

Draft 30.5 ft 29.6 ft -2.95%

Case study one successfully performed a preliminary modeling of a surface combatant

similar to DDG-51 Flight IIA in a relatively short period of time. Although the resulting model

needed further refinement, it demonstrated a feasible starting point for more in-depth model

development and analysis.
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4.2 Trade-off Comparison of Different Sized Power Plants

If a smaller power plant is placed within a ship, there are three likely effects on the final

design, the ship as a whole will be able to be smaller, it will need less power, and it will

probably be less expensive. Smaller ships require less power to reach the same speeds as larger

ships. So, by reducing the size of the power plant, does the reduction in propulsive

requirements compensate for the reduction in producible power? In other words, by reducing

the power plant size, can a smaller, equally equipped ship go just as fast and have just as much

power available for additional equipment as a larger ship with a larger power plant and larger

price tag?

To address this issue, two similarly equipped medium-sized surface combatants were

designed using the ESSDT. Each used the "frigate" hull from the ESSDT hull library and was

equipped with the following items:

* 64 Cell VLS

e 128 Cell VLS

e 5" Deck Gun

e Two Phalanx Close-in-Weapons-Systems

e SQS 53-C Sonar

e Four SPY ID Fixed Array Radars

Both ships were initially designed with the parameters in Table 6.

Table 6: Initial Specifications for the Two Medium-Sized Surface Combatants Analyzed

LARGER SHIP SMALLER SHIP

Range 5000 nm 5000 nm

Endurance 60 days 60 days

Installed Power 108.5 MW 103.7 MW
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Figure 37 displays the layout of the two ships as it appeared in both the ESSDT and final

modeling in Paramarine, and Figure 38 and Figure 39 display the resulting bank analysis from

the synthesis of each ship.

LARGER SHIP SMALLER SHIP

'~ I~V] r112111 1 FL"i

Figure 37: Layout of the Two Medium-Sized Surface Combatants Analyzed
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200
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4000 40 UMaxPropulsive 00000:
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Figure 38: Bank Assessment, Larger Ship
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Figure 39: Bank Assessment, Smaller Ship

Figure 40 shows a comparison of the two ships' powering curves and the powering curve of the

parent hull they were both based upon.

Parent vs. Daughter Hull Effic encies

80
-+-Smaller HullEffective

Power (KW)

-4-Smaller Hull Shaft
Power (KW)

*-Parent Hull Effective
Power (KW)

-Parent Hull Shaft
Power (KW)

20 -+Larger HullEffective
Power (KW)

-+-Larger Hull Shaft
Power (KW)

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 40: Comparison of Power Curves
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Table 7 displays the measured outputs from each of these two ships. Based upon this analysis,

this particular trade-off appears to not be profitable from a capability stand-point since the

slight size difference garnered by a reduction in beam of 0.2 ft results in less power available for

ship's systems. Of course this would have to be coupled with an estimated cost difference of

the two plants to determine the value of the trade-off more definitively.

Table 7: Comparison of Case Study 2 Output

LARGER SHIP SMALLER SHIP % DIFF

GT
GMT 6.7 ft 6.7 ft 0%

Initial Displacement 9460 LT 9387 LT 0.8%

LBP 544.7 ft 543.3 ft 0.3%

Draft 20.5 ft 20.5 ft 0%

While this particular analysis only showed minor differences, it should be noted that a

previous version of the ESSDT which allowed independent scaling of the hull's dimensions

showed much greater trade-offs between the two models. This was because the ability to scale

length and beam independently allowed the models to capture the advantage of the reduction

in stack length of the smaller plant.

This independent scaling was abandoned since it potentially led to inefficient hull

designs by altering the form of the parent hull too greatly. However, this earlier analysis did

demonstrated that if the hull library were more populated, and different shaped hulls were
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allowed to be selected to capture the reduction in stack length allowed with the smaller plant,

this same analysis may lead to more significant results.

Total time to run this comparative analysis between these two ships was approximately

30 minutes. This demonstrated how the ESSDT could be used to rapidly model a design trade-

space.
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5.0 Conclusions

5.1 General Conclusions

As shown by the case studies, the ESSDT is a potentially valuable design bridge

between the earliest stages of design development and the ability to perform complex analysis

of initial ship design ideas. It allows quick comparison between different design concepts and

trade-offs. It also allows a designer to take a very primitive idea of what design options might

be desired and place them into a tool like Paramarine such that all of the power of that tool is

available for analysis.

The ESSDT accomplishes these tasks in such a way as to allow the incorporation of the

flexibility afforded by the development of IPS. By moving away from the more traditional

parametrics and towards inclusion of the actual selected equipment, the ESSDT enables a more

reliable preliminary analysis than that afforded by a purely parametric analysis. Since there

have not been enough IPS ships to form the basis of all of these parametrics as used in more

traditional approaches to Naval Engineering, this approach may be a valuable tool for the

foreseeable future.

5.2 Areas of Future Study & Development

In the process of developing and testing the ESSDT, it was determined that there are a

number of areas where the concepts developed with the ESSDT would greatly benefit from

further development and research. These include further development of the user interface,

inclusion of zoning in the model construction, development of an electrical distribution module,

expansion of existing libraries, and further development of the automated Paramarine analysis.

5.2.1 Refining Interface

In an attempt to use the ESSDT to rapidly develop ship models for analysis, one of the

most inhibiting factors is the current interface. The requirement to place equipment and

construct geometry in tabular form and continuously update the file to see the image of what's

being produced is cumbersome at best. An example would be how defining the deckhouse

geometry in case study one represented the bulk of the time used in that process. If the user
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interface were more graphics based, allowing users to click and drag equipment and geometry

into place, the overall efficacy of the ESSDT could be greatly enhanced.

5.2.2 Inclusion of Zoning

The current manifestation of the ESSDT does not account for electrical, cooling, or fire

zoning considerations within the design produced. This is an aspect of ship design which can be

very helpful to the designer to define early on. Some consideration of zoning has been used in

related programs such as the IPSDM (Jurkiewicz, 2012), and the CSDT (Fiedel, 2011).

Developing a method to account for zoning within the ESSDT would be a valuable enhancement

to the program. One way of accomplishing this would be to combine the ESSDT and CSDT such

that a design created in the ESSDT could then be further developed by the CSDT.

5.2.3 Development of an Electrical Distribution Model

The CSDT provided a model of how the family of tools including ESSDT, IPSDM, and CSDT

can be used to design and develop a ship's cooling system. At this time, there is no tool of this

form for the similar development of a ship's electrical distribution system. If a tool similar to

the CSDT could be developed and incorporated into the ESSDT, this could provide another

valuable asset for ship design and analysis.

5.2.4 Expansion and Completion of Equipment Library

Currently, the biggest issue for the ability of the ESSDT to model modern designs

accurately is the lack of depth in its equipment library. Exact equipment requirements for

power, weight, cooling, area, etc. are difficult to obtain in a non-distribution limited manner.

Additionally, the main focus of this thesis was developing the interaction between interface,

library, and Paramarine. With that in place, further development should be dedicated to the

expansion of the ESSDT's library in both the number of potential equipment instances available

and in the data for that equipment. Ideally, it would be optimal to develop future iterations of

the ESSDT such that they can access larger, out-of-program equipment libraries such as the one

being developed by the Electric Ship Research and Design Consortium (ESRDC).
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5.3.5 Expansion of Hull Library & Re-Working of Hull Insertion Techniques

During the process of developing the ESSDT, several techniques were examined for the

development of a hull form for the modeled ship. A method allowing scaling of the vessel

longitudinally, transversely, and vertically independent of one another would be ideal for

placement and location analysis of the actual equipment. However, using a parent hull limits

the independent scaling in order to avoid deviating too greatly from the hydrodynamic

efficiency of the parent. The ESSDT could potentially be a more powerful tool if a method could

be developed to individually scale the three ship's dimensions while obtaining an efficient

hydrodynamic design for the hull. Barring this, a significant expansion of available parent hulls

within the hull library would allow greater flexibility to the user and allow a greater range of

viable analyses.

5.2.6 Development of Paramarine Analysis

In this version of the ESSDT, powering, weight accounting, and stability and trim analysis

have been entirely or partially automated within Paramarine. However, Paramarine is a

powerful tool capable of much greater depth of analysis. Due to time limitations, more of these

analyses, such as floodable length, structural analysis, tank placement, etc. were not able to be

automated. In the ESSDT's continued development, it would be highly recommended to

continue to expand the amount of automated analysis it can perform in Paramarine.
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Appendix A: Program Instruction Manual

Introduction:

This manual provides an overview of how to use the Early Stage Ship Design Tool

(ESSDT) Version 1.0 and what features are currently included. For more in-depth explanation of

the underlying calculations and processes, please refer to the base document for which this

manual is an appendix.

Requirements:

* Paramarine Version 7.0 or higher

e Microsoft Excel 2007 or later

* Integrated Power System Design Module (IPSDM)

Installation & Startup

Figure 1 illustrates the installed file structure for the ESSDT. Graphics for use with the

ESSDT must be installed into their respective subfolder within the Graphics folder. For version

1.0, graphics to be inserted must consist of parasolids of a single solid body.

Figure 1: Installed File Structure

To use the

"Mach inerySu mmary"

arrangements from the

ESSDT, begin by starting Microsoft Excel and opening the

Excel file populated with the desired selection of power plant

IPSDM (see IPSDM Manual for further detail). Then, open the main file
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"ESSDT ver 1.0". Once open, enable macros and links, as shown in Figure 2, by selecting

"options" (1), choosing to enable content (2), and selecting "OK" (3).

1 instled Powe(MW) 5,IP E Waig Rtislnot posile to desmie i titis contimnee a

Type ofHhotrHnger SH-60E Seahawk .t~ rwdaldfmkanmd ms tseuse
# of heladi o e hangers 2 M snnnaonn

phanger orientation sidie-byside Ft. Path: C:WpSSTSST var LOallem

Est Displacement ( ?T) 9f75 WID ectrne O 2
Crew Size 323

Endurne (days) l
C a cisin Speed (knots) 20 i9m

HullDe T Mpe 5415 rew2 0 0l ti.sp csk up hvae ortnu~ V utn

F PePa: C: er L.Oj im
C ows C44 lanon have been aile fra =m n onr aitent Oecmmended}

Aironftie s sio efctee k ug

Figure 2: Enabling Macros

input Overview:

The input for the ESSDT consists of a set of colored, selectable tabs at the bottom of the

workbook as shown in Figures 3,4, and 5. Red tabs are defaults, yellow tabs are user inputs,

blue tabs are equipment libraries, and green tabs comprise the hull library.

Figure 3: Input Tabs
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Hoist 255 6 8 0
0 18 9 0
0 9 10 0

11 0
27 12 0

Figure 4: Input Tabs (cont.)

Figure 5: Input Tabs (cont.)

Within each tab, input fields follow a similar color scheme. Cells highlighted in red are

default values which may be changed should a more advanced or unusual design be desired.

Cells highlighted in yellow are standard user input for ship model synthesis. Cells highlighted in

blue are inputs for the equipment and hull libraries. These can be populated with the pertinent

information for any equipment wished to be incorporated into the design or parent hulls for

the ship.

Due to the large number of "lookup" functions within the program, changes, when

input, may take several seconds to propagate through the program. To limit this delay, the

ESSDT is set to suppress calculations. This means, as entries are made, the program must be

updated for any changes to take effect. To accomplish this, the "calculate" button in the lower

left corner of the program may be selected or any of the numerous "update" buttons

throughout the program may be selected.

Although discussed in greater detail in the section concerning the

"ImporttoParamarine" tab, there are graphical representations of the designed ship's current
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available and required weight, power, and volume. It is recommended that the user consult

these graphs often throughout the design process.

For geometric reference, the x-direction is the longitudinal reference, and the forward

perpendicular is considered the zero point with values running negative toward the aft end of

the vessel. The y-direction is the transverse direction with port considered as positive. The z-

direction is the vertical direction measured as positive upward with the zero at the ship's

baseline.

The following inputs are arranged in a logical order to proceed when developing an

initial ship design. However, the ESSDT does allow the flexibility to jump around between tabs

when synthesizing a model.

Initial Input:

An overview of the 'InitialInput" tab is shown in Figure 6. The image in the upper-right

corner is altered as the design is populated.

Figure 6: Overview of Initial Input Page

Figure 7 displays the initial input data for the ship. The selection for installed power

provides a drop-down menu populated by all selectable plant configurations from the IPSDM
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output. Hull type similarly provides a drop-down menu populated by available hull

configurations in the hull library. The selection of the engine plant and hull type sets the ship's

dimensions and displacement. However, additional beam or draft may be added in the cells

just to the right of the bottom of the initial inputs table. It is recommended to avoid the use of

this feature in most cases as this will lead to non-uniform scaling of the parent hull which may

reduce hydrodynamic efficacy.

Figure 7: Initial Inputs

If aviation facilities are selected, the ability to position a flight deck will be enabled as

seen in Figure 8 item #2 and in Figure 9 in the second row. In the initial inputs table, the user

has the choice of 0-2 hangars, what type of helicopter they are sized for, and the orientation

(side-by-side or fore-and-aft) if two are selected. The actual location and spacing between

hangars is directed in the "CreateDeckhouse" tab discussed later.
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max speed (knots) 29

range (nm) 4400

Installed Power (MW) 1085 L
Aviation Facilities yes

Type of Helicoptor Hanger SH-60F Seahawk

# of helicoptor hangers 2

hanger orientation side-by-side

Est Displacement (LT) 9875

Crew Size 323

Endurance (days) 60

Cruising Speed (knots) 20

# of Decks Above MMRs 1
Hull Type 5415,_rev2
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location

type selection vertical reference FORE/AFT

ITEM # (% aft from FP)

1 MMRounding_Boxes Master Machinery Bounding Box Atopjnner_Bottom 47.00%

2 FlightDeck SH-60F.Seahawk WeatherDeck 83.00%

3 MMR Sounding_Boxes OMR1 WeatherDeck 82.00%
4 Atopjnner_Bottom 95.00%

5 WeatherDeck 78.00%

6 VLS Mk_41_32Jds strike WeatherDeck 19100%

7 VLS Mk_41_64_rds_strike Weather Deck 75.00%

8 Gun 5_in.54.calber_Mark_ 45_gun Weather_Deck 1.00%

9 Gun PhalarMk_15 CIWS Weather_Deck 25100%

10 Gun PhaIarnMk_15.CIWS Weather_Deck 65.00%

11 Sonar SLS.53C Bottomof Hull 2.00%

12 Radar SPW,1D Weather-Deck 28.50%

Figure 8: Equipment Selection, Left Side

I.!

Vertical

PORT/STBD Additional Input Needed input (ft) Adjustment

(% PORT from CL) (ft)
0.00% none

0.00% none -85

0.00% none -29

000% none 16

0.00% none
0.00% none
0.00% none 9

0.0% Height ofhoist 25.5 6

0.00% none 0 18

0.00% none 0 9

0.00% none
60.0% none 27

Figure 9: Equipment Selection, Right Side

The first line of the Equipment Selection Table (EST) is populated by the

"MMRBoundingBox". This represents the Main Machinery Rooms (MMRs) and Auxiliary

Machinery Rooms (AMRs) from the selected plant. They are moved together as a unit when

placing them with the ship. Items 3-5 are populated with any Other Machinery Rooms (OMRs)
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which are part of the selected plant. These are placed independently of the MMRs, AMRs, and

other OMRs. If aviation facilities were selected, then the EST allows the selection of a flight

deck size based on information from the equipment library in row 2.

Additional selected equipment (item 6 on) is chosen by first selecting "type" followed by

"selection". Both of these selections are populated from the available equipment within the

equipment library. Locating the equipment consists of designating longitudinal, transverse, and

vertical position. Longitudinal and transverse locations are selected as a percentage of the

ship's dimension in that direction from either the forward perpendicular or centerline

respectively. Vertical positioning is determined by selecting the bottom of the hull, atop the

inner bottom, or the weather deck. An off-set from this selected vertical position may then be

specified in the final column of the EST.

Some items may require an additional input as can be seen in Figure 9. In this example,

it is the height of the hoist for a deck gun. This prompt appears when an equipment item

requiring some further defining attribute is selected. If left blank, the value is assumed to be

zero.

Figure 10 is the input for selecting bulkhead locations. The ship is automatically

populated with the required bulkheads from the selected engine plant. Additional bulkheads

are placed in this table as a percentage of ship's length from the forward perpendicular. In

order for the ESSDT to properly recognize which bulkheads to insert, the user must list a name

for each bulkhead to be incorporated in the design. This included the MMR bulkheads listed at

the bottom of this bulkhead input table.

bulkhead bulkhead
locations locations

% aft ft from bulkhead
from FP FP name

1 86.50% -415-9379 BHS
2 93.00 -447.1933 86
3 O.0% 0 i81
4 7.50% -36.06398 882
5 14.s0% -69.2369 83
6 7750 -372.6611 8H4
7 0
8 0
9 0

10 0

Figure 10: Input for Bulkhead Locations
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Create Deckhouse:

The initial input for creating the deckhouse is displayed in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Input for Creating the Deckhouse

The deckhouse is constructed of a series of up to 24 blocks constructed as either

rectangles or triangles. Figure 12 displays the guidance for selecting, sizing, and locating the

different shapes to construct the deckhouse. The reference point is the part of the shape

placed by the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical placement as demonstrated in the Module

Construction Table (MCT) in Figure 13.

Guide to side # = reference point
4

Aft 3 ?1 3 1 3T, 0 3 Forward

rectdngle triangle triangle triangle triangle
type1 typ 2 type3 type 4

Figure 12: Shape Guidance for Deckhouse Creation
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Figure 13: MCT

When creating a block to be part of the deckhouse, first the shape must be selected

from the five options displayed in Figure 12. Then, the longitudinal and transverse dimensions

can be entered (sides 2 and 3 respectively). The vertical dimension is determined by selecting

the bottom and top levels for the particular module. It can then be placed longitudinally and

transversely within the ship. In sizing and placing, it is important to avoid any significant

overlap between modules as this will result in "double counting" the available volume within

the deckhouse. In order to be properly incorporated into the Paramarine model, the module

must be given a unique name with no spaces or non-standard symbols. The angle input for

each side is not, as of version 1.0, incorporated into the Paramarine model. At this time, input

into this field has no effect.

The hangar input is displayed in Figure 14. The first four rows have the same effect for

placement as their corresponding indications in the EST. The distance between the hangars

gives the absolute difference between the hangars regardless of orientation. Selecting "within

dkhs" is purely for accounting purposes. If "yes" is selected, the hangar volume will be

subtracted from the available deckhouse volume.
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Hanger Input

long. location 79.O0%

trans. Location 0.00%
deck Weather Deck

vertical disp. -6.5

dist. htwn. hang. 18
Within dkh? v-

Figure 14: Input for Hangar Placement

Adjust Stacks:

The selected engine plant also imports the requisite exhaust stacks. These are displayed

as thick red lines on the ship displays in the ESSDT. The "AdjustStacks" tab allows the

alteration of these imported exhaust stack paths. Figure 15 displays the "AdjustStacks"

interface.

Figure 15: Input Tab for Adjusting Exhaust Stack Path

Figure 16 is a closer look at the input for adjusting the stack path. The original stack

path consists of up to 8 control points defining the path for the exhaust stack. The user
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-4M0 500 403 -200 -100 100

pit N ElbaustII

1 DOA 501-46 34MW_00MSTS$_AMR13p 0 0 0 136.643 -3.1005 17.9192 sack01

2 DDA_01 346 4MWEXHAUST SSAMR1p 2 0 0 -20 -4.643 0 42.265 stad1

3 D AV A4 -10 -166.01 0 52.65 stack 1

4 DDA501.K4G 3 4 0 196,001 0 62.265 dackIl1

5 DDA 5013344 3 MW.DO4usTssAMR1. -40 0 0 -202.001 0 62.265 stack11

6 DDA 5013346_3_4MWEDHAUSTSSAMR
1

J.
6  

-40 0 0 -201.001 0 72.265 stackl1

7 DA501 34G _4MW WHAUSTSMR1p.7 -40 0 0 -201.001 0 82.265 stack#1I

a DDA_503_034G_3_4MW.EHAST 5SSAMR1_8 40 0 0 -202001 0 102.265 Iack I1

2 GE.LM2500Yfl 8 24.6MW.E1HAUS50D.MMR1)_2 _0 0 367229 7.1181 62.265 stack82
130~~~~~~~~~~ £1930DI' *1* U4I1T61, 35 ,

-117 7-r-7-7111-Tr"477-7 L7 :7 =7--



adjustment represents how far each of these eight control points deviates from their original

point from the IPSDM output. For example, point number three in Figure 16 has been moved

20 feet aft and 10 feet down from its original position. To adjust the stacks, simply enter the

corrections for each of the control points for each of the stacks until the paths are as desired. It

is often helpful to have the deckhouse completed prior to this step.

Point I Exa User Adjusnent (ft) Current Location (t0
X y z X y z name

1 DDA_501_K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST 5SAMR1p1 0 0 0 -136.643 -3.83005 17.9192 stack #1
2 DDA_501_KB4G 3 4MW EXHAUSTSSAMR1_p_2 0 0 -20 -136.643 0 42.265 stack#1
3 DDA 501 K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST SSAMR1_p_3 -20 0 -10 -166.001 0 52.265 stack #1
4 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSAMR1_p4 -40 0 0 -196.001 0 62.265 stack #1
5 DDA 501 _34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSAMR1_p_5 -40 0 a -201.001 0 62-265 Stack #1
6 DDA 501 K34G_3_4MW EXHAUSTSS AMR1p 6 -40 0 0 -201.001 0 72.265 stack #1
7 DDA 501 K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST SSAMR1p7 -40 0 0 -201.001 0 82.265 stack#1
8 DDA 501 K346 3 4MW EXHAUST 55 AMR1. 8 -40 0 0 -201.001 0 102.265 stack#1

Figure 16: Table for Adjusting Stack Paths

Import to Paramarine:

Figure 17 is the output screen for export of the final model to Paramarine.

N

Iewt Deciftuse 03

jaeaw than ale0d
par"0 hull

W0 0-

160

402

Preliminary 
Preliminary Power 

Preliminary Volume

Preliminary

Weight
12000 -

400

26000,

0 II
V

_U~-

0 4-i

$
I-

/ ~/ 0~
/ -~

I,

* e0w1a000

Figure 17: Import to Paramarine Tab
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Each of the bar graphs displayed in Figure 17 is a representation of the balance between

available and required values for the respective ship's attributes. These are rough estimates

and have default margins built into them. Final analysis is left to Paramarine.

To create a ship in Paramarine, four steps must be accomplished. First, Paramarine 7.0

or later must be opened. Next, the first button in Figure 17, "Create File Structure", must be

selected. This will create the requisite file structure within Paramarine. Then, the "Create

Ship" button must be selected. This will populate the aforementioned file structure within

Paramarine with the hull and equipment for the model designed within the ESSDT. Finally, the

"Insert Deckhouse" button insets the designed deckhouse into the Paramarine model.

Defined Defaults:

The ESSDT also contains default values which can be altered by the user. These are

located under the "DefinedDefaults" tab and can be seen in Figures 18-21. Changing these

defaults is not recommended unless the user has a fairly intimate understanding of naval

engineering.
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Figure 18: Defaults
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Figure 19: Defaults (cont.)
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Figure 20: Defaults (cont.)
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Figure 21: Defaults (cont.)

Equipment Libraries:

The equipment libraries are indicated by blue tabs. To add new equipment to the

ESSDT, the equipment must be simply added to the respective equipment library. Figure 22

shows the first portion of the "Gun" library.

Figure 22: Start of Equipment Library
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The unique name for newly added equipment should be added under the column

heading "system". This name must contain no spaces and be constructed from only alpha-

numerics and underscores. After that, the equipment's specifications may be entered under

their respective columns. The library can accommodate up to four different weights, clearance

boxes, graphics, and electrical requirements for each piece of equipment. If a graphic is

designated in slot number one, then it will take the place of clearance box number one in the

Paramarine model. The same is true for graphic number two in relation to clearance box

number two and so on.

Hull Libraries:

Adding an entry to the hull library is a little more complex than adding equipment. First,

the tab "BlankHullLibrary" should be copied and renamed to whatever the new hull is to be

designated. The new name should contain no spaces or unusual symbols. The new name must

also be added to the "Hull Types" list on the "DefinedDefaults" tab as shown in Figure 21.

To add a parent hull to the library, first the parameters shown in Figure 23 should be

entered.

Figure 23: Initial Inputs for an Addition to the Hull Library
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The rest of the hull is comprised of nine Key Points and seven Guide Curves. The key

points represent the top and bottom of the transom, aft portion of the Parallel Mid-Body

(PMB), forward portion of the PMB, and the bow as well as the point of the aft cut-up as

illustrated in Figure 24. Since most warships do not have a PMB, the points for the aft and

forward portions of the PMB are typically concurrent. The key points are entered in the table

illustrated in Figure 25.

Figure 24: Illustration of Guidance Geometry for the Hull Library
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Figure 25: Table for Entry of Key Points for the Hull Library

Figure 24 also illustrates the seven guide curves. These guide curves are comprised of

eight points. Points one and eight are the ends of the curve. The other six points should be

selected such that they define the curve. Through relatively straight sections of the curve, the

points can be selected fairly far apart. They should be grouped closer through sections of

greater curvature. So, for example, in Figure 24, the midship curve should have the majority of

its points for definition where it transitions from its fairly flat bottom to fairly flat side, as

typified in Figure 26. These points are entered into the table shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 26: Example Point Placement for a Typical Midship Curve

Figure 27: First Few Rows of Table for Guide Curve Control Point Entry
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Paramarine:

Once imported into Paramarine, the model is ready for further analysis and

development. Figure 28 displays where different key dimensions and parameters of the ship

may be altered in the model.

8 ~ ixed data
Concept

CJ user variables
V LBP (= 480.853 ft)
v HOA (= 218.015 ft)
V Depth midships (= 48.015 ft)
V Depthscaled from-parent-hull (= 42.995 ft)
v Beam (= 6494 ft)
V Draft (= 21.574 ft)
V Range (= 4400.000 nm)
V EnduranceSpeed (= 20.000 kt)
v MaxSpeed (= 30.000 kt)
v prismaticcoefficient (= 0514)
V midship_coefficient (= 0.821)
V frame spacing (= 0.00 ft)
v daughter parent-hullscaling (= 1.027)

8 deck-heights

8 bulkheads

setup

S.. designreference
8 5 :design:"
D .. audit

analysis
structures

outputs

8 5Graphics
m C3 references

Figure 28: User Variables

The physical model is located in the design folder. The hull and bulkheads are placed as

shown in Figure 29. The rest of the equipment and deckhouse is located in the

"designbuildingblock model" within the "design" folder.
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Figure 29: Hull, Decks, and Bulkheads

Powering Analysis can be found in the "analysis" folder under "powering",

"2_analysisdeep", "visualiser".

For further analysis, the following links must be made manually:

Set

design/design_buildingblock-model/Design/requirements/fuel/characteristics/propulsion_po

weratendurancespeed equal to the power under

analysis/powering/visualiser/tabularresults/shaftpower which corresponds to the endurance

speed for the modeled vessel.

Set audit/weight/margins/lightship equal to

audit/weight/lightship/designaudit/results/Total/weight.

Set the weight and centroid of analysis/stability/stabilityanalysis/simplifiedfullload/datum

equal to the weight and x, y, and z centroids of

audit/weight/simplifiedfullload/designaudit/results/Total.

Once these links are accomplished the Paramarine model is also able to perform a

preliminary trim and stability analysis which is located in analysis/stability/stabilityanalysis as

shown in Figure 30.
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8 *,stabailitty ttng

ERa'I stab (NOT VAUD)
stability~nalysis

-ohull envelope (not checked)

EOHstability~ettings
JAS( simplified full load (not checked)

B loadingconditions
9 .1simplifiedfull load (not checked)

basic-ship (-> simplified fulLload)
& tanks on

f 2Aweights on (= 0.000 LT)
p water density (-> seawater)
A loaded-ship (= 9119.654 LT)

waterplane
OB- GZ_curves

9 GZ GZ simplifiedfull_load (not checked, afloat)
stability settings (-> stability.settings)
load condition (-> simplified full load)
damagecase (-> null)
wave (-> null)

03-. Iheel range (deg)
hydrostatics

l .. #GZ results
giC] waming-point-results

C] steppedjf ooding-results
gz curve

Figure 30: Stability Analysis

This process also inserts the model into Paramarine in a manner similar to the file

structure outlined in Surface Ship Early Stage Design Training Course for Warship Design (Pawling,

2009) such that is is ready for further analysis andd development within the Paramarine program.
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Appendix B: Examples of ESSDT Entry, Analysis, and Output Worksheets

Defined Defaults Tab:

Geometric Defaults

min L/B
max L/B

fore/aft split point for graphic orientation det. (%
aft from FP)

Inner Bottom Height Above Baseline
Hull Deck Height for deck above MMVR f

Hull Deck Height for 1 deck above MMR(ft)
Hull Deck Height for 2 decks above MM
Hull Deck Height for 3 decks above MMR(ft)

Deckhouse Level Height (ft)
# of Hull Decks above MMR

Location of fuel Tankage LCG as % of LBP from FP

Parametrics

Hotel Load per person (kW)
Potable Water per person (LTs)

Sewage per person (ft^3)
fuel per helo per day (LT/helo/day)

Manninig & Stores Defauilts

Percentage of officers

CO/XO area req per person (ft^2)
officer area req per person (ft^2)

enl isted area req per person (ft^2)
Minimum Stores (ft^2)

stores area density (ft^2/lb)
Stores per person (I b/dlay)

Stores period (days)
% of payload required for support space

fuel density (lb/gal)
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Powering Efficiencies

Propulsive efficiency at max speed

Propulsive efficiency at cruising speed

Transmission Efficiency

Design Margins
Power Margin

Volume Margin
Weight Margin

Service Life Allowance Allowance

Weight Allowance

Volume Allowance

Power Allowance

Other Adjustments

frame factor

passageway factor

Tank Calculation allowance for structure

Tank Calculation allowance for expansion
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GP 1 Estimnate Defaults
average hull plate thickness (in)

Average hull bulkhead thickness (in)

Average hull deck thickness (in)

Flange Thickness (in)
Flange Length (in)

Web Thickness (in)
Web Length (in)

Distance Between Supports (in)

Flange Thickness (in)
Flange Length (in)
Web Thickness (in)

Web Length (in)
Distance Between Supports (in)

Flange Thickness (in)
4 AFlange Length (in)
Cc

Web Thickness (in)
Web Length (in)

Distance Between Supports (in)
average deckhouse plate thickness (in)

Average deckhouse bulkhead thickness (in)
Average deckhouse deck thickness (in)

Flange Thickness (in)

Flange Length (in)L

0 Web Thickness (in)
Web Length (in)

Distance Between Supports (in)

Flange Thickness (in)

Flange Length (in)
Web Thickness (in)

Web Length (in)
InDistance Between Supports (in)

. -M Flange Thickness (in)

L

Flange Length (in)
Web Thickness (in)

Web Length (in)
0 Distance Between Supports (in)

Hull steel density (ibs/in^,3)
DKHS steel density (lbs/in^3)

KG/Depth for WT GP 1
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Drop-down Menu Selections

IluliT equipment

additional

information

options
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INPUTS
max speed (knots)

range (nm)

Installed Powey (MW) 0
Aviation Facilities

Type of Hielcoptor Hanger

# of helicoptor hangers

hanger orientation

Est Displacement (LT) #REF!

Crew Size

Endurance (days)

Cruising Speed (knots)
a of Decks Above MMRs

Hull Type

'4.

a'

0

-I
a'
0~

description 10 - -

10

-30-

I710

add beam (ft) add length( (-
0 0 10

INPUTS
location Vertical

type selection al FORtE/AFT PORT/STBD Additional Input Needed input (Ift) Adjustrment
(% aft fom FP) (% PORT fomiC) (f_______lt)

MMR BoundingBoxes Master Machinery Bounding Box aft from FIR) none (__ _

none none
NREF! #REF! #REF
BREF! REF! #REF!

#REFI #REFI OREF!
#REF!

#REF!
REF!

#REF!
#REFI
_REF!
_REF!
_REF I

ITEM #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

(Il

bulkhead
locations

% aft
from FP

bulkhead
locations
ft from bulkhead

FP name
BWtFel

REFI

PREF!
REWFI

WREFI
#REFI

RFF!

WREF
#REFI

REFI

#REF
EFI

#REFI

10

12

13

HHHHHH .....................

5 0

20

----------- ---- -
--- m4i

1I

1 10 6L - --------- - -56 80 100 120 - -- 140
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Final Output Tab:

Displacement (LT) #REF!
LBP (ft) #REF!
LOA (ft) #REF!
Beam at Waterline (ft) #REFI

BOA (ft) #REF!
Draft (ft) #REF!

Depth (ft) #REF!
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Final Graphic Tab:

H
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I-)

a.

0*

r~r

NOTES->

1-4

vlerelative centroid vlerelative centroid vleIrelative centroid VlIrelative centroid lengthl widthlheight relative centroid dlearance
vau vau zau value ft ft IyI oIy x z xfy z xft y zls [ft) Ity [ft] [ ft] xft yt z11 box yp

System [ibs] [ft] ibs) [t] [fibs] [ft] bsI[t [ft [bs] [ft [ft ] [ft [f][tIf) tp

Clearance Box #1Weight #1 Weight #2 Weight #3 Weight #4



Hanger Library Tab:

NOTES-->

Additional Weight

122

length width lheight -relative centroid clearance Vl relative centroid

[]|[f]|[ft]) x |y |z |box graphic | |x |y|zI [t] It] pe nafm libs] | ft] | ft] | ft]

Clearance Box



Flight Deck Library Tab:

NOTES->

Additional Weight

123

length width relative centroid auerelative centroid

[ft]i [f]Vralphic x y z
System | fft] t] ft] name |[lbs] |[ft] [ft] [ft]

Clearance Box



Blank Hull Library Tab:

BLANK Style Hull Data
reference LBP (ft) =

reference midshipbeam at waterline (ift) =

referencedepth (ft) =

dispvolume (ftA3) =

LCB (from midship) (ft) =

referenece waterline fwd (ft) =

reference waterline aft (ft) =
waterplane ref z =

waterplane ref d (draft) (ft) =

Admiralty Coefficient =

Volumetric Coefficient =

Prismatic Coefficient =

Midship Coefficient =
Beam Over All (ft) =

volume of hull (ftA3) =

deck area (ftA2) =

Surface Area of Hull (ftA2) =

Surface Area of AVG Hull BLKDs (ftA2) =

Surface Area of avg Hull Decks (ftA2) =
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BLANK Style Hull Key Point Data

transombtm x

transombtm y
transom btm z

transom top x
transorntop y
transorn-top z

aft atup x

aft cutup y

aft cutup z

pmbaftbtm x

pmbaftbtm y

pmb aftbtm z

pmbaft top x
pmb_afttop y
pmb afttop z

pmbfwdbtm x

pmbfwdbtm y

pmbfwdbtm z

pmb fWd top x

pmb fwd top y
pmb fWd top z
bow bottom x

bow bottom y
bow-bottom z

bow top x

bow top y
bow top z

location Ifti
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BLANK Style Hull Guide Curve Data

location (ft)

transom iu1 x

transom iul y
transom iu1 z

transom iul wt

transom Wu x

transom lu2 y
transom iu2 z

transom iu2 wt

transom iu3 x

transom iu3 y
transom iu3 z

transom iu3 wt

transom fu4 x

transom Wu4 y
transom Wu4 z

transom JU4 wt

transom W05 x

transom iu5 y
transom iu5 z

transom iu5 wt

transom iu6i x

transom luu6 y

transm 106 z

transom Iu6i wt

transom iu7 x

transom iu7 y
transom W0 z

transom Wu wt

transom iu8 x

transom ius y
transom !u8 z

transom Wu8 wt

midships iul x

midships iu1 y
midships iu1 z

midships iu1 wt
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Appendix C: File Structure Created Within Paramarine by the ESSDT
al feced data
a bConcept

B ...Cuser variables
vLBP (= 543.293 ft)
v HOA (= 2D1.015 ft)
VDepth..midships (= 48.015 ft)

v Depth scaled-from..parent hull (=39.197 ft)
V Beam (= 64528 f()
v Draft (= 20A64 ft)
v Range (= 5000.000 nm)
v EnduranceSpeed (=18.000 kt)
v MaxSpeed (30M00 kt)
v prismatpcoefficient (= 0383)
v midship gcoefficient (= 0.775)
v frame-spacing (= 0.00 ft)
V daughter parent hull scaling (= 1.299)

B deck-heights

C bulkheads

setup

9 . EquipmentLibrary

B .. Machinery
GE_LMi000PD_E_485MW

n . LM6000PD47_3MWGEN

GENERATORLUBE_SYSTEMSMALLL

ENGINEFUELSYSTEMSMALLL

g STARTAIR SYSTEM UNIVERSAL 32L
ff g BUS SWITCHGEARLARGEL

ENGINE LUBESYSTEMUNIVERSAL 32_L
g SWCOOLSYSTEMLARGEL

FIRE SYSTEM UNIVERSAL 14 T
PCM4 5000_T

& PCM1_2400_L
g PCM2_2400_L

DDA 501_K34G 3 4MW
g 501_K34_3MWGEN

BUSSWITCHGEARMED_L
g SW_COOLSYSTEMSMALL_L

FIRESYSTEM UNIVERSAL 14_L
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PCM45000_L
POD.SYN_10S_23A.9.8MW_MOTOR

a . PCMPOD.SYN_1S_23A9_11_5MWL
M 5 PMMPower Filter 445.T

PMM MOTOR LUBE SYSTEM UNIVERSAL T
BRAKINGRESISTOR_069_L
PCM2_2400_T

[5 MItAM_28S.15A.28MWMOTOR
G . PCMMILA1M 285 15A_293MW.L

PMMPowerFilter 460_T
BRAKINGRESISTOR 137_L
DDA_501_K34G3.4MW INTAKE SSAMR
GELM000PDE_48 5MWNTAKE_PD MMR1

8 . DDA_501.K34G3_4MW INTAKE SS OMR1
S5 AMILAM28S_15A_2MW MOTOR SHAFTMMR2

MILAIM_28S_15A_28MW_MOTORSHAFTMMR2 PROP
8 ~Gun

[b . 5_in_54.caliber Mark 45._gun
PhalanxMk_15CWS

VLS

Mk_4164_rds-strike
Mk_41_128_rdsstrike

8 .. Radar
(j-6SPY_1D

B.Sonar
SQS_53C

Aviation
- £ flight deck

hanger
Stacks

stack.1
stack_2
stack3

stack_4
i ship-conditions

- lightshipcondition
&c minoppcondition
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fullloadcondition
B ... consumabledensities

p sea water (=34938 ff3/IT)
p dieso fuel ( 40.774 ft3/LT)
P fresh-water (= 35.881 ff3/IT)
P be o ril ( 8398 ft3/LT)

B . tank evels
Vfull tanks (=0.0M)

V low-tanks (= 0.00)
classifcationsystems

C Group-j.$tructures;
C Group)!-Propulsion

C Group3_Electrical

C Group_4_Control_&_Communication

C Group.5_Auxiliarysystems

C Group _Outfit& Furnishings
C GroupJ. Armament
C Group_8_VariableLoad

C unallocatedweight
C machinery spaces
margins

Q overall weight margins
Q design margin multipliers

8 . blocks to copy from
0 b standard blocks

- * generic blank block type_1

n- 0 generic blank block type_2

@ . generic blank blockjype_3

E . user defined
U PropulsionPower (units:)
U store space (units)

crew-types

Captain
xO

Officers
CPOs
Enlisted
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EmbarkedForces
service specs

g) .. chilled water (chilled water)

e ventilation (ventilation)

gj .. electric 601-z..440V (electricaLAC)
~ melectric 6OWz115V (electricaLAC)

w 'electric 400Hz 440V (electricaLAC)

4 electric DCHz_400V (electncaLAC)
service line specifications
area densities

design-reference
g dimensions

I3-f bdeck and bulkheadjLayout
origin-points-and-key-nodes

8 . profiles-sheets-clearancesetc
S sightlineover bow

8 .. profiles
points

8 .. sheets
wind-profile-sheet

W ... upperjdeck-sheet
marginsheet

E transverse sheet
envelope

B . hullgeneration
8 quickhull_model
8 . hull library

W. 490 qhD
8 b Actual scaling-model

V referenceLBP (= 418140 ft)
v reference beam (= 49.650 ft)
v reference depth (= 30167 ft)

B . controled hull

CIA SAparam
qhl

2 hull surface
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hull
deck

stbd hull

porthull
E transom
. bow

EDm keel
checks
underwaterform

Output
total bouyantbodies

a superstructure-modeling

B ... flight deckcutting block

i cutting block
1 -+ cutting_block-min

13. cuttingblockmax
hull addendum

design

SB- envelope
B bsolid model

hull
hullsheets
hullbulkhead sheets
hulldecksheets
deckhousedecksheets
deckhouse bulkheadsheets

B .. designbuilding-blockmodel
- 9 Design(*)

C attributes (use subblocksjignore this)
B .. 1requirements (*)

C attributes (use sub blocks ignore this)
t speed

93 * range

@ endurance
@ complement
$ user defined

4)- * powering
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-- electric-load

-- fuel
E- structure (*)
9-l0 additional weightjitems (*)

El @ deckhouse (*)
a- attributes (use sub blocks ignore this)

E. 0 hanger
E- . fwdjlower

E 0 fwtuwo
E-l aft stack
E 1- ioprt78
E- *ygk
E * stbdLowertriangle

nE portlower.triangle
E.- 0 three

El - four
W- five
S-.1 six

El seven
ED 0 eight
El * nine
E1 * ten
El . eleven

El . midsection

E . OMR stack
di 0 MMRs(*)

E attributes (use subbocks ignore this)
El . exhaust stacks (*)
E-0 OMRI(*)
E lOMR2e)
l 0 AMRI(-

E lMMR1(-)
E 0 MMR2(*)

E- 0 equipment (*)
EC attributes (use sub-blocksjignore this)

El. -0 Aviation(*)
E VLS()
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* Gun(*)
E6 0 Sonar(*)
W0$Radar 1

systems
appendages

Eit baudit

B .. weight
-C3 simplifications

V fuel (= 326251 LT)

v fuel-margin (= 32.625 LT)

B C] margins
V lightship (= 0.000 LT)

V design_margin (= 0.000 LT)

V growth allowance (=0.000 LT)

B .. lightship
* Z* block summary

blockdefinitionlight

-2% ~design audit
block definition (-> blockdefinition light)

9 0 characteristic (weight)
0 hierarchy (classification)
0 hierarchy level (all)
0 expand-empty-hierarchy (yes)
CJ results

S1_Total
. 2_Group_4_Control_&_Communication

3_Group5Auxiliary systems

. 4 Group_6_Outfit_&_Furnishings

S5_Group_1_Structures

S6 _Group3_Electrical
S.. 7 _Group_2_Propulsion

8_Groupj_Armament

ED.. 9UncassifiedItems

B .. lightship_including margins
$. Z* block summary

block definitionjlight with margins
j 2% design audit
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simplified full load
$20 block summary

block definition fullload

design audit

4 block definition (-> blockfdefinitionfullload)

@ characteristic (weight)

0 hierarchy (classification)

0 hierarchy-level (all)
0 expand empty_hierarchy (yes)

results

] .. 1Total

M+ 2_Group _4Control_&_Communication

3 Group_5_Auxiliary systems

4_Group_6_Outfit &_Furnishings

5_Groupj_Structures

6_Group_3_Electrical

7_Group.2_Propulsion

8_Group_..Armament

9_unallocated weight
10_Group_8_VariableLoad

... 11_UnclassifiedItems

full load
full_load_including-margins

ff. ~space
nj bdiscreteaudits
8 bclash-detection
4.0 interblock relationships

infringements

iterationswitch

audit

- analysis

B .. stability
stab (NOT VAUD)

8 bstability-analysis
8 .%hulLenvelope (not checked)

densities

81 0 stability-settings
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simplified full-load (not checked)
- stability-settings (-> stability-settings)

hulLenvelope (-> hull-envelope)
[ A datum (= 0.000 IT)

0 dispt definition (from datum)
0 LCG definition (fromdatum)

E0 TCG definition (from datum)
0 VCG definition (from datum)

TA tanks off
JA weightsoff (= 0.000 LT)

p water density (-> sea water)
basicship (= 0.000 LT)

loading_conditions
simplified full load (NOT VALID)

basic ship (-> simplifiedIfulLload)
l Itanks on
ly8 a weights_on (= 0.300 LT)
p water density (-> sea water)
A loaded ship (= 0.000 LT)

waterplane

B .. G2 curves
8-GZ GZ..simplifiedfullload (NOT VALID)

stability settings (-> stability-settings)
load condition (-> simplified full load (NOT VALID))
damage-case (-> null)
wave (-> null)

heel range (deg)
hydrostatics

8 . GZ-results
] . warning._pointjresults

C] steppedfloodingresults

gz-curve
powering

8 , 1.Environment
8-@ 2_analysisjdeep

..A Geometry_Deep_EOL (hull)
o- effective-powerelements
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EffectivePower
w Shaft_power

Interaction (define from-geometry: Geometry.DeepEOL)
- propeller limits

S4 propeller finder
visuainser

source (-> Shaft-power)
speeds (kt)

B .. tabularresults
graphicalresults

structures
Q outputs
- Graphics

1 3 references
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Appendix D: Input for Case Study 1, Mimicking DDG-51

Initial Inputs

INPUTS
max speed (knots) 29

range (nm) 4400

Installed Power (MW) 108.5 L
Aviation Facilities yes

Type of Helicoptor Hanger SH-60F_Seahawk

#of helicoptor hangers 2

hanger orientation side-by-side

Est Displacement (LT) 9875

Crew Size 323

Endurance (days) 60

Cruising Speed (knots) 20
# of Decks Above MMRs 1

Hull Type 5415 rev2
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bulkhead
locations

% aft

from FP

bulkhead
locations
ft from bulkhead

FP name
86.50% -415.9379 BH5
93.00% -447.1933 BH16
0.00% 0 BH1
7.50% -36.06398 BH2
14.50% -69.72369 BH3
77.50% -372.6611 BH4

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Deckhouse Input

Hanger Input

long. location 76.00%

trans. Location 0.00%

deck Weather Deck
vertical disp. -8.5

dist. btwn. hang. 18

within dkhs? yes

Shape triangle type_1

length
side (ft)

1 21.21320344

2 1
3 15

Bottom Level Weather Deck

Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 125

Trans Location (ft to PORT) 17.5

Name portfwd

Shape triangie~tpe _2

length
side (t

1 21.21320344

2 15

3 15

Bottom Level Weather Deck

Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 125

Trans Location (ft to PORT) -17.5

Name stbd fwd
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Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 35
2 15
3 35
4 15

Bottom Level Weather Deck
Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 117.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name cent fwhd lower

Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 65
2 75
3 65
4 75

Bottom Level Weather Deck
Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 162.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name centerbottom

Shape triangle type_3

length
side (ft)

1 37.12310601
2 26.25
3 26.25

Bottom Level WeatherDeck
Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 200
Trans Location (ft to PORT) -6.25

Name stbd loweraft
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Shape triangle type_4
length

side (ft)
1 37.12310601
2 26.25

3 26.25

Bottom Level Weather Deck

Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 200

Trans Location (ft to PORT) 6.25

Name port lower aft

Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 12.5

2 26.25

3 12.5
4 26.25

Bottom Level Weather Deck

Top Level 01
Long. Location (ft from FP) 213.125
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name aft lower center

Shape rectangle
length

side (ft)
1 60
2 69
3 60
4 69

Bottom Level Weather Deck

Top Level 01
Long. Location (ft from FP) 362.5

Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name hangar
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Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

135
2 88
3 35
4 88

Bottom Level Weather Deck
Top Level 01

Long. Location (ft from FP) 284
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 5

Name fwd of hangar
block #W0

Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 21.5
2 58.5
3 21.5
4 58.5

Bottom Level 01
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 271
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name aft stack
blk*i

Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 61
2 54.5
3 61

4 54.5
Bottom Level 01

Top Level 02
Long. Location (ft from FP) 167
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name midlevel center
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Shape triangle type_

length

side (ft)
1 18.38477631

2 13

3 13

Bottom Level 01

Top Level 02

Long. Location (ft from FP) 139.75

Trans Location (ft to PORT) 17.5
Name center fwd_ port

boksist
Shape triangie~tpe_2

length
side (ft)

1 18.38477631

2 13

3 13

Bottom Level 01
Top Level 02

Long. Location (ft from FP) 139.75

Trans Location (ft to PORT) -17.5

Name center fwd stbd

Shape rectangle

length

side (ft)
1 35

2 26

3 35

4 26

Bottom Level 01
Top Level 02

Long. Location (ft from FP) 126.75

Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0
Name center fwd
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Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 21.5
2 26
3 21.5
4 26

Bottom Level 01
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 207
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name fwd stack
block #16

Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 57
2 23
3 57
4 23

Bottom Level 02
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 151
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name topcenter
bloc #17

Shape triangletype_1

length
side (ft)

1 16.97056275
2 12
3 12

Bottom Level 02
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 139.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 16

Name upper fwd port
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Shape triangle type_2

length
side (ft)

1 16.97056275
2 12

3 12

Bottom Level 02

Top Level 05
Long. Location (ft from FP) 139.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) -16

Name upper fd-stbdf

Shape triangleqtpe_3

length
side (ft)

1 40.30508653
2 28.5
3 28.5

Bottom Level 02
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 162.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name upratsb

Shape triangie type 4
length

side (ft)
1 40.30508653
2 28.5
3 28.5

Bottom Level 02
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 162.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name upper aft_.port
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Shape rectangle

length
side (ft)

1 32
2 12
3 32
4 12

Bottom Level 02
Top Level 05

Long. Location (ft from FP) 133.5
Trans Location (ft to PORT) 0

Name upper center fwd
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Stack Adjustment

Point # Exhaust
User Adjustment (ft)

x y z

1 DDA 501 K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST SS AMR1_p1 0 0 0

2 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSAMR1_p_2 0 0 -20

3 DDA 501 K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST SS AMR1_p_3 -20 0 -10

4 DDA 501 K34G 3 4MW EXHAUST SS AMR1p4 -40 0 0

5 DDA_501 K34G_3 4MWEXHAUST SS AMR1_p_5 -40 0 0

6 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUST SSAMR1_p6 -40 0 0

7 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSAMR1_p7 -40 0 0

8 DDA 501_K34G_3 4MW EXHAUST SS AMR1p8 -40 0 0

1 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_1 0 0 0

2 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p_2 0 0 0

3 GE LM2500 PLUS E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_3 -35 0 0

4 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p4 -35 -1 0

5 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p5 -35 -2 0

6 GE LM2500 PWS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1p6 -35 -3 0

7 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p_7 -35 -4 0

8 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p8 -35 -5 0

1 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_1 0 0 0

2 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_2 0 0 0

3 GELM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p3 0 0 0

4 GELM2500_PLUSE 24_6MW EXHAUST PDMMR1_p4 -35 1 0

5 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_5 -35 2 0

6 GE LM2500 PLUS E_24_6MWEXHAUST_PDMMR1_p_6 -35 3 0

7 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p_7 -35 4 0

8 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR1_p8 -35 5 0

1 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSMMR4_p_ 0 0 0

2 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSMMR4p2 0 0 -10

3 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSMMR4p3 35 -8 -10

4 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSMMR4_p4 54 -8 0

5 DDA 501_K34G_3 4MWEXHAUST SS MMR4_p_5 56 0 0

6 DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUST SSMMR4p6 60 0 0

7 DDA 501_K34G_3 4MW EXHAUST SS MMR4_p7 60 0 0

8 DDA 501_K34G 3 4MWEXHAUST SSMMR4p_ 60 0 0

1 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_ 0 0 0

2 GELM2500_PLUS_E_24_6MWEXHAUST PDMMR4_p_2 0 4 -10

3 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4_p.3 66 0 -10

4 GELM2500_ PLS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4_p4 66 0 0

5 GELM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4_p_5 66 -4 0

6 GELM2500_PLUSE_24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4_p_6 66 -4 0

7 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4p7 66 -4 0

8 GELM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PDMMR4_p8 66 -4 0
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2 GELM2500_PLUSE_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_2 0 12 -10
3 GE LM2500 PLUSE_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_3 40 12 -10
4 GELM2500_PLUSE_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_4 61 5 0
5 GE LM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PD MMR4_p_5 61 5 0
6 GELM2500_PLUSE_24_6MWEXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_6 61 4 0
7 GELM2500_PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUST PD MMR4_p_7 61 4 0
8 GELM2500 PLUS E 24 6MW EXHAUSTPDMMR4_p_8 61 4 0
1 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3_4MW EXHAUST SSOMR1_p_1 0 0 0
2 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_2 0 0 0
3 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_3 0 0 0
4 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G 3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_4 0 0 0
5 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_5 0 0 0
6 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G 3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_6 0 0 0
7 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3 4MW EXHAUST SSOMR1_p_7 0 0 0
8 OMR1_DDA_501_K34G_3_4MWEXHAUSTSSOMR1_p_8 0 0 0
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Appendix E: ESSDT Code

Code for Suppressing Calculations within Excel
Sub SupressCalculations()
'Supress_Calculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlManual
End Sub
Sub UpdateCalculationso

'UpdateCalculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic
Application.Calculation = xlManual

Worksheets("PowerBank").Activate
Set PowerNeeded = Range("G11")
Set PowerAvailable = Range("C16")
Deficit = PowerNeeded - PowerAvailable
Worksheets("InitialInput").Activate
If PowerNeeded > PowerAvailable Then

MsgBox "WARNING! Potential maximum power needed exceeds power provided by" & Deficit &
"1MW"1

End If

End Sub
Sub EnableCalculationsO

'EnableCalculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic
End Sub

Sub UpdateDeckhouseo

'UpdateCalculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic
Application.Calculation = xlManual

Worksheets("PowerBank").Activate
Set PowerNeeded = Range("G11")
Set PowerAvailable = Range("C16")
Deficit = PowerNeeded - PowerAvailable
Worksheets("Deckhouse_I nput").Activate
If PowerNeeded > PowerAvailable Then
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MsgBox "WARNING! Potential maximum power needed exceeds power provided by" & Deficit &
"MW"

End If

End Sub

Sub UpdateButtons()

'UpdateCalculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic
Application.Calculation = xlManual

Worksheets("PowerBank").Activate
Set PowerNeeded = Range("G11")
Set PowerAvailable = Range("C16")
Deficit = PowerNeeded - PowerAvailable
Worksheets("Import toParamarine").Activate
if PowerNeeded > PowerAvailable Then

MsgBox "WARNING! Potential maximum power needed exceeds power provided by" & Deficit &
"MW"

End If

End Sub

Sub UpdateStackso

'UpdateCalculations Macro

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic
Application.Calculation = xlManual

End Sub
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Code for Creating File Structure Within Paramarine
Sub createfilestructureO

Call findfiles
'findfiles is in Generic Functions
Call openoutputfile(outputfile)

Print #1, "closedesign"
Print #1, "newdesign"
Print #1, "{fixeddata.units.length_default.ft}"
Print #1, "{fixeddata.u nits. massdefault. LT}"
Print #1, "{fixeddata.units.volumedefault.ft3}"

Print #1, "playback C:\ESSDT\Macros\Early_stagedesign.kcl"

Worksheets("Defaults").Activate

MifIIlifiIfIfiIII I

'Insert Primary Files'
I i I I IIfiif I if i lII

Print #1, "new placeholder uservariables"
Print #1, "new conceptplaceholder setup"
Print #1, "new conceptplaceholder designreference"
Print #1, "new conceptplaceholder design"
Print #1, "new conceptplaceholder audit"
Print #1, "new conceptplaceholder analysis"
Print #1, "new structplaceholder structures"
Print #1, "new placeholder outputs"
Print #1, "new geomplaceholder Graphics"
Print #1, "new placeholder references"

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder origin"
Print #1, "{references.origin} new point origin"

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder deckpoints"
Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder bulkheadpoints"

'Insert user variables'

Print #1, "{user variables} new var LBP"
Print #1, "{uservariables.LBP} set units category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{user variables} new var HOA"
Print #1, "{uservariables.HOA} set units category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{user variables} new var Depth_midships"
Print #1, "{uservariables.Depthmidships} set units category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{user-variables} new var Depthscaledfrom parenthull"
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Print #1, "{uservariables.Depthscaled_fromparenthull) setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{uservariables} new var Beam"
Print #1, "{uservariables.Beam} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new var Draft"
Print #1, "{uservariables.Draft} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new var ContinuousDecksaboveMMRs"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new var Range"
Print #1, "(uservariables.Range} set_units_category (lengthmajor)"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new var EnduranceSpeed"
Print #1, "(uservariables.EnduranceSpeed} set_units_category (linearvelocity)"
Print #1, "{uservariables} new var MaxSpeed"
Print #1, "{uservariables.MaxSpeed} set units category (linear-velocity)"
Print #1, "{uservariables) new var prismaticcoefficient"
Print #1, "(uservariables) new var midshipcoefficient"
Print #1, "{uservariables} new var framespacing"
Print #1, "{uservariables.frame_spacing) setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new var daughter parenthullscaling"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new placeholder deck-heights"
Print #1, "(uservariables} new placeholder bulkheads"

fili I I tIIII II I filI I III I I

'Insert Setup secondary files'

Print #1, "{setup} new conceptplaceholder Equipment Library"
Print #1, "(setup) new conditioncontainer shipconditions"
Print #1, "{setup) new consumablescontainer consumabledensities"
Print #1, "{setup) new conceptplaceholder tanklevels"
Print #1, "{setup) new conceptplaceholder classificationsystems"
Print #1, "(setup) new conceptplaceholder margins"
Print #1, "(setup) new conceptplaceholder blocksto_copyfrom"
Print #1, "(setup) new user speccontainer userdefined"
Print #1, "(setup) new personneltypesconta iner crewtypes"
Print #1, "{setup) new servicecontainer servicespecs"
Print #1, "{setup) new conceptplaceholder service_line_specifications"
Print #1, "(setup) new conceptplaceholder areadensities"

'Insert design_reference secondary files'

Print #1, "(designreference) new placeholder dimensions"
Print #1, "(designreference) new conceptplaceholder deckandbulkhead_layout"
Print #1, "(designreference) new geomplaceholder originpoints and keynodes"
Print #1, "{designreference) new geomplaceholder profiles_sheetsclearances etc"
Print #1, "{designreference) new geomplaceholder envelope"
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'Insert design secondary files'

Print #1, "{design} new geomplaceholder envelope"
Print #1, "{design} new concept-placeholder designbuildingblock model"
Print #1, "{design} new conceptplaceholder systems"
Print #1, "{design} new geomplaceholder appendages"

'Insert audit secondary files'

Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder weight"
Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder space"
Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder discreteaudits"
Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder clashdetection"
Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder interblockrelationships"
Print #1, "{audit} new conceptplaceholder infringements"
Print #1, "{audit} new placeholder iterationswitch"

'Insert analysis secondary files'
Il i i i i iif ii iili lillil illii

Print #1, "{analysis} new conceptplaceholder esd_intactstability"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability} new stabplaceholder 1_criteria"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintact_stability} new stabilityanalysis 2 stabilitywithout margins"

'Insert structures secondary files'
liili i i i i lliilloillillifilI

Print #1, "{structures} new placeholder configcontrols"
Print #1, "{structures} new placeholder input dimentions"
Print #1, "{structures} new stiffener profileholder profiles"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder tolerances"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder materials"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder plate_andstiffener specifications"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder stiffenerschemas"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder scantlings"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder panelgeneration"
Print #1, "{structures} new struct placeholder finalstructure"

'Insert outputs secondary files'lI lI III I Il I IIIt II ilifilI II II
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Print #1, "{outputs} new placeholder controls"
Print #1, "{outputs) new placeholder hullformjlinesplan"
Print #1, "{outputs} new placeholder general_arrangement-drawing"
Print #1, "{outputs} new excelworkbook outputs"

Print #1, "{outputs.outputs) new excelworksheet forESSDT"

'Insert setup tertiary files'

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary} new equipment container Machinery"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library) new equipment container Gun"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library} new equipment-container VLS"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library} new equipment-container Radar"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary) new equipment-container Sonar"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary} new equipmentcontainer Podded_Propulsion"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary} new equipment container Aviation"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary) new equipment-container Stacks"

Print #1, "{setup.shipconditions} new condition lightshipcondition"
Print #1, "{setup.ship_conditions} new condition min_opcondition"
Print #1, "{setup.ship_conditions) new condition fullloadcondition"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities) new density sea_water"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities) new density diesofuel"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities} new density ballast =

(setup.consumabledensities.sea_water)"

Print #1, "{setup.tank levels) new var fulltanks"
Print #1, "{setup.tank levels} new var lowtanks"

Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification Group_1_Structures"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems} new classification Group_2_Propulsion"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification Group_3_Electrical"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification Group_4_Control_&_Communication"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification Group_5_Auxiliarysystems"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems} new classification Group_6_Outfit_&_Furnishings"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems} new classification Group_7_Armament"
Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification Group_8_VariableLoad"
Print #1, "{setup.classificationsystems) new classification unallocated weight"

Print #1, "{setup.classification_systems) new classification machineryspaces"

Print #1, "{setup.margins) new placeholder overall_weightmargins"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.overall weight_margins} new var growth_allowance"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.overallweight_margins.growth_allowance set_units_category

(proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.overall-weight_margins} new var board-margin"
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' Print #1, "{setup.margins.overall weightmargins.board_margin) set_unitscategory
(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.overallweightmargins} new var overall designmargin"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.overall weightmargins.overalldesignmargin) setunitscategory

(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins} new placeholder designmarginmultipliers"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers} new var

group_lstructures weightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_1_structuresspacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_2_propulsionweightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers} new var

group_2_propulsionspacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup. margins.designmarginmultipliers} new var

group_3_electricalweightmargin"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmargin_multipliers) new var group_3_electricalspacemargin"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_4_control_&_communication_weightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_4_control_&_communication_spacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_5_auxiliarysystemsweightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_5_auxiliarysystemsspacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup. margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_6_outfit_&_furnishingsweightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var
group_6_outfit_&_furnishinsspacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_7_armament weightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_7_armamentspacemargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_8_variableload_weightmargin"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var

group_8_variable loadspacemargin"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmargin_multipliers) new var passagewayspacemargin"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_1_structures_weightmargin)
setunits category (proportion)"

' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.grouplstructures_spacemargin)
setunits category (proportion)"

' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_2_propulsionweightmargin)
setunits category (proportion)"

' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_2_propulsionspacemargin)
setunits category (proportion)"
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' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_3_electrical weightmargin}
setunitscategory (proportion)"

' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_3_electricalspacemargin)
setunitscategory (proportion)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.margins.design_marginmultipliers.group_4_control_&_communication weightmargin)
setunitscategory (proportion)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_4_control_&_communicationspacemargin}
setunitscategory (proportion)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_5_auxiliarysystemsweightmargin}
setunitscategory (proportion)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_5_auxiliarysystemsspacemargin}
setunitscategory (proportion)"

'Print #1,
"{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_6_outfit_&_furnishingsweightmargin)
setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1,
"{setup.margins.designmargin_multipliers.group_6_outfit_&_furnishings_spacemargin)
setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_7_armament weightmargin}
setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_7_armament spacemargin)

setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup. margins.designmargin_multipliers.group_8_variableloadweightmargin)

setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.group_8_variableloadspacemargin}

setunitscategory (proportion)"
' Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.passagewayspacemargin}

setunitscategory (proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var weightmargin"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var powermargin"
Print #1, "{setu p.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var volumemargin"
Print #1, "{setu p.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var weight allowance"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers} new var KGallowance"
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers) new var Powerallowance"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weight_margin} setunitscategory
(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.powermargin} set_units_category
(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.volume margin) set_units_category
(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weight_allowance} setunitscategory
(proportion)"
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Print #1, "{setup.margins.designma rgin_multipliers.KG_allowance} setunitscategory
(proportion)"

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmargin_multipliers.Powerallowance} set_units_category
(proportion)"

Set margins = Range("C38:C45")

Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weight_margin} =" & margins(3)
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmargin_multipliers.powermargin} =" & margins(1)
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.volume_margin} = " & margins(2)
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weight allowance} = " & margins(6)
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designma rgin_multipliers. KG_allowance} = " & margins(7)
Print #1, "{setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.Powerallowance} = " & margins(8)

Print #1, "{setup.blockstocopy from} new conceptplaceholder standardblocks"
Print #1, "{setup.blocks-to-copy_from.standard_blocks} new building-block

genericblankblock type_1"
Print #1,

"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank-block-typel.attributes.characteristics}
new var weightmargin"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var space margin"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_aft"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.X_
aft} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Xsize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.X_
size} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy-from.standard-blocks.genericblank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.X_
size} =
(setup.blocks_tocopy-from.standard blocks.genericblank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.X_f
wd-
setup.blocks_tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.generic_blankblock type_1.attributes.characteristics.X_a
ft)"I
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Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-to-copyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Y_port"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
port} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblank_blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Y_stbd"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
stbd} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Ysize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
size} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
size} =
(setup.blocks_tocopy from.standard blocks.genericblank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
port-
setup.blockstocopy-from.standard-blocks.genericblank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Yst
bd)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Z-top"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_
top} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Z_btm"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_
btm} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var Zsize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_
size} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks-tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblank_blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_
size} =
(setup.blockstocopy-from.standard-blocks.genericblank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_t
op-
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setu p.blocks_tocopy from.standard_blocks.generic_blankblock type_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_b
tm)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var designgrossvolume_"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy-from.standard-blocks.genericblank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.de
signgrossvolume_} set units category (volume-default)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new var design nettvolume"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics.de
sign netvolume} set_unitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new char-space area"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.characteristics}
new charweight Systemweight"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy from.standard_blocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.solid}
cuboidfromextents
(setup.blockstocopy-from.standard-blocks.generic_blank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.X s
ize,
setup.blockstocopy_from.standard_blocks.generic_blankblock type_1.attributes.characteristics.Ysi
ze,
setup.blocks_tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z si
ze )"

'Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_1.attributes.solid} translate
((setup.blockstocopy_from.standard blocks.generic_blank blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd+setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.generic_blankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristic
s.Xaft)/2,
(setup.blocks_tocopy from.standard blocks.genericblank_blocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Y_
port+setup.blocksto copy_from.standardblocks.generic_blank_blocktype_1.attributes.characteristic
s.Ystbd)/2,
(setup.blocks_tocopy from.standard blocks.genericblankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.Z_t
op+setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic blankblocktype_1.attributes.characteristics.
Z_btm)/2 )"

Print #1, "{setup.blocks-to-copyfrom.standard_blocks} new building-block
genericblankblock type_2"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy_from.standard_blocks.generic_blank block type_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var weightmargin"
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Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var spacemargin"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var Xsize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.X_
size} set_units category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var Ysize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblank_blocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.Y_
size) setunits-category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var Zsize"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks to_copyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.Z_
size} set_units category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var deck"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.de
ck} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblank_blocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var designgrossvolume_"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.de
signgross volume_} setunitscategory (volume-default)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblank_blocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new var designnettvolume"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics.de
sign_net_volume} set_unitscategory (volume-default)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks to_copyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new char-space area"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_2.attributes.characteristics}
new charweight System-weight"
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Print #1, "{setup.blocks to copyfrom.standardblocks} new building-block
genericblankblocktype_3"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standard-blocks.genericblank blocktype_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var weightmargin"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var space-margin"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocksto_copyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var Xpos"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocksjto_copyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics.X_
pos} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks -tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var Y-pos"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocksto_copyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics.Y_
pos} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var Zpos"

Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics.Z_
pos} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{setu p. blockstocopy from.standa rd blocks.genericblank blocktype_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var designgrossvolume_"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy_from.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics.de
signgross volume_} set units-category (volume-default)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy from.standard-blocks.genericblank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new var design nettvolume"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics.de
sign netvolume} setunitscategory (volume_default)"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopyfrom.standardblocks.generic_blank block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new char-space area"

Print #1,
"{setup.blockstocopy_from.standard_blocks.generic_bla nk block type_3.attributes.characteristics}
new charweight System-weight"

' Print #1, "{setup.blocks to copyfrom.standardblocks} new building-block
genericblankblocktype_4"
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' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks to_copyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var weightmargin"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var spacemargin"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblock_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyfrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var Xaft"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks to._copyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblock_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
aft} set_units category (lengthdefault)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblankblock_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocksto_copy_from.standard_blocks.genericblank_block_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopy_from.standard_blocks.genericblank_blockty pe_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks.tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblock_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocksto_copyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblocktype_4.attributes.characteristics}
new var X_fwd"

' Print #1,
"{setup.blocks tocopyjrom.standard_blocks.genericblankblock_4_side.attributes.characteristics.X_
fwd} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.user defined} new userspecification PropulsionPower"
Print #1, "{setup.user defined} new user_specification storespace"

Print #1, "{setup.crewtypes} new personnel-type Captain"
Print #1, "{setup.crewtypes} new personnel-type XO"
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Print #1, "{setup.crewtypes} new personnel type Officers"
Print #1, "{setup.crew types) new personneltype CPOs"
Print #1, "{setup.crewtypes} new personnel type Enlisted"
Print #1, "{setup.crewtypes} new personnel-type EmbarkedForces"

'Fill Service Spec folder from main programs

Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs) new service_specification chilledwater"
Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs.chilledwater.chilled_water}"

Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs} new service_specification ventilation"
Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs.ventilation.ventilation}"

'Finish filling service line spec folder from main programs

Print #1, "{setup.area densities) new var shipsstores"
Print #1, "{setup.areadensities.ships_stores) set units category (massperareadefault)"

'Insert Design Reference tertiary files'lIIffiiiffIIIllilll1ll11illilli1flIIII

'dimensions
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions} new placeholder superstructuredimensions"

Print #1, "{design reference.dimensions.superstructuredimensions) new var angleon_sides"
Print #1, "{design_reference.dimensions.superstructuredimensions.angleonsides}

setunits category (angle)"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructuredimensions new var angleonends"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructuredimensions.angleonends)
setunits category (angle)"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions) new placeholder otherdimensions"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.otherdimensions new var shaft_depression"

Print #1, "{design reference.dimensions.otherdimensions.shaftdepression)
setunits category (angle)"

'deck & bulkhead layout
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout) new placeholder deck height"
Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkheadlayout} new placeholder bulkheads"

Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkheadlayout.bulkheads) new geomplaceholder
regularframe_spacing fwdofMMRspaces"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadjayout.bulkheads.regular_frame_spacingfwdof_MM Rspace
s) new placeholder overall"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingfwd_ofMMR-space
s.overall} new var fwdend"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingfwd_ofMMR-space
s.overall.fwdend) set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"
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Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing fwd ofMM R_space
s.overall} new var frame_spacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM Rspace
s.overall.framespacing} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM Rspace
s.overall.framespacing) = uservariables.frame_spacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s} new placeholder compartment_length"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regularframespacing-fwd ofMMR_space
s} new placeholder bulkheadposition"

Print #1, "{design reference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads} new geomplaceholder
regularframespacingMMRspaces"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_frame_spacing_M MR_spaces) new
placeholder overall"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacingMMR _spaces.overall
I new var fwdend"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead-layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MRspaces.overall.
fwdend} set unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead-layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MRspaces.overall
} new var framespacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead-layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MRspaces.overall.
framespacing) set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MR_spaces.overall.
framespacing} = user variables.framespacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MR_spaces) new
placeholder compartmentlength"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadjayout.bulkheads.regular_frame spacing_M MRspaces) new
placeholder bulkhead-position"

Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads} new geomplaceholder
regular_framespacingaft_of_MMR spaces"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regularframespacing-aft ofMMR_spaces}
new placeholder overall"
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Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout. bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
overall) new var fwdend"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular frame_spacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
overall.fwdend) set-unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces.
overall) new var frame-spacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead_layout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
overall.framespacing} set unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadjlayout.bulkheads.regular-frame_spacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
overall.frame spacing) = uservariables.frame_spacing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces}
new placeholder compartmentlength"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadjayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MM R_spaces}
new placeholder bulkhead_position"

Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout) new layoutgrid layoutgrid"
Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.layoutgrid.length} =

uservariables.LOA"
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.layoutgrid.beam} =

uservariables.Beam"
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.layoutgrid.depth} =

uservariables.HOA"
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout) new geom_placeholder planes"

Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.planes} new geomplaceholder Z"
Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout) new geom_placeholder decks"

'origin points & key nodes
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_pointsand _keynodes) new point origin"
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_points_andkeynodes} new point AP"
Print #1, "{designreference.originpoints_andkeynodes) new point AP wl"
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_points_andkeynodes) new point midships"
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_points_andkeynodes) new point FP"
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_points_andkeynodes) new point FP_wl"
Print #1, "{designreference.originpoints_andkeynodes) new point min x"
Print #1, "{designreference.origin_points_a ndkeynodes) new point max_x"
Print #1, "{designreference.originpoints_andkeynodes) new point max_x_maxz"

Print #1, "{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc) new geomplaceholder
sightlineoverbow"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheets_clearances etc.sightline_overbow) new var
viewdistanceinLwl"
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Print #1, "{designreference.profiles sheetsclearancesetc.sightline over-bow} new var
waterlinelength"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profilessheetsclearancesetc.sightline_overbow.waterline-length}
setunitscategory (length-default)"

Print #1, "{designreference. profiles sheetsclearancesetc.sightline over-bow} new polyline
sightline"

Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.sightlineover_bow.sightline} new
point p1"

Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.sightlineover_bow.sightline} new
point p2"

Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.sightlineoverbow.sightline} new
point p3"

Print #1, "{design reference.profiles_sheetsclearances etc} new geomplaceholder profiles"
Print #1, "{design-reference. profiles sheetsclearances etc.profiles} new geomplaceholder

points"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point

profilepointone"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point

profilepointtwo"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point

transverse point_one"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point

transverse pointtwo"
Print #1, "{design reference. profiles sheetsclearances etc.profiles} new geomplaceholder

sheets"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets} new sheet

windprofile sheet"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets} new sheet

upperdeck sheet"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets} new sheet

marginsheet"
Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets} new sheet

transversesheet"

Print #1, "{design reference.envelope} new geomplaceholder hull-generation"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration} new placeholder quickhull model"

Print #1, "{design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model} new
geomplaceholder hull_library"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.hulllibrary} new
quickhullO qhO"

Print #1, "{design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model} new
geomplaceholder Actual scalingmodel"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scalingmodel} new var
referenceLBP"
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Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel. referenceLBP}
set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hulgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel} new var
referencebeam"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.reference beam}
setunitscategory (length-default)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel} new var
referencedepth"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.reference depth}
setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel} new
geomplaceholder controled hull"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actualscaling_model.controled hull}
new CSAparam CSA param"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull}
new quickhull1 qhl"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull}
new hullsurfaces2 hullsurface"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull}
new solidbody hull"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scaling_model.controled_hull.hul
1} frombounds
(design.reference.envelopehullgeneration.quichhullmodel.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.hull_
surface.bounds"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_sca lingmodel.controled-hull}
new sheet deck"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controledhull.dec
k} sheetfromsurface
(design reference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.upper deck)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_mode.Actual_scalingmodel.controled hull}
new sheet stbdhull"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.stb
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d_hull) sheetfromsurface
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.stbdhull)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope. hu ll_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull}
new sheet porthull"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.por
t_hull} sheet fromsurface
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.porthull)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull)
new sheet transom"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.tra
nsom} sheet fromsurface
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.transom)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope. hu ll_generation.quickhull model.Actual sca ling_model.controledhull)
new sheet bow"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.bo
w} sheetfromsurface
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.bow)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope. h u ll_generation.quickhull model.Actual scaling_model.controledhull}
new sheet keel"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.kee
1) sheetfromsurface
(designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface. keel)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope. hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scaling_model) new
geomplaceholder checks"

'will leave this folder empty for the moment with the intent of developing my own checks
as I determine what is needed

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull model.Actual-scalingmodel) new
geomplaceholder underwaterform"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hu IIgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scaling_model.underwaterform)
new solidbody hulldivided"
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Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.underwater form}
new plane water-plane"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.underwater form}
new solid-body underwater-hull"

Print #1,
"{design-reference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.underwater form}
new point centroid"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.underwater form}
new sheet midships"

Print #1, "{design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull model} new
geomplaceholder Output"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hull _generation.quickhull_model.Output} new
geomplaceholder livevisualization"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Output.live-visualization} new
geometrychopper Regularbulkheads"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Output.livevisualization} new
geometrychopper Regulardecks"

Print #1, "{design_reference.envelope.hull _ge neration.quickhull_model.Output} new
geomplaceholder lines plandrawing"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.Output. linesplan_drawing} new
drawing aftsections"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hull_generation.quickhull_model.Out put. linesplan_drawing} new
drawing fwdsections"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope. hullgeneration.quickhu llmodel.Output.linesplan_drawing} new
drawing Allsections"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration} new geomplaceholder
total_bouyant bodies"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.total_bouyant bodies} new solidbody
hullsolid_2_bouyantbody"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope} new geomplaceholder superstructure modeling"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.superstructure_modeling} new solidbody SSenvelope"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope} new geom_placeholder flight_deck_cuttingblock"

11illfillfil11lill11lf1fll1f

'Insert design tertiary files'

Print #1, "{design.envelope} new geomplaceholder solid-model"
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Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel} new solidbody hull"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel} new solid-body superstructure"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel) new geomplaceholder hullsheets"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hullsheets} new sheet deck"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullsheets.deck} copyof

(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_mode.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.dec
k)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hull_sheets) new sheet stbdhull"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullsheets.stbd_hull) copyof

(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controledhull.stbd

_hull)"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hullsheets) new sheet port-hull"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hullsheets.porthull) copyof
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controled hull.port

_hull)"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hullsheets} new sheet transom"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullsheets.transom) copyof
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.tran
som)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hull_sheets) new sheet bow"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullsheets.bow} copy of

(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.bow

)"
Print #1, "{ design. envelo pe.solid_mode1. hull1-sheets} new sheet keel"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullsheets.keel) copy of
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actualscalingmodel.controled_hulI.keel

)" #
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel) new geom_placeholder hullbulkheadsheets"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel) new geomplaceholder hull s_d ek_sheets"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel) new geomplaceholder deckhousedecksheets"
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid-model} new geom_placeholder deckhouse-bulkhead-sheets"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel) new buildingblock Design"
Print #1, "{design.designbu ilding_blockmodel.Design.attributes.use_sub blocksignorethis)"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design. requirements.attributes.usesub_blocksignore this}"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design) new buildingblock requirements"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.attributes.use_sub_blocksignore_this)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements) new building-block
speed"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements) new building-block
range"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements) new building-block
endurance"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements) new building-block
complement"
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Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel. Design.requirements} new buildingblock
userdefined"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements} new buildingblock
powering"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements} new buildingblock
electric-load"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel. Design.requirements} new buildingblock fuel"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
propulsionpoweratendurance-speed"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.propulsion_p
oweratendurancespeed} set-unitscategory (power)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
electricalpoweratendurancespeed"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requireme nts.fuel.attributes.characteristics.electricalpo
weratendurancespeed} setunits_category (power)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
totalpower-atendurancespeed"

Print #1,
"{design.design_building blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.total powe r_
atendurancespeed} set units category (power)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
timeatendurancespeed"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.time at end
urancespeed} setunitscategory (timemajor)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
SFCatendurancespeed"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.SFCatendu
rancespeed} setunitscategory (massper energy)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new var
margins"

Print #1,
"{design.design_building blockmodel.Design.requ irements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.margins}
setunitscategory (proportion)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requ irements.fuel.attributes.characteristics} new
charconsumable fueldemandforendurance_speed"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.requirements} new buildingblock
structure"
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Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structu re.attributes.usesub_blocksignore

_this}"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure} new

buildingblock overall_estimate"

Set Method = Range("C68")
Set Material = Range("C69")
Set zcentest = Range("C35")

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.use_s
ub_blocksignorethis}"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var method"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.method} = " & Method

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var material"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.material} = " & Material

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var weightmargin"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design. requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.weightmargin} =
(1+(setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weightmargin))*(1+(setup.margins.design_marginmulti
pliers.weight allowance))"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var xposition"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.x-position} setunitscategory (length_default)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.x position} = (design.envelope.solid-model.hull.attributes.centroid.x)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var zposition"
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Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.zposition} setunits category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.zposition} = (uservariables.Depthmidships)*I & z_centest

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var length"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics. length} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var beam"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requ irements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.beam} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structu re.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new var depth"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requ irements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.depth} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design} new building-block deckhouse"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.deckhouse.attributes.usesub_blocksignorethis}"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design} new buildingblock MMRs"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MMRs.attributes.usesub blocksignorethis}"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.M M Rs} new buildingblock
exhauststacks"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.M MRs.exhauststacks.attributes.use_sub_blocks ignore_
this}"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design} new buildingblock equipment"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.attributes.usesub_blocksignorethis}"
'might need more subblocks under design. Will work out as I develop model

Print #1, "{design.systems} new conceptplaceholder servicehighways"

Print #1, "{design.appendages} new apendage_container appendages"

'Insert Audit tertiary files'
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Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder weightgroups"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_1"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups} new weightsummary GP_2"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_3"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_4"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_5"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_6"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups} new weightsummary GP_7"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GP_8"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.weightgroups) new weightsummary GPunallocated"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new placeholder simplifications"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications} new var fuel"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications.fuel} setunits category (mass-default)"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications} new var fuelmargin"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications.fuelmargin} set units-category (mass-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new placeholder margins"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins) new var lightship"
' Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.lightship} set units-category (mass-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins} new var designmargin"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.designmargin) set_units_category (mass_default)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins} new var growth allowance"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.growthallowance set units category (mass-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder lightship"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship) new blocksummary block-summary"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.block summary.top_levelblock) ->

design.designbuildingblock_model.Design"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship) new blockdefinition blockdefinitionlight"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.blockdefinitionlight.block summary) ->

audit.weight.lightship.blocksummary"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship} new designaudit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.design_audit.blockdefinition ->

audit.weight.lightship.blockdefinitionlight"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.design_audit.characteristic.weight}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.design_audit.characteristic.condition ->

setup.shipconditions.lightshipcondition"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.design_audit.hierarchy.classification}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship.design_audit.hierarchylevel.all}"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder lightshipincludingmargins"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins) new block-summary blocksummary"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.blocksummary.toplevelblock) ->

design.designbuildingblock_model.Design"
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Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins} new blockdefinition
blockdefinitionlightwithmargins"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.block definition_light with margins.blocksummary} ->

audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.blocksummary"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmarginsI new designaudit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.designaudit.blockdefinition} ->

audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.blockdefinitionlightwith_margins"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.designaudit.characteristic.weight}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.designaudit.characteristic.condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.lightshipcondition"
Print #1, "{audit.weight. lightship_includingmargins.designaudit.hierarchy.classification}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.designaudit.hierarchylevel.all}"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder simplifiedfullload"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload} new block-summary blocksummary"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blocksummary.toplevel block} ->
design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplified_full_load} new blockdefinition block_definitionfullload"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.blocksummary} ->

audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.block summary"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload} new designaudit design-audit"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplified_fullload.designaudit.block-definition}
audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.block definitionfullload"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.design_audit.characteristic.weight}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplified_fullload.designaudit.characteristic.condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.simplified_fullloadcondition"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.design_audit.hierarchy.classification}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplified_full_load.design_audit.hierarchylevel.all}"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder fullload"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.full_load} new block-summary blocksummary"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.full-load.blocksummary.top_levelblock} ->

design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.full_load} new blockdefinition blockdefinitionfullload"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.full load.block_definition full_load. blocksum mary) ->

audit.weight.full_load.block summary"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload} new designaudit design-audit"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload.designaudit.blockdefinition} ->

audit.weight.fullload.blockdefinitionfullload"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload.design_audit.characteristic.weight}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload.design_audit.characteristic.condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.fullloadcondition"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload.design_audit.hierarchy.classification)"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullload.designaudit.hierarchylevel.all}"

Print #1, "{audit.weight} new conceptplaceholder fullloadincludingmargins"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.full_load includingmargins} new blocksummary blocksummary"
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Print #1, "{audit.weight.full_load_includingmargins.blocksummary.toplevel _block) ->

design.designbuildingblock_model.Design"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins} new blockdefinition

blockdefinitionfullloadwithmargins"
Print #1,

"{audit.weight.full_loadincludingmargins.blockdefinitionfullloadwith_margins.block summary) ->

audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.block summary"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.full loadincludingmargins) new designaudit design-audit"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.designaudit.blockdefinition} ->

audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.blockdefinitionfullloadwith margins"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.designaudit.characteristic.weight}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.designaudit.characteristic.condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.fullloadcondition"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.designaudit.hierarchy.classification}"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.fullloadincludingmargins.designaudit.hierarchylevel.all}"

Print #1, "{audit.space} new conceptplaceholder spacebyclassification"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyclassification} new blocksummary block-summary"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyclassification} new blockdefinition blockdefinitionspace"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyclassification} new design audit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.space} new conceptplaceholder spacebyblock"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyblock) new blocksummary block_summary"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyblock) new blockdefinition blockdefinition space"
Print #1, "{audit.space.spacebyblock) new design_audit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits) new conceptplaceholder weightbyblock"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.weightbyblock) new blocksummary blocksummary"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.weight_byblock) new blockdefinition

blockdefinition_allocatedweight fullload"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.weightbyblock} new design_audit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits) new conceptplaceholder complement"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.complement) new blocksummary blocksummary"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.complement} new blockdefinition

blockdefinitionuserdefinedvariables"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.complement} new designaudit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits) new conceptplaceholder userdefinedvariablesby_block"
Print #1, "{audit.discrete_audits.user_definedvariables byblock) new blocksummary

blocksummary"
Print #1, "{audit.discrete_audits.user_definedvariables byblock) new blockdefinition

blockdefinitionuserdefinedvariables"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.userdefinedvariables byblock) new design-audit

designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits} new conceptplaceholder groupweights"
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Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.group_weights} new blocksummary block-summary"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.group_weights} new blockdefinition

blockdefinitionallocated-weight fullload"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.group_weights} new design-audit designaudit"

Print #1, "{audit.discrete audits) new conceptplaceholder consumablesbyblock"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumablesbyblock} new blocksummary block summary"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumablesbyblock} new blockdefinition blockdefinition"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumablesbyblock) new design-audit design-audit"

Print #1, "{audit.discrete audits} new conceptplaceholder services"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.services} new blocksummary block_summary"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.services} new blockdefinition blockdefinition"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.services} new design-audit design_audit"

Print #1, "{audit.clashdetection) new clashdetection clashdetection"

Print #1, "{audit.interblockrelationships} new noderelationships noderelationships"

Print #1, "{audit.infringements} new designinfringements infringements"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch} new placeholder weightvsdisplacementswitch"
Print #1, "{audit.iteration_switch.weightvs_displacementswitch) new var

inputestimatedfullload_displacementwithoutmargins"
Print #1,

"{audit.iterationswitch.weightvsdisplacement switch.input_estimatedfull_load displacementwith
outmargins} setunitscategory (mass-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.iterationswitch.weight-vs_displacementswitch} new var
input_unallocatedweight fullload"

Print #1,
"{audit.iterationswitch.weightvsdisplacement-switch.input_unallocated weightfullload}
setunitscategory (massdefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iterationswitch.weight vsdisplacementswitch} new var
outputfullloaddisplacementwithoutmargins"

Print #1,
"{audit.iterationswitch.weightvs_displacement switch.output full load displacementwithoutmarg
ins} setunitscategory (mass-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.iterationswitch.weightvs_displacementswitch} new var
outputunallocatedweightfullload"

Print #1,
"{audit.iterationswitch.weightvsdisplacement switch.output unallocatedweight_full_load}
set_unitscategory (massdefault)"

Print #1, "{audit. iteation switch) new placeholder spacecomparison"
Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison} new placeholder outputs"
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Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
assumeddeckheadheight"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.outputs.assumeddeckhead height}
setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{audit. iteation_switch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
totalavailablevolumefromsolidmodel"

Print #1,
"{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.outputs.totalavailablevolumefromsolidmodel)
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
total_internal_volume_supply_from building_block_model"

Print #1,
"{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.outputs.totalinternalvolumesupplyfrom buildingblock_
model) set-unitscategory (volume-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
totalinternalvolumedemandfrom building_blockmodel"

Print #1,
"{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.outputs.totalinternalvolumedemandfrombuildingbloc
k_model} setunitscategory (volume-default)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
machineryspace_volume"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.outputs.machineryspacevolume)
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.outputs} new var
consumabletanksvolume"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.outputs.consumabletanksvolume
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison) new placeholder inputs"
Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.inputs} new var designgross volume"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.inputs.design_grossvolume}
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.inputs} new var
designmach ineryvolu me"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.inputs.design_machineryvolume}
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.inputs} new var design tanks volume"
Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.inputs.designtanksvolu me)

setunitscategory (volumedefault)"
Print #1, "{audit.iteation_switch.spacecomparison.inputs} new var design void volume"

Print #1, "{audit.iteation switch.spacecomparison.inputs.designvoid volume}
setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

Print #1, "{audit.iteationswitch.spacecomparison.inputs} new var design nett volume"
Print #1, "{audit. iteation switch.spacecomparison.inputs.design_nett volume)

setunitscategory (volumedefault)"

'inIiFilIes

'Moving Files'
li I I iI I I I
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Print #1, "{Concept.consumables.fresh water} cut"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities} paste"
Print #1, "{Concept.consumables.lubeoil} cut"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities} paste"
Print #1, "{Concept.ANALYSIS.stability} cut"
Print #1, "{analysis} paste"
Print #1, "{Concept.audit} cut"
Print #1, "{audit} paste"
Print #1, "{Concept} delete"

'Setting up pointers'

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull} from_bounds
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.bounds)"

Worksheets("ImporttoParamarine").Activate
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)

End Sub
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Code for Initial Hull and Equipment Insertion
Sub createshipo

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic

Application.Calculation = xlManual

'orderingbulkheads

Sheets("References").Select
Range("AD4:AE34").Select
Selection.Copy
ActiveWindow.SmallScroll Down:=-12
Range("U4").Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _

:=False, Transpose:=False
Range("AF4:AG43").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False
Selection.Copy
ActiveWindow.SmallScroll Down:=-18
Range("X4").Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _

:=False, Transpose:=False
Range("AH4:A134").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False
Selection.Copy
ActiveWindow.SmalIScroll Down:=-12
Range("AA4").Select
Selection. PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _

:=False, Transpose:=False
Range("V4:V34").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Clear
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("V4") _

, SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlDescending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal
With ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort

.SetRange Range("U3:V34")
Header = xlYes

.MatchCase = False

.Orientation = xlTopToBottom
.SortMethod = xlPinYin
.Apply

End With
ActiveWindow.SmallScroll Down:=-9
Range("Y4:Y43").Select
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Clear
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ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("Y4") _
, SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlDescending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal

With ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort
.SetRange Range("X3:Y43")
.Header = xlYes
.MatchCase = False
.Orientation = xlTopToBottom
.SortMethod = xlPinYin
.Apply

End With
Range("AB4:AB34").Select
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Clear
ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets("References").Sort.SortFields.Add Key:=Range("AB4") _

, SortOn:=xlSortOnValues, Order:=xlDescending, DataOption:=xlSortNormal
With ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets(" References").Sort

.SetRange Range("AA3:AB34")

.Header = xlYes

.MatchCase = False

.Orientation = xlTopToBottom

.SortMethod = xlPinYin

.Apply
End With

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic

Call findfiles
'findfiles is in Generic Functions
Call openoutput file(outputfile)
Print #1, "deselect all"

Print #1, "{fixed_data.u nits. lengthdefau lt.ft}"
Print #1, "{fixed_data.units.massdefault.LT}"
Print #1, "{fixed_data.units.volumedefault.ft3}"
Print #1, "{fixed_data.units.density.ft3/LT}"

111i 1fllillf llili l f llil

'Initial Input Parameters'

Worksheets("General_nfo").Activate

seawater_den = Range("E24")
fueldensity = Range("E29")

Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities.sea water} = " & seawater-den; "[kg/m3]"
Print #1, "{setup.consumabledensities.dieso-fuel} = " & fuel_density; "[lb/ft3]"

Worksheets("Output").Activate
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Set stern-loc = Range("G12")
Set length Range("G3")
Set Beam = Range("G9")
Set Depth = Range("G5")
Set LOA = Range("G10")
Set HOA = Range("G11")
Set Draft = Range("G14")
Set ShipsRange = Range("G17")
Set EnduranceSpeed = Range("G18")
Set Max_Speed = Range("G19")
Set Cp = Range("G20")
Set Cm = Range("G21")
Set HullAddendumHeight = Range("C14")
Set mindepth = Range("G7")

Print #1, "{user variables.LBP} = ", length, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user-variables.Beam} = ", Beam, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user variables.Depth_midships} = ", Depth, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user-variables.Depth_scaledfromparenthull} = ", min_depth, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user variables.LOA} = ", LOA, "[ft]
Print #1, "{user variables.HOA} = ", HOA, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user variables.Draft} = ", Draft, "[ft]"
Print #1, "{user variables.Range} = ", ShipsRange, "[nm]"
Print #1, "{user variables.EnduranceSpeed} = ", EnduranceSpeed, "[kt]"
Print #1, "{uservariables.MaxSpeed} = ", MaxSpeed, "[kt]"
Print #1, "{user-variables.prismatic coefficient} = ", C_p
Print #1, "{user variables.midshipcoefficient}= ", C_m

'Insert Hull'

'key point insertion

Worksheets("Chosen_Hu ll").Activate

Set ScalingFactor = Range("G4:G30")
Set keypoints = Range("F4:F30")
Set keypoints_coord = Range("C4:C30")
Set keypointslocation = Range("B4:B30")

Fori=1To27
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.hull_library.qhO.keypoints.";
keypointslocation(i); "."; keypointscoord(i); "} = "; keypoints(i); "[ft]"

Next i
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'guide curve insertion

Set ScalingFactorgc = Range("P4:P227")
Set guide-curves = Range("04:0227")
Set guide curvescoord = Range("L4:L227")
Set guide curveslocation = Range("J4:J227")
Set guide curvesref = Range("K4:K227")

For i = 1 To 224
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO.guide_curves.";
guidecurveslocation(i); ".controlpoints."; guide_curves_ref(i); "."; guide_curves coord(i); "} =

guide curves(i); "[ft]"
Next i

'csaparam entries

Set reflength = Range("D39")
Set refbeam = Range("D40")
Set ref-depth = Range("D41")

Set entry coeff = Range("D34")
Set runcoeff = Range("D35")
Set skegareacoeff = Range("D36")
Set transomareacoeff = Range("D37")
Set bowareacoeff = Range("D38")

Set ref dispt_volume = Range("D42")
disptvolume = refdisptvolume
Set refLCBfrommidship = Range("D43")
LCBfrommidship = refLCBfrom midship
midship = ref-length / 2
LCB = midship + LCB from midship
waterline-aft = 0
waterline fwd = reflength
Set refwaterplanez = Range("D46")
Set refwaterplaned = Range("D47")
waterplanez = refwaterplane-z
waterplaned = refwaterplane-d

Worksheets("Defaults").Activate
Set Cp = Range("C11")
Set C_m = Range("C12")

'inserting reference values
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.referenceLBP} =
"; ref-length; "[ft]"
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Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.reference_beamI
= refbeam; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull model.Actual scalingmodel.referencedepth}
= "; ref depth; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.Cp} = (user_variables.prismaticcoefficient)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.Cm} = (uservariables.midship_coefficient)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.dispt volume} = "; ref dispt volume; "[ft3]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.waterlineaftx} = "; waterlineaft; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.pm b_aftx} =
designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO.keypoints. pmb_aftbtm.
x"f

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.pm b_fwd x} =
designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO.keypoints.pmb_fwdbtm
.x"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.waterline fwdx} = "; waterline fwd; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.entry_coeff} = "; entrycoeff

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.runcoeff} = "; run coeff

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.skeg_areacoeff} = " sked_areacoeff

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.transomareacoeff} = "; transom areacoeff

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull-model.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.bowareacoeff} = "; bow_areacoeff
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Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.LCB} = "; LCB; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controledhull.CS
A_param.input.aft cut upx} =
design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hulllibrary.qhO.key_points.aft cut_up.x"

'Populating Q1

For i = 1 To 27
Print #1,

"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.keypoints."; keypoints location(i); "."; keypoints_coord(i); "} =
design_reference.envelope.hulI_generation.quickhull_model.hull_ibrary.qhO.keypoints.";
keypointslocation(i); "."; keypointscoord(i)

Next i

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.transom} ->
design_reference.envelope.huIl_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.midships} ->
design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.bow} -> designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.keel aft} ->
design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.deck aft) ->
design_referen ce.envelope.huIl_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.keel fwd} ->
designreference.envelope.hulI_generation.quickhull_model.huIl_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.guidecurves.deck-fwd} ->
design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.hull_library.qhO"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controled hull.qh
1.targetCSA} ->
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designreference.envelope.huIIgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scaling_model.controled_hull.CSA_
param"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.qh
1.num_CSAiterations) = 20"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.qh
1.waterplane.z} = "; waterplane-z

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.qh
1.waterplane.d} = "; waterplaned; "[ft)"

'Creating Hull

Print #1, "{user variables.daughter parent_hull_scaling} =1" & length / ref-length

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.hul
Isurface.porthullsurface) ->
designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmodel.controledhull.qh1.
outputsurface"

Print #1,
"{designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual-scalingmodel.controledhull.hul
1} frombounds
(designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmodel.controledhull.hull

_surface.bounds )"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hull} scale
(uservariables.LBP/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmode.Actualscalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmode
L.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depth_scaledfrom_parenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actualscalingmodel.reference depth, references.origin.origin)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hull_sheets.deck} scale
(uservariables.LBP/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmode.Actualscalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual_scalingmode
L.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depth_scaledfrom_parenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actual _scalingmodel.reference depth, references.origin.origin)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.huIl_sheets.stbd hull} scale
(uservariables.LBP/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actualscalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmode
l.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depth_scaledfrom_parenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actualscalingmodel.reference depth, references.origin.origin)"
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Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull sheets.porthull} scale
(user variables.LBP/design_reference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.Actual_scalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/design_reference.envelope. hull_generation.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmode
l.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depthscaled from parenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actual_scalingmodel.referencedepth, references.origin.origin)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hullsheets.transom} scale
(uservariables.LBP/design_reference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual_scalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
user_variables.Beam/design_reference.envelope.hu llgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmode
L.referencebeam,
user_variables.Depth_scaled from parenthull/designreference.envelope.hull _generation.quickhull_
model.Actual_scalingmodel.referencedepth, references.origin.origin)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hullsheets.bow} scale
(uservariables.LBP/design_reference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actual_scalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/design_reference.envelope.hu llgeneration.quickhull_model.Actual_scalingmode
L.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depthscaled fromparenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actual_scalingmodel.referencedepth, references.origin.origin)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hullsheets.keel} scale
(user_variables.LBP/design_reference.envelope.hu llgeneration.quickhull_mode.Actual_scalingmodel.
referenceLBP,
uservariables.Beam/design_reference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhullmodel.Actualscalingmode
L.referencebeam,
uservariables.Depthscaled fromparenthull/designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_
model.Actualscalingmodel.referencedepth, references.origin.origin)"

illfll 11I 1 lIlli lt Ifil

'Insert Decks & Bulkheads'

'Decks
Worksheets(" References").Activate

numhull_decks = 20 'Range("M5")
Set hulldeckheight = Range("J4:J23")
Set hull_deckname = Range("K4:K23")
Set weather_deckheight = Range("J5")

For n = 1 To numhull_decks
Print #1, "{uservariables.deck_heights} new var" & hulldeckname(n)
Print #1, "{user_variables.deckheights."; hulldeckname(n); "} set_units_category

(lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{user_variables.deckheights."; hull_deckname(n); "} = " hulldeck height(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkheadjlayout.layout_grid.decklocations} new var " &
hulldeckname(n)
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Print #1, "{design reference.deckandbulkheadlayout.layoutgrid.deck locations." &
hulldeckname(n); "} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkhead layout.layout_grid.deck locations." &
hulldeckname(n); "} = uservariables.deckheights." & hulldeck_name(n)

Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkheadjayout.planes.Z} new plane "; hull_deckname(n)
Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkheadlayout.planes.Z." hulldeck name(n); "}

setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkheadlayout.planes.Z." hulldeck name(n); ".d} =

designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.layoutgrid.deck_locations." & hulldeck_name(n)
Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkhead layout.planes.Z. "; hulldeck name(n); ".z} = 1"

Print #1, "{designreference.deck_and_bulkhead layout.deckheight} new var " &
hulldeckname(n)

Print #1, "{design reference.deck_andbulkheadlayout.deckheight."; hulldeckname(n); "}

setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{design reference.deckandbulkheadlayout.deckheight."; hulldeckname(n); "} =

uservariables.deckheights." & hulldeckname(n); ""

If hulldeckheight(n) < weather_deckheight Then

Print #1, "{references.deckpoints} new geomplaceholder" & hulldeckname(n)
Print #1, "{references.deck_points." & hulldeck_name(n); "} new point one"

Print #1, "{references.deck points." & hulldeckname(n); ".one.x} = .25*(user-variables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{references.deck points." & hulldeckname(n); ".one.y} = -

1. 1*(user-variables.Beam)"
Print #1, "{references.deck points." & hulldeckname(n); ".one.z} =

(uservariables.deckheights." & hulldeckname(n); ")"
Print #1, "{references.deck_points." & hulldeck_name(n); "} new point two"

Print #1, "{references.deck points." & hulldeckname(n); ".two.x} = -
1.25*(user variables.LBP)"

Print #1, "{references.deck points." & hulldeckname(n); ".two.y} =
1.1*(user-variables.Beam)"

Print #1, "{references.deckpoints." & hulldeckname(n); ".two.z} =
(uservariables.deckheights." & hulldeckname(n); ")"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hull_deck_sheets} new sheet " & hulldeckname(n)
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.hull_deck_sheets." & hulldeckname(n); "} rectangle

(references.deckpoints." & hulldeck name(n); ".one, references.deck points." & hulldeck name(n);
".two )"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hull_decksheets." & hulldeckname(n); "} intersect
(design.envelope.solidmodel.hull)"

End If

Next n

'Bulkheads
Set numMMRBHs = Range("S4")
Set numfwdBHs = Range("S7")
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Set numaftBHs = Range("S6")
totalnumBHs = numMMRBHs + numfwdBHs + numaftBHs - 2 'two is due to double

counting of BHs between sections
Set nameBH = Range("04:043")
Set BHloc = Range("P4:P43")
Set aft_BH_name = Range("U4:U34")
Set aftBHloc = Range("V4:V34")
Set MMRBHname = Range("X4:X43")
Set MMRBHoc = Range("Y4:Y14")
Set fwdBHname = Range("AA4:AA34")
Set fwdBHloc = Range("AB4:AB34")
Set fwdBHmax = Range("AB35")
Set fwdBH_min = Range("AB36")
Set aft_BH_max = Range("U35")
Set aft_BH_min = Range("V36")
Set MMRBHmax = Range("Y44")
Set MMRBH_min = Range("Y45")
aftcomp num = numaftBHs
fwdcompnum = numfwdBHs
MMRcompnum = numMMRBHs - 1

Worksheets("General_nfo").Activate
Set alphabet = Range("U4:U55")

'all bulkheads
For n = 1 To 40

If nameBH(n) = 0 Then

Else
Print #1, "{user variables.bulkheads} new var "; nameBH(n)
Print #1, "{user variables.bulkheads."; nameBH(n); "} set_units_category (length-default)"
Print #1, "{user variables.bulkheads."; nameBH(n); "} = "; BH_loc(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.layout_grid.transversebulkheads} new

var " & nameBH(n)
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.layout_grid.transversebulkheads." &

nameBH(n); "} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. layoutgrid.transversebulkheads." &

nameBH(n); "} = user_variables.bulkheads." & nameBH(n)

Print #1, "{references.bulkhead_points} new geomplaceholder " & name_BH(n)
Print #1, "{references.bulkhead_points." & name BH(n); "} new point one"

Print #1, "{references.bulkheadpoints." & nameBH(n); ".one.x} = (user variables.bulkheads."
& nameBH(n); ")"

Print #1, "{references.bulkheadpoints." & name_BH(n); ".one.y} = -1.1*(uservariables.Beam)"
Print #1, "{references.bulkheadpoints." & name_BH(n); ".one.z} = -50[ft]"

Print #1, "{references.bulkhead_points." & nameBH(n); "} new point two"
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Print #1, "{references.bulkheadpoints." & name_BH(n); ".two.x} = (user_variables.bulkheads."
& nameBH(n); ")"

Print #1, "{references.bulkheadpoints." & name_BH(n); ".two.y} = 1.1*(user-variables.Beam)"
Print #1, "{references.bu lkheadpoints." & name_BH(n); ".two.z} = 1.1*(userjvariables.HOA)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hullbulkhead sheets} new sheet " & nameBH(n)
Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.huIl_bulkheadsheets." & nameBH(n); "} rectangle

(references.bu lkheadpoints." & nameBH (n); ".one, references.bulkheadpoints." & nameBH (n);
".two )"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solidmodel.hulIbulkhead_sheets." & nameBH(n); "} intersect
(design.envelope.solid_model.hul)"

End If
Next n

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s.bulkheadposition} new var bow"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s.bulkheadposition. bow} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_frame spacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s.bulkheadposition.bow} =
designreference.envelope.hull_generation.quickhullmodel.hull_library.qhO.keypoints.bow top.x"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbu lkheadlayout. bulkheads.regular_frame spacingfwd ofMM Rspace
s.bulkheadposition} new var FP"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM Rspace
s.bulkheadposition.FP} set_units_category (length_default)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout. bulkheads.regular_frame spacingfwd ofMM Rspace
s.bulkheadposition.FP} = O[ft]"

'aft & fwd bulkheads
For n = 1 To 30

If aftBHname(n) = 0 Then

Else
Print #1,

"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout. bulkheads.regular_frame spacingaft-ofMM R_spaces.
bulkheadposition} new var "; aft_BHname(n)
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Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MMRspaces.
bulkheadposition."; aftBHname(n); "I setunitscategory (length-default)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces.
bulkheadposition."; aft_BH name(n); "} = user variables.bulkheads."; aft_BH_name(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces.
compartment_length} new var"

End If

If fwdBHname(n) = 0 Then

Else
Print #1,

"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingfwd_ofMMR-space
s.bulkheadposition} new var " fwdBH-name(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingfwd_ofMMR-space
s.bulkheadposition."; fwdBH name(n); "} set units-category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingfwd_of_MM Rspace
s.bulkheadposition."; fwdBH name(n); "} = uservariables.bulkheads."; fwdBHname(n)

End If
Next n

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces.
bulkheadposition} new var AP"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkheadlayout. bulkheads.regular frame_spacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
bulkheadposition.AP} set units category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_ofMMR_spaces.
bulkheadposition.AP} = -uservariables.LBP"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
bulkheadposition} new var transom"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadjayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MM R_spaces.
bulkheadposition.transom} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.bulkheads.regular framespacingaft_of_MMRspaces.
bulkheadposition.transom} =
designreference.envelope.hullgeneration.quickhull_model.hull library.qh.keypoints.transomtop.x
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For n = 1 To aft comp_num

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacingaftofMM R_spaces.
compartmentlength} new var compartmentaft_"; alphabet(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing aft ofMM Rspaces.
compartmentlength.compartmentaft_"; alphabet(n); " set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Next n

For n = 1 To fwd comp_num

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s.compartmentlength} new var compartment fwd"; alphabet(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing-fwd ofMM R_space
s.compartmentlength.compartmentfwd_" alphabet(n); " setunitscategory (length-default)"

Next n

For n = 1 To MMRcompnum

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MR_spaces.com pa
rtment-length} new var compartmentMMR"; alphabet(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacingMMR_spaces.compa
rtment-length.compartmentMMR_"; alphabet(n); " set units category (lengthdefault)"

Next n

'MMR bulkheads
For n = 1 To 40

If MMRBH name(n) = 0 Then

Else
Print #1,

"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regularframespacing_MMRspaces.bulkhe
adposition} new var "; MMR_BH_name(n)

Print #1,
"{designreference.deckandbulkhead layout. bulkheads.regular_framespacing_M MRspaces. bulkhe
adposition."; MMR_BHname(n); "} setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.deck_andbulkhead layout.bulkheads.regular_framespacingMMR_spaces. bulkhe
adposition."; MMR_BHname(n); "} = user variables.bulkheads."; MMR_BH_name(n)
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End if
Next n

Print #1, "{designreference.deck_andbulkhead_layout.layout_grid.keelaft.x} = " stern_loc; "[ft]"

'Creating Hull Addendum

If HullAddendumHeight > 0 Then

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope} new solid body hull_addendum"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hu Il addendum} thickensheet

(design.envelope.solid_model.hullsheets.deck, (uservariables.Depthmidships-
uservariables.Depthscaled fromparenthull), 0[ft])"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull} unite (designreference.envelope.hulladdendum)"

End If

If Hull_Addendum_Height < 0 Then

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope} new solid body hull_addendum"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.hulladdendum} thickensheet

(design.envelope.solid_model.hull_sheets.deck, 0[ft], -(user variables.Depthmidships-
uservariables.Depthscaled from parenthull))"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull} subtract
(designreference.envelope.hull_addendum)"

End If

'Redefining Hull Sheets with Hull Addendum

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull_sheets.deck} copy-of
(designreference.envelope.hull_addendum.attributes.faces.f6)"

Print #1, "{designreferenceprofiles sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.upperdecksheet}
copyof (designreference.envelope.hull_addendum.attributes.faces.f6)"

'Create Equipment Library'

'INSERT BUILDING BLOCK'
li lllI i i I fi i fI l!

Worksheets("Generalinfo").Activate

Dim graphicpath As Range
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Set graphicpath = Range("C40")

Worksheets("Compilation").Activate

'Dim bbname As Range
'Dim bb type As Range
Dim bbname, bb type, clear_length, clear width,
clearheight, clearance box-type, xmin, xmax, ymin, _
ymax, zmin, zmax, weight, Wx, Wy, Wz, graphic_location,
graphicname, cyclicref, cent_x, cent y, _
cent_z, heat-x, heat_y, heat_z, electric_x, electricy, _
electric_z, MR_location, class, equiplocx, equiplocy, equiploc-z As Range

Set bbname = Range("D27:D911")
Set bb type = Range("C27:C911")
Set clearlength = Range("J27:J911")
Set clearwidth Range("k27:K911")
Set clearheight = Range("L27:1911")
Set clearance box-type = Range("BM27:BM911")
Set cyclicref = Range("A27:A911")
Set centx = Range("M27:M911")
Set centy = Range("N27:N911")
Set centz = Range("027:0911")
Set xmin = Range("P27:P911")
Set xmax = Range("Q27:Q911")
Set ymin = Range("R27:R911")
Set ymax = Range("S27:5911")
Set zmin = Range("T27:T911")
Set zmax Range("U27:U911")
Set additional-height = Range("CF27:CF911")
Set weight = Range("V27:V911")
Set Wx = Range("W27:W911")
Set Wy = Range("X27:X911")
Set Wz = Range("Y27:Y911")
Set class = Range("CD27:CD911")
Set filename = Range("Z27:Z911")
Set heatx = Range("BY27:BY911")
Set heat y = Range("BZ27:BZ911")
Set heatz = Range("CA27:CA911")
Set electric-x = Range("C127:C1911")
Set electricy = Range("CJ27:CJ911")
Set electric-z = Range("CK27:CK911")
Set MRlocation = Range("CL27:CL911")
Set equip loc_x = Range("B127:B1911")
Set equiplocy = Range("Bj27:Bj911")
Set equip loc_z = Range("Bk27:Bk911")
Set MMRequiplocx = Range("CN27:CN911")
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Set MMR equiplocy = Range("C027:C0911")
Set MMR equiplocz = Range("CP27:CP911")
Set electricfrequency = Range("AW27:AW911")
Set electricvoltage = Range("AX27:AX911")
Set electric-power = Range("BA27:BA911")
Set coolingpower = Range("BX27:BX911")

For n = 1 To 384

If bbtype(n) = 0 Then

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "} new equipment " & bb name(n)
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bbname(n); ".construction_geometry}

new point equipment_refpoint"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n); ".construction_geometry}

new geomplaceholder clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n)
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new solidbody clearancebox"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n); ".visiblegeometry." &
bbname(n); "} translate (setup.Equipment_Library." & _

bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.x/4,
setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & -

bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry. equipmentref point.y/4, setup.EquipmentLibrary." &
bb-type(n); "." & -

bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z/4 )"

If weight(n) = 0 Then

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n); ".characteristics} new
charweight weight_" & cyclicref(n)

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".characteristics.weight" & _

cyclicref(n); ".classification} ->setup.classification_systems." & class(n)
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".characteristics.weight" & -

cyclicref(n); ".weight} =" & weight(n); "[lb]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".characteristics.weight" & -

cyclicref(n); ".centroid.xoffset}=" & Wx(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb-type(n);
"." & _

bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.x)"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.weight_" & _

cyclicref(n); ".centroid.yoffset} =" & Wy(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb-type(n);
""&

bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.y)"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".characteristics.weight_" &
cyclicref(n); ".centroid.z-offset} =" & Wz(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb-type(n);

bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.z)"

End If

If coolingpower(n) = "none" Then

Else
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb name(n); ".characteristics} new

charservice cooling"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bbname(n);

".characteristics.cooling.xoffset} = " & heatx(n); "[ft]+(setup.Equipment_Library." & _
' bb type(n); "." & bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.x)"
' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bbname(n);

".characteristics.cooling.yoffset} =" & heaty(n); "[ft]+(setup.Equipment_Library." & _
' b bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.y)"
' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".characteristics.cooling.z_offset} = " & heatz(n); "[ft]+(setup.Equipment_Library." & _
' b bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.cooling.demand}"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.cooling.service} -> setup.service_specs.chilledwater"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.cooling.value} = "; coolingpower(n); "[kW]"

End if

if electric frequency(n) = "none" Then

Else
Print #1, "{setup.service_specs} new servicespecification electric_" & electricfrequency(n);

"Hz_" & electric voltage(n); "V'
Print #1, "{setup.service_specs.electric" & electric frequency(n); "Hz_" &

electricvoltage(n); "V.voltage} = " & electricvoltage(n); "[V]"

If electricfrequency(n) = "DC" Then

Print #1, "{setup.service_specs.electric_" & electric frequency(n); "Hz_" &
elect ricvoltage(n); "V.electricalDC"
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Else

Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs.electric_" & electric frequency(n); "Hz_" &
electricvoltage(n); "V.electrical _AC"

Print #1, "{setup.servicespecs.electric_" & electric frequency(n); "Hz_" &
electricvoltage(n); "V.frequency} =" & electric_frequency(n); "[Hz]"

End if

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n); ".characteristics} new
charservice electric_" & cyclicref(n)

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); ".xoffset} = " & electric x(n); _

"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "& bb_name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.x)"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); ".y offset} = " & electricy(n); _

"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.y)"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); ".zoffset} = " & electric z(n); _

"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); ".demand}"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); _

".service} -> setup.service_specs.electric_" & electric frequency(n); "Hz_" &
electricvoltage(n); "V'

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".characteristics.electric_" & cyclicref(n); _

".value} = " & electric power(n); "[kW]"

End If

If clearanceboxtype(n) = "cuboid" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var length"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".length} setunitscategory
(lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var width"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".width} set_unitscategory (lengthdefault)"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var height"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} set_units_category
(lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point centroid"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point max_x_y_z"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point min_x_y_z"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centroid.x} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.x)+" & centx(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n);

".centroid.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.y)+" & centy(n); "[ft)"

' Print #1, "new placeholder " & centy(n); "_" & n

If centz(n) = "ref" Then

if clearheight(n) = "ref" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} =" & _

additionalheight(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _
".centroid.z} = (setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z)-" & (additional_height(n) / 2); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n);
".max_x_y_z.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n);
".centroid.z)+" & (additional_height(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".min_x_y_z.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n);

".centroid.z)-" & (additional_height(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Else
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Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} = & _

clearheight(n); "[ftj"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _
".centroid.z} = (setup.Equipment Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.equipmentref point.z)-" & _
(additionalheight(n) + (clear height(n) / 2)); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".construction_geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".maxx_yz.z} = (setup. EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centroid.z)+" & (clear height(n) / 2); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);

".construction geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n);
".minx_yz.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _
".centroid.z)-" & (clear height(n) / 2); "[ft]"

End If

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} =" & _

clear height(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _
".centroid.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);

".construction-geometry.equipmentref point.z)+" & cent_z(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction geometry.clearancebox" & cyclicref(n); _
".max_x_y_z.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.equipmentref point.z)+" & zmax(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _
".min_x_y_z.z} = (setup. EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.z)+" & zmin(n); "[ft]"

End if

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".width} =" & _

clear width(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".length}=" & _
clear length(n); "[ft]"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n);

".max_x_y_z.x} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.x)+" & xmax(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".max_x_y_z.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.y)+" & ymax(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".min_x_y_z.x} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.x)+" & xmin(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".min_x_y_z.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.y)+" & ymin(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); ".clearance box} 'K

"cuboid (setup.Equipment_Library." & bb_type(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".min_x_y_z, setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".max_x_y_z)"

End If

If clearancebox type(n) = "cylinder vert" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var radius"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box" & cyclicref(n); ".radius} set_units_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box" & cyclic ref(n); ".radius} =" & clearlength(n) / 2; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box" & cyclicref(n); "} new var height"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} set_units_category

(lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} = " & clearheight(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclic ref(n); "} new point centroid"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox " & cyclicref(n); "} new point centertop"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearance-box_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point centerbottom"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
.construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centertop.x} = (setup.Equipment Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref point.x)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox" & cyclicref(n);

".centerbottom.x} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.x)"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".center-top.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipmentref point.y)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerbottom.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipmentref point.y)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".center top.z} = " & zmax(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." &
bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerbottom.z} =" & zmin(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." &
bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipment-ref-point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".clearance_box} " _

; "cylinder (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".center-top, setup.Equipment_Library." & bb type(n); "." & bbname(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerbottom, (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius))"

End if

If clearanceboxtype(n) = "cylinder-long" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var radius"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius} set units-category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius} = " & clearwidth(n) / 2; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var length"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} set units category
(lengthdefault)"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox " & cyclicref(n); ".height} = " & clearlength(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point centerforward"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclic_ref(n); "} new point centeraft"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerforward.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centeraft.z} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerforward.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.y)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centeraft.y} = (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.y)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n);

".centerforward.x} = " & xmax(n); " [ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." &
bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.x)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centeraft.x} = " & xmin(n); "[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." &
bbname(n); ".constructiongeometry.equipmentref-point.x)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb_type(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".clearance box}"

"cylinder (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centerforward, setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n);

".centeraft, (setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius))"

End If

'not nessecary for initial, required analysis. Come back to time permitting

' If clearanceboxtype(n) = "cylinder-trans" Then

' Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance-box_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var length"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
.constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".length} set_units_category

(length_default)"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

".construction_geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclic-ref(n); "} new var width"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox" & cyclicref(n); ".width} set units-category (lengthdefault)"
' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);

".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var height"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);

.construction_geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} set_units_category
(lengthdefault)"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".length} = " & clearlength(n); "[ft]"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".width} = " & clearwidth(n); "[ft]"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction_geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".height} = " & clearheight(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point centroid"

' Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point max x y_z"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point minx-y_z"

End If

if clearanceboxtype(n) = "sphere" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new var radius"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius} setunits_category (lengthdefault)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius} = " & clearheight(n) / 2; "[ft}"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); "} new point centroid"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".construction geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".centroid.x} =" & centx(n);
"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.x)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".centroid.y} =" & cent_y(n);
"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".construction-geometry.equipmentref-point.y)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n);
".construction-geometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".centroid.z} = " & cent-z(n);
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"[ft]+(setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.equipment ref point.z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".clearance box}"

"sphere (setup.Equipment_Library." & bbtype(n); "." & bbname(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance box_" & cyclicref(n); _

".centroid, setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearance-box_" & cyclicref(n); ".radius))"

End If

If filename(n) = 0 Then

If n < 385 Then

If centx(n) = "none" Then
Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb_name(n);
".constructiongeometry.clearancebox_" & cyclicref(n); ".clearance-box} copy"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".visiblegeometry} paste"

End If

End if

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb name(n); ".visiblegeometry}
new solidbody " & bbname(n)

Print #1, "read parasolid (0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000) " &
graphicpath; "\" & bbtype(n); "\" & file_name(n); ".x-t"

Print #1, "{" & file_name(n); "_xt} cut"
Print #1, "{Graphics} paste"

End If

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bb type(n); "." & bb name(n); ".visiblegeometry." &
bbname(n); "} copyof (Graphics." & filename(n); "_x-t.solidbodies.solidl)"

End If

Next n

'Insertion of Aviation Spaces'
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'Hangers

Worksheets("Output").Activate

Dim FlightDeck_Info, HangerInfo As Range

Set FlightDeckInfo = Range("X5:X13")
Set HangerInfo = Range("X16:X28")

If FlightDeckInfo(8) = "yes" Then

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Aviation} new equipment flight_deck"
Print #1, "read dxf (0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000) " & graphicpath;

"\Hangers\" & FlightDeck_ Info(7); ".dxf"
Print #1, "{" & FlightDeckinfo(7); "_dxf.facetbodies.facet_1} cut"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Aviation.flight deck.visible_geometry} paste"
Print #1, "{" & FlightDeckInfo(7); "_dxf} delete"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flight deckcuttingblock} new solid_body cutting_block"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flight deckcuttingblock} new point cutting block_min"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flight deckcuttingblock} new point cutting blockmax"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flightdeckcuttingblock.cutting block min.x} = -

1.1*(user_variables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flightdeckcuttingblock.cutting block max.x} = (-" &

FlightDeckInfo(1); "*(user_variables.LBP))+("
& FlightDeckInfo(5); "[ft]/2)"

Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flight deckcuttingblock.cutting block-min.y} = -

(user_variables.Beam/2)-10[ft]"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flightdeckcutting_block.cutting block max.y} =

(uservariables.Beam/2)+10[ft]"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flightdeckcutting_block.cutting block min.z} =

(design_reference.deckandbulkheadlayout.layoutgrid.decklocations." _

& FlightDeck Info(3); ")+" & FlightDecklnfo(4); "[ftl+0.01[ft]"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flightdeckcuttingblock.cutting block max.z} =

(uservariables.HOA)"
Print #1, "{designreference.envelope.flight deckcuttingblock.cuttingblock} cuboid

(design_reference.envelope.flightdeck cuttingblock.cuttingblock_min ,
design_reference.envelope.flightdeck cuttingblock.cutting_block_max)"

Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid model.hull} subtract
(design_reference.envelope.flightdeck cuttingblock.cuttingblock )"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.equipment} new building-block Aviation"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.attributes.usesubblocks_ignore-th
is}"l

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation} new
equipment_instance FlightDeck"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.FlightDeck.equipment}
->setup. Equ ipmentLibrary.Aviation.flightdeck"
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Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.FlightDeck.datumpoint.x} = (-" &
Flight_Deck_lnfo(1); "*(user_variables.LBP))-15[ft]"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.FlightDeck.datum_point.y} = (-" &
Flight_Deck_lnfo(2); "*(uservariables.Beam/2))"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.FlightDeck.datum_point. z} =
(designreference.deckandbulkheadlayout.layoutgrid.decklocations."

& FlightDeckInfo(3); ")+" & FlightDeckinfo(4); "[ft]"

If HangerInfo(11) = "yes" Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation} new equipment hanger"
Print #1, "read dxf (0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000) " & graphicpath;

"\Hangers\" & HangerInfo(9); ".dxf"
Print #1, "{" & Hangerlnfo(9); "_dxf.facetbodies.facet_1} cut"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.visiblegeometry} paste"
Print #1, "{" & Hangerinfo(9); "_dxf} delete"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry} new point

min_x_y_z"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry} new point

max_x_y_z"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry} new solid-body

hanger"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.construction_geometry.min_x_y_z.x} = -" &

Hangerlnfo(5) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z.x} =" &

Hanger Info(5) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.minx_y_z.y} = -" &

Hanger Info(6) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.max_x-y_z.y} =" &

Hanger Info(6) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z.z} =" &

Hangerlnfo(7); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.hanger} cuboid

(setup.Equipment_Library.Aviation" _
; ".hanger.construction-geometry.min_x_y_z,

setup.Equipment_Library.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.maxx_y_ )"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.constructiongeometry.hanger} copy"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger.visiblegeometry} paste"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.equipment.Aviation} new buildingblock

hangers"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.attributes.usesubblocksi
gnore-this}"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers} new
equipment-instance hanger_1"
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Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.equipment} -
>setup.EquipmentLibrary.Aviation.hanger"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum_point.z} =

(designreference.deck_andbulkheadjayout.layoutgrid.decklocations." _

& HangerInfo(3); ")+" & HangerInfo(4); "[ft]"

If Hangerlnfo(8) = 2 Then

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers} new
equipment_instance hanger_2"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.equipment} -
>setup. Equ ipmentLibrary.Aviation. hanger"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.datum_point.z} =

(designreference.deck_and_bulkhead_layout. layoutgrid.decklocations." _
& HangerInfo(3); ")+" & Hangerlnfo(4); "[ft]"

If HangerInfo(13) = "side-by-side" Then

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.datum_point.x} = -
(" &_

Hangerlnfo(1); "*user-variables.LBP)"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.datum_point.y} =
(" & _

Hangerlnfo(2); "*user variables.Beam/2)+" & ((HangerInfo(10) / 2) + (HangerInfo(6) /
2)); "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum_point.x} = -

(" & _
HangerInfo(1); "*user variables.LBP)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum_point.y} =

(" &_
Hangerlnfo(2); "*user variables.Beam/2)-" & ((HangerInfo(10) / 2) + (Hangerlnfo(6) /

2)); "[ft]"

Else

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.datum_point.x} = -

(" &_
HangerInfo(1); "*user variables.LBP)+" & ((HangerInfo(1O) / 2) + (Hangerlnfo(5) / 2));

"1[ft]"f
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Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_2.datum point.y} =
(" & _

HangerInfo(2); "*uservariables.Beam/2)"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum point.x} = -
(" &_

Hangerinfo(1); "*uservariables.LBP)-" & ((HangerInfo(10) / 2) + (HangerInfo(5) / 2));
"[ft]"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum point.y} =

(" & _
Hangerlnfo(2); "*uservariables.Beam/2)"

End If

Else

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1.datum point.x} = -

(" & _

HangerInfo(1); "*uservariabes.LBP)"
Print #1,

"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment.Aviation.hangers.hanger_1. datum point.y} =

(" & _

HangerInfo(2); "*uservariables.Beam/2)"

End If

End if

End If

IIIIIIIlIItiIfiIl

'Insertion of Equipment'

Forn = 1To96
If bbtype((n * 4) - 3) = 0 Then
Else

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.equipment} new building-block " &
bbtype((n * 4) - 3)

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.equipment." & bb_type((n * 4) - 3);
".attributes.usesub_blocksignorethis}"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.equipment." & bbtype((n * 4) - 3); "} new
equipment-instance " & bb name((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n
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Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment." & bbtype((n * 4) - 3); "." &
bbname((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n; ".equipment} ->setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype((n * 4) - 3);"." &
bbname((n * 4) - 3)

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment." & bbtype((n * 4) - 3);"." &
bbname((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n; ".datumpoint.x} = " & equiplocx((n * 4) - 3); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment." & bb type((n * 4) - 3); "." &
bbname((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n; ".datumpoint.y} = " & equiplocy((n * 4) - 3); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.equipment." & bb type((n * 4) - 3); "." &
bbname((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n; ".datumpoint.z} =" & equip_locz((n * 4) - 3); "[ft]"

End If

Print #1, "new placeholder " & bbtype((n * 4) - 3);"" & n
Print #1, "{" & bbtype((n * 4) - 3); "_" & n; "} new placeholder" & bb name((n * 4) - 3); ""& n

Next n

'Develop MMR Building Blocks'

Dim MMRs_x, MMRsy, MMRs_z, Outputs As Range

Set Outputs = Range("G3:G26")
MMRsx = Outputs(6)
MMRsy = Outputs(13)
MMRsz = Outputs(11)

Worksheets("MMR").Activate

Set MMR equipname = Range("A8:A612")
Set MMR equipweight = Range("C8:C612")
Set MMR equipweightx = Range("D8:D612")
Set MMR equipweighty = Range("E8:E612")
Set MMR equipweightz = Range("F8:F612")
Set MMR-equiplength = Range("S8:S612")
Set MMR equipwidth = Range("T8:T612")
Set MMR equipheight = Range("U8:U612")
Set MMR equipx = Range("V8:V612")
Set MMR_equipy = Range("W8:W612")
Set MMR_equipz = Range("X8:X612")
Set MMR_equiproom = Range("DY8:DY612")
Set MMRequipSWBS = Range("DW8:DW612")
Set MMRequipgraphic = Range("AQ8:AQ612")
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For n = 1 To 604

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery} new equipment " & MMR_equipname(n)
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);

".constructiongeometry} new point min-x-y_z"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.min_xy_z.x} = " & -MMR equiplength(n) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.min_x_y_z.y} = " & -MMR equipwidth(n) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);

".constructiongeometry} new point max x_y_z"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z.x} = " & MMR equiplength(n) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z.y} = " & MMR equipwidth(n) / 2; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z.z} = " & MMR equipheight(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup. EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);

".constructiongeometry} new solidbody " & MMR equipname(n)
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);

".constructiongeometry." & MMR_equipname(n); _
"} cuboid (setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".constructiongeometry.min_x_y_z, setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);
".constructiongeometry.max_x_y_z)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n); ".visible_geometry} new
solidbody " & MMR equipname(n)

If MMRequipgraphic(n) = 0 Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n); ".visiblegeometry." &
MMRequipname(n); _

"} copyof (setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR_equipname(n);
".constructiongeometry." & MMR_equipname(n); ")"

Else

Print #1, "read parasolid (0, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000) " &
graphicpath; "\Machinery\" & MMR_equipgraphic(n); ".x-t"

Print #1, "{" & MMRequipgraphic(n); "_x_t} cut"
Print #1, "{Graphics} paste"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n); ".visiblegeometry." &

MMRequipname(n); _
"} copyof (Graphics." & MMR equipgraphic(n); ")"

End If

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n); ".characteristics} new
charweight MMR_equipment_weight"
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Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);
".characteristics.MMRequipmentweight.weight} = " & MMR equipweight(n); "[LT]"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." & MMR equipname(n);
".characteristics.MMRequipmentweight.classification} -> setup.classificationsystems." _

& MMR_equipSWBS(n)
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".characteristics.MMR_equipmentweight.centroid.xoffset} =" & _
MMR equipweightx(n) - MMRequipx(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);
".characteristics.M MR_equipmentweight.centroid.yoffset} =" & _

MMR equipweighty(n) - MMR_equipy(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." & MMRequipname(n);

".characteristics.MMRequipmentweight.centroid.zoffset} =" & _
MMR equipweightz(n) - MMRequipz(n) + (MMRequipheight(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Next n

Worksheets("MMR_BoundingBoxes").Activate

Dim OMRname, OMR_length, OMRwidth, OMRheight, OMR_x, OMRy, OMRz As Range

Set OMRname = Range("A20:A22")
Set OMRlength = Range("S20:S22")
Set OMR width = Range("T20:T22")
Set OMRheight = Range("U20:U22")
Set OMRx = Range("V20:V22")
Set OMRy = Range("W20:W22")
Set OMRz = Range("X20:X22")

For n = 1 To 3

If OMR_name(n) = 0 Then

Else

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.MM Rs} new building_block" &
OMR_name(n)

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.MM Rs." & OMR_name(n);
".attributes.usesub_blocksignorethis}"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.MMRs." & OMR_name(n); "} new
buildingblock " & OMRname(n); "_bounding-box"

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder " & OMR name(n); "_referencepoints"
Print #1, "{references." & OMRname(n); "_referencepoints} new point max x y_z"
Print #1, "{references." & OMRname(n); "_referencepoints} new point min-x-y-z"
Print #1, "{references." & OMRname(n); "_referencepoints.max_x_y_z.x} =" & OMR_x(n) +

(OMRlength(n) / 2); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references." & OMR_name(n); "_referencepoints.max_x_y_z.y} =" & OMRy(n) +

(OMR-width(n) / 2); "[ft]"
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Print #1, "{references." & OMR name(n); "_referencepoints.max-x-y-z.z} =" & OMRz(n) +
(OMRheight(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references." & OMRname(n); "_referencepoints.min-x_y_z.x} = " & OMRx(n) -
(OMRlength(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references." & OMR name(n); "_referencepoints.min-x_y_z.y} = " & OMRy(n) -
(OMR-width(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references." & OMR name(n); "_referencepoints.minx_y_z.z} =" & OMRz(n) -
(OMRheight(n) / 2); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MMRs." & OMRname(n); "." &
OMR_name(n); "_boundingbox.attributes.solid} " _

; "cuboid (references." & OMR name(n); "_reference points.min_x_y_z, references." &
OMR_name(n); "_referencepoints.max-x-y_z)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MMRs." & OMRname(n); "." & _
OMRname(n); "_bounding_box.attributes.solid} Intersect(design.envelope.solid-model.hull)"

End if

Next n

Set roomname = Range("A7:A14")
Set roomx = Range("V7:V14")
Set room-y = Range("W7:W14")
Set roomz = Range("X7:X14")
Set roomlength = Range("S7:S14")
Set room-width = Range("T7:T14")
Set roomheight = Range("U7:U14")

For n = 1 To 8

If roomname(n) = 0 Then
Else

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MMRs} new building-block " &
room name(n)

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.MM Rs." & room name(n);
".attributes.usesub_blocksignore this)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.MM Rs." & room name(n); "} new
buildingblock " & roomname(n)

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder " & roomname(n); "_referencepoints"
Print #1, "{references." & roomname(n); "_reference-points) new point max_x_y_z"
Print #1, "{references." & roomname(n); "_reference-points} new point min_x_y_z"
Print #1, "{references." & roomname(n); "_reference-points.max_x_yz.x} = " & roomx(n) +

(roomlength(n) / 2) + MMRs-x; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references." & roomname(n); "_reference-points.max_x_yz.y} =" & roomy(n) +

(room width(n) / 2) + MMRsy; "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references." & roomname(n); "_reference-points.max_x-y_z.z} =" & roomz(n) +

(roomheight(n) / 2) + MMRsz; "[ft]"
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Print #1, "{references." & room name(n); "_referencepoints.min-x-y_z.x} = "& roomx(n) -
(room_length(n) / 2) + MMRsx; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references." & room name(n); "_referencepoints.min-x-y_z.y} =" & roomy(n) -
(room-width(n) / 2) + MMRsy; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references." & room name(n); "_referencepoints.min-x-y_z.z} =1" & roomz(n) -
(roomheight(n) / 2) + MMRsz; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MMRs." & roomname(n); "." &
roomname(n); ".attributes.solid} " _

; "cuboid (references." & room name(n); "_reference points.min_x_y_z, references." &
roomname(n); "_referencepoints.max_x_y_z)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MMRs." & roomname(n); "." &
roomname(n); ".attributes.solid} intersect (design.envelope.solidmodel.hull)"

End If

Next n

For n = 1 To 604

If MMR equipname(n) = 0 Then
Else

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.MMRs." & MMR_equiproom(n); "} new
equipmentinstance " & MMRequipname(n); "_" & n

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.MMRs." & MMR_equiproom(n); "." &
MMRequipname(n); "_" & n; ".equipment} ->setup.Equipment_Library.Machinery." &
MMR_equipname(n)

For i = 1 To 8

If roomname(i) = MMRequiproom(n) Then

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.MMRs." & MMR equiproom(n);
& MMRequipname(n); _

"& n; ".datumpoint.x} =" & MMRsx + MMRequipx(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.MM Rs." & MMRequiproom(n);

& MMRequipname(n); _
"& n; ".datumpoint.y} =" & MMRsy + MMRequipy(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.MMRs." & MMR equiproom(n);
& MMRequipname(n); _

"& n; ".datumpoint.z} = " & MMRs_z + MMRequipz(n) - (MMRequipheight(n) / 2);

End if

Next i

Fori = 1 To 3
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If OMRname(i) = MMRequiproom(n) Then

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MMRs." & MMR equiproom(n);".
& MMRequipname(n); _

_"& n; ".datumpoint.x} = " & OMR-x(i) + MMRequipx(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MM Rs." & M MR equiproom(n);

& MMRequipname(n); _
""& n; ".datum_point.y} = " & OMRy(i) + MMRequipy(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MMRs." & MMR equiproom(n);".
& MMRequipname(n); _

"_" & n; ".datumpoint.z} = " & OMR-z(i) + MMRequipz(n) - (OMRheight(i) / 2) -
(MMRequipheight(n) / 2); "[ft]"

End If

Next i

End If

Next n

IlII I II ll II 1 ifI l

'Powering Calculations'

Print #1, "playback C:\ESSDT\Macros\poweringl.kcl"

Worksheets("Power_Bank").Activate

Set maxprop_diam = Range("G20")
Set maxRPM = Range("G19")

Print #1, "{demonstrationdesign_1_powering} cut"
Print #1, "{analysis} paste"
Print #1, "{analysis.demonstration_design_1_powering} rename powering"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.1_Environment.waterdensity} -> setup.consumabledensities.seawater"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeepEOL.naked_hull_body} ->

design.envelope.solidmodel.hull"

'developing sheets for powering analysis

Print #1, "{design_reference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point
profilepointone"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profiles_s heetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.profilepointone.x} =

.25*(user-variables.LBP)"
Print #1,

"{designreference.profilessheetsclearancesetc. profiles. points.profilepointone.z} = -50[ft]"
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Print #1, "{design_reference. profiles sheetscleara nces etc. profiles. points} new point
prof ilepoint two"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles. points. profilepoint two.x} = -
1.25*(user-variables.LBP)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profiles sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.profilepoint two.z} =
1.25*(user-variables.HOA)"

Print #1,
"{designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.windprofile sheet} rectangle
(designreference.profilessheetsclearancesetc.profiles.points.profilepoint one,
design_refe rence. profiles sheetsclearancesetc.profiles.points. profilepointtwo )"

Print #1,
"{designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.windprofile sheet} intersect
(design.envelope.solid_model.hull)"

Print #1, "{design reference. profiles sheetscleara nces etc. profiles. points} new point
transversepoint one"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.transversepointone.x} = -
(uservariables.LBP)/2"

Print #1,
"{designreferen ce.profiles_s heetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.transversepoint_one.y} =
1.1*(uservariables.Beam)"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.transversepointone.z} = -50[ft]"

Print #1, "{design reference.profilessheetsclearances etc.profiles. points} new point
transversepointtwo"

Print #1,
"{designreference. profiles_s heetsclearances_etc.profi les.points.transversepointtwo.x} = -
(uservariables.LBP)/2"

Print #1,
"{designreference.profiles_s heetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.transversepointtwo.y} = -
1.1*(uservariables.Beam)"

Print #1,
"{designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.transverse pointtwo.z} =
1.25*(user-variables.HOA)"

Print #1, "{design reference. profiles sheetsclea rances etc. profiles.sheets.transverse sheet}
rectangle (design_reference.profilessheetsclearancesetc. profiles. points.transversepointone,
design_reference. profilessheetsclearancesetc. profiles. points.transversepoint_two )"

Print #1, "{design reference. profiles sheetsclea rances etc. profi les.sheets.transverse-sheet}
intersect (design.envelope.solid_model.hull)"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles sheets_clearances etc.profiles.sheets.upper_deck sheet}
copyof (design.envelope.solid_model.hull_sheets.deck)"

Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeep_EOL.plan_sheet} ->

design_reference. profilessheetsclearancesetc.profiles.sheets.upper decksheet"
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Print #1, "{ana lysis. powering.2_a nalysisdeep.GeometryDeepEOL.profile_sheet} ->
designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc. profiles.sheets.windprofile-sheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeepEOL.transversesheet} ->

designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.transversesheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeep_EOL.APbaseline.x} = -

(uservariables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeepEOL.transomx} = -(user variables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.GeometryDeepEOL.waterplane.d} =

(uservariables.Draft)"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.visualiser.speeds.speeds.stop} =

(uservariables.Max_Speed)"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.propellerjlimits.max_diameter} =" & maxpropdiam;
"1[ft]"l

Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.propeller-limits.shaft_speed.max}=" & maxRPM;
"[RPM]"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.propellerjfinder.searchmethod.neither}"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.propellerjfinder.efficiency_reduction.fixed_pitch}"
Print #1, "{analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep. propeller finder.design_s peed} =

(uservariables.EnduranceSpeed)"

Ill11l1ill11ll1ll1

'Inserting Stacks'

Worksheets("Output").Activate

Set StackDiameter = Range("J5:J164")
Set Stackx = Range("P5:P164")
Set Stack y = Range("Q5:Q164")
Set Stackz = Range("R5:R164")
Set zed = Range("S5")
Set yes = Range("S6")

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder stacks"

For n = 1 To 20

If StackDiameter((8 * n) - 7) > 0 Then

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks} new equipment stack_" & n
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new var

diameter"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.diameter}

setunitscategory (lengthdefault)"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new var

additional_heightof stack"
Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;

".constructiongeometry.additionalheight_ofstack} setunits_category (length-default)"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.diameter} =" &
StackDiameter((8 * n) - 7); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;
".construction_geometry.additional_heightof stack} = 1[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new polyline
stackpolyline"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new sheet
stackcircle"

For i = 1 To 8

If Stackx((8 * n) - 8 + i) = Stackx((8 * n) - 9 + i) Then
If Stack y((8 * n) - 8 + i) = Stack y((8 * n) - 9 + i) Then

If Stackz((8 * n) - 8 + i) = Stackz((8 * n) - 9 + i) Then
Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;
".constructiongeometry.stackpolyline} addpoint (" & _

Stackx((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stack x((8 * n) - 7); "[ft], " & Stacky((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stack y((8 *
n) - 7); "[ft], " _

& Stack z((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stackz((8 * n) - 7); "[ft])"
End If

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;
".construction-geometry.stackpolyline} addpoint (" & _

Stackx((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stack x((8 * n) - 7); "[ft], " & Stacky((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stack y((8 *
n) - 7); "[ft], "t _

& Stack z((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stackz((8 * n) - 7); "[ft])"
End If

Else

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;
".construction-geometry.stackpolyline} addpoint (" & _

Stackx((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stackx((8 * n) - 7); "[ft], " & Stacky((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stack y((8 *
n) - 7); "1[ft], "1 _

& Stack z((8 * n) - 8 + i) - Stackz((8 * n) - 7); "[ft])"

End If

Next i

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction-geometry.stack-polyline}
addpoint (" & _

Stack x((8 * n)) - Stackx((8 * n) - 7); "[ft], " & Stacky((8 * n)) - Stacky((8 * n) - 7); "[ft], (" _
& Stackz((8 * n)) - Stackz((8 * n) - 7); "[ft]+setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;

".construction-geometry.additionalheightof stack))"
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Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new point
one"

Print #1, "{setup.Equipment Library.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.one.x} = 11 &
Stack_Diameter((8 * n) - 7) / 2; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.one.y} = " &
Stack_Diameter((8 * n) - 7) / 2; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new point
two"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.two.x} = " & -
Stack_Diameter((8 * n) - 7) / 2; "[ftJ"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.two.y} = " & -
StackDiameter((8 * n) - 7) / 2; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{setu p.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.stackcircle}
rectangle (setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_"& n; ".constructiongeometry.one,
setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.two)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry) new point
center"

Print #1, "{setu p.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.stackcircle}
circle (" & zed; ", setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.diameter/2,
setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.center)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry} new wire
stackwire"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibra ry.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.stackwire}
wirefrompolyline (setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n;
".constructiongeometry.stack_polyline)"

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".visiblegeometry) new solid-body
stack_" & n

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".visiblegeometry.stack_" & n; "}
sweepsheetwire (setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".construction_geometry.stackcircle,
setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n; ".constructiongeometry.stack_wire, " & yes; ")"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.MM Rs.exhauststacks) new
equipment-instance stack_" & n

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MM Rs.exhauststacks.stack_" & n;
".equipment} -> setup.EquipmentLibrary.Stacks.stack_" & n

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.MM Rs.exhauststacks.stack_" & n;
".datumpoint.x} = " & Stack x((8 * n) - 7); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.M M Rs.exhauststacks.stack_" & n;
".datumpoint.y) = " & Stacky((8 * n) - 7); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.M MRs.exhauststacks.stack_" & n;
".datumpoint.z} = " & Stack-z((8 * n) - 7); "[ft]"

End If
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Next n

'Structural Weight Estimate'lI lI I II fI I l I IIII IliltI li ll

Worksheets("Output").Activate

Set zcentest = Range("C35")

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.length} = (user variables.LBP)"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.beam} = (user variables.Beam)"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.depth} = (user variables.Depth_midships)"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics} new charweight weight"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.weight.classification} -> setup.classification_systems.Group_1_Structu res"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.weight.weight} = (0.0035 *
((design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.length [in m]) A 2.154) *
(((design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.beam (in m] A 2.000) *
design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.charact
eristics.depth [in m]) A (1.000 / 3.000)) [tel) * 1"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.weight.centroid.xoffset} =
(design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.charac
teristics.xposition)"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overall_estimate.attributes.chara
cteristics.weight.centroid.zoffset) =
(design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.structure.overallestimate.attributes.charac
teristics.zposition)"

'Tankage Estimate'
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Worksheets("Volume_Bank").Activate

Set SFC = Range("16")
Set electrical_loads = Range("18:111")
electricalloadtotal = electrical_loads(1) + electrical_loads(2) + electrical_loads(3) + electricalloads(4)

l IIlf Sill l IllIIII 11Ili IttiI

"This line appears to not work"done manually

'Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.propulsion_p
oweratendurance speed} =
(analysis.powering.2_analysisdeep.visualiser.tabularresuts.shaft_power.v1l)"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.electricalpo
weratendurance speed} = " & electricalload total; "[MW]"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.timeat_end
urancespeed} = ((user variables.Range)/(uservariables.Endurance_Speed))"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.totalpower_
atendurancespeed} =

((design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.propulsion_p
oweratendurance speed)+(design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.
characteristics.electrical_power-at-endurancespeed))"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.SFCatendu
rance-speed} =" & SFC; "[gramme/MWh]"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.margins} =

1+(setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weightmargin)"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.fueldemand

_forendurancespeed.consumabletype} -> setup.consumabledensities.dieso fuel"
Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.fueldemand

_forendurancespeed.demand} =
(design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.margins *

(design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.SFCatendur
ancespeed *
design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.timeatendur
ancespeed *
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design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design. requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.total power at
_endurancespeed))"

liiffIifIIIliiII
'Stability Analysis'

Worksheets("Defaults").Activate

Set marginjine = Range("C70")
Set additionalmax draught = Range("C71")
Set maxtrim = Range("C72")
Set fuelLCG = Range("C73")
Set fuelVCG = Range("C74")

Worksheets("Output").Activate

Set addgroup = Range("A30:A39")
Set addname = Range("B30:B39")
Set addweight = Range("C30:C39")
Set addweightx = Range("D30:D39")
Set addweighty = Range("E30:E39")
Set addweightz = Range("F30:F39")

' Print #1, "{designreference.profi lessheetsclearances_etc. profiles.sheets.marginsheet} copyof
design.envelope.solid_model.hull_decksheets.H1"
' Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.margin_sheet} translate

(0[ft], O[ft], " & -marginline; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point
marginpoint-one"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.marginpointone.x} =
.25*(user_variables.LBP)"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.margin_point_one.y} =
1.25*(user-variables.Beam)"

Print #1, "{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc. profiles.points.marginpointone.z} =
(uservariables.deck heights.H1)-" & marginjline; "[ft]"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points} new point
marginpoint two"

Print #1, "{designreference.profiles_sheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.margin_pointtwo.x} = -
1.25*(user-variables.LBP)"

Print #1, "{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.marginpointtwo.y} = -
1.25* (user variables.Beam)"

Print #1, "{designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.marginpointtwo.z} =
(uservariables.deck heights.H1)-" & marginjline; "[ft]"
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Print #1, "{designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.margin_sheet} rectangle
(designreference.profilessheetsclearancesetc.profiles.points.marginpointone,
designreference. profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.points.marginpointtwo)"

Print #1, "{designreference. profilessheetsclearancesetc. profiles.sheets. marginsheet} intersect
(design.envelope.solid-model.hull)"

Print #1, "{analysis.esd intactstability.1_criteria} new stabassDefStan_02109_shape nesl09_shape"
Print #1, "{analysis.esd intactstability.2_stability without margins.sea water} =

(setup.consumabledensities.sea_water)"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stability without margins.APbaseline.x} = -

(uservariables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stability without margins.upperdeck sheet} ->

designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.upperdecksheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stability without margins.margin_sheet} ->

designreference. profilessheetsclearancesetc.profiles.sheets.marginsheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithoutmargins.wind_profile} ->

designreference. profilessheetsclearancesetc.profiles.sheets.windprofile sheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stability without margins.attitude_limits} new

attitude-limit deeplimits"
Print #1,

"{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.deep_limits.maximum_draug
ht.limitingvalue} = (uservariables.Depthmidships)+" & additional_max draught; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esd_intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.deeplimits.maximum trim_
BP.limiting_value} =" & maxtrim; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.deep_limits. condition} ->
setup.ship_conditions.fullloadcondition"

Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits} new
attitudelimit lightlimits"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esd_intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.lightlimits.maximum_draug
ht.limitingvalue} = (uservariables.Depthmidships)+" & additionalmax draught; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esd_intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.lightlimits.maximum trim_B
P.limitingvalue} =" & max-trim; "[ft]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esd_intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.attitudelimits.lightlimits. condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.lightshipcondition"

Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.1_criteria.nesl09_shape} copy"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.tem platecriteria}

pasteaspointer conceptcriteriapointer"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.heel_range} new fornext

heelrange"
Print #1, "{analysis.esdintactstability.2_stability without margins.heel_range.heelrange.start} = -

50[deg]"
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Print #1, "{analysis.esd intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.heelrange.heelrange.stop}=
50[deg]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.esd intactstability.2_stabilitywithout margins.heelrange.heelrange.increment}= 5[deg]"

Print #1, "{analysis.esd intactstability.2_stabilitywithoutmargins.blockdefinition} -
>audit.weight.fullload.blockdefinitionlight"

Print #1, "{audit.discrete_audits.consumables_byblock.blocksummary.toplevel_block} ->
design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumables_byblock.blockdefinition.blocksummary} ->
audit.discreteaudits.consumables by_block.blocksummary"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumables_byblock.designaudit.blockdefinition} ->
audit.discreteaudits.consumables by_block.blockdefinition"

Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumables_byblock.designaudit.characteristic.consumables}"
Print #1, "{audit.discreteaudits.consumables_byblock.designaudit.characteristic.condition} ->

setup.ship_conditions.fullloadcondition"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblockmodel. Design.requirements} new buildingblock
additional weight_items"

Print #1,
"{design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.requirements.additional weightitems.attributes.usesu
b_blocksignorethis}"

For n = 1 To 10

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.additional weightitems}
new buildingblock " & addname(n)

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_blockmodel.Design.requirements.additional weightitems." &

addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics} new charweight " & addname(n)
Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design. requirements.additional weightitems." &

addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics." & addname(n); ".weight} = "& add weight(n); "[LT]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.additional weightitems." &

addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics." & addname(n); ".centroid.x_offset} =" &
addweightx(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.additional weightitems." &

addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics." & addname(n); ".centroid.yoffset} = " &
addweighty(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.additional weightitems." &

addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics." & addname(n); ".centroid.z_offset} =" &
addweightz(n); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.requirements.additional weightitems." &
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addname(n); ".attributes.characteristics." & addname(n); ".classification} ->

setup.classification_systems." & addgroup(n)

Next n

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.blockdefinitionjlight with margins.characteristics} new
char weightabsolute designmargin"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.blockdefinitionlight with margins.characteristics.design_
margin.classification} -> setup.classification_systems.unallocated_weight"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.blockdefinitionlight with margins.characteristics} new
charweight absolute designallowance"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.blockdefinitionjlight with margins.characteristics.design_
alloawance.classification} -> setup.classificationsystems.unallocated weight"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics} new
char weightabsolute designmargin"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.designmargin.classificatio
n} -> setup.classification systems.unallocated_weight"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics} new
char weight_absolute designallowance"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.design-alloawance.classific
ation} -> setup.classificationsystems.unallocated-weight"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics} new
char weight_absolute fuel"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.fuel.classification} ->

setup.classification_systems.Group_8_VariableLoad"

fIIi Il I i I li I II Ifil li fti l

"This line appears to not work"done manually

ti l l l I I I 11i li f tl

'Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.lightship} =

(audit.weight.lightship.designaudit.results. 1_Total.weight)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.designmargin} =
((audit.weight.margins.lightship)*(setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weightmargin))"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.margins.growth_allowance} =

((audit.weight.margins. lightship)*(setup.ma rgins.designmarginmu ltipliers.weight allowance))"
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Print #1,

"{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.block_definition_light with margins.characteristics.design_
margin.weight} = (audit.weight.margins.designmargin)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight. lightship_includingmargins.block definitionjlight with ma rgins.characteristics.design_
margin.centroid.x} = -((uservariables.LBP)/2)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.blockdefinitionlight with margins.characteristics.design_
margin.centroid.z} =
((user_variables.deck heights.WeatherDeck)+(user_variables.deck_heights.H1))/2"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightship_including_margins.block definition_light-with-margins.characteristics.design_
allowance.weight} = (audit.weight.margins.growth_allowance)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.blockdefinition_light with margins.characteristics.design_
allowance.centroid.x} = -((user_variables.LBP)/2)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight. lightshipincludingmargins.block definitionlight with margins.characteristics.design_
allowance.centroid.z} = ((user_variables.Dept h_midships)/2)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications.fuel} =
(design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.requirements.fuel.attributes.characteristics.fuel_demand_
forendurance_speed.demand)"
Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifications.fuel_margin} =

((audit.weight.simplifications.fuel)*((setup.margins.designmarginmultipliers.weightmargin)))"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.block definition_fullload.characteristics.design_margin.weight} =
(audit.weight. margins.designmargin)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.blockdefinition_fullload.characteristics.designmargin.centroid.x}
= -((uservariables.LBP)/2)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.designmargin.centroid.z}
= ((user_variables.deckheights.WeatherDeck)+(user_variables.deck_heights.H 1))/2"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.design_allowance.weight}
= (audit.weight.margins.growthallowance)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.block definition_full_load.characteristics.design_allowance.centroid.
x} = -((uservariables.LBP)/2)"

Print #1,
"{audit.weight.simplified fullload.blockdefinition_full_load.characteristics.design_allowance.centroid.
z} = ((user_variables.Depthmidships)/2)"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplified fullload.blockdefinitionfullload.characteristics.fuel.weight}=
(audit.weight.simplifications.fuel)+(audit.weight.simplifications.fuel_margin)"
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Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinition_fullload.characteristics.fuel.centroid.x}
= -((user variables.LBP)*" & fuel_LCG; ")"

Print #1, "{audit.weight.simplifiedfullload.blockdefinitionfull_load.characteristics.fuel.centroid.z}
= ((user variables.Depthmidships)*" & fuelVCG; ")"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability} new stabplaceholder stabilityanalysis"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new hull-envelope hull_envelope"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.buoyantbodies} new bodypointer hull"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.buoyant_bodies.hull} ->
design.envelope.solid-model.hull"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.upperdecksheet} ->

designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.upper_decksheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.marginsheet} ->

designreference.profilessheetsclearances_etc.profiles.sheets.marginsheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.wind_profile} ->

designreference.profilessheets _clearances_etc.profiles.sheets.windprofile-sheet"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.APbaseline.x} = -(user variables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull_envelope.AMbaseline.x} = -(user variables.LBP)"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new stabplaceholder densities"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities} new density sea-water"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities} new density dieso fuel"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stability_analysis.densities} new density fresh water"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities} new density lube oil"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities.seawater} =
(setup.consumabledensities.sea_water)"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities.dieso_fuel} =
(setup.consumabledensities.dieso_fuel)"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities.fresh_water} =

(setup.consumabledensities.fresh-water)"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.densities.lube_oil} =

(setup.consumabledensities.lube_oil)"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new stabsettings stabilitysettings"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new basicship simplifiedfullload"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplified_fullload.stability_settings} ->

analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.stabilitysettings"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplifiedfullload.hull_envelope} ->

analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hullenvelope"

"These lines appears to not work"done manually

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stability_analysis.simplified_full_load.datum.weight} =

(audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.designaudit.results. 1_Total.weight)"
' Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplifiedfullload.datum.centroid_x} =

(audit.weight.lightship_includingmargins.designaudit.results.1_Total.centroidx)"
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' Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplified fullload.datum.centroidy} =
(audit.weight. lightshipincludingmargins.design_audit.results. 1_Total.centroidy)"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplified fullload.datum.centroidz} =
(audit.weight.lightshipincludingmargins.design_audit.results.1_Total.centroid_z)"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplified fullload.water-density} ->

analysis.stability.stability_analysis.densities.sea water"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new stabplaceholder loadingconditions"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.loading_conditions} new loading_condition
simplified_fullload"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.loadingconditions.simplifiedfullload.basicship} -
> analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.simplified full load"

Print #1,
"{analysis.stability.stability_analysis.loadingconditions.simplified_full_load.water-density} ->
analysis.stability.stability_analysis.densities.seawater"

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis} new stabplaceholder GZcurves"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZ_curvesI new GZ GZ simplifiedfullload"

Print #1,
"{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZcurves.GZsimplified_fullload.stabilitysettings} ->

analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.stabilitysettings"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZ_curves.GZ simplifiedfullload.loadcondition} -

> analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.loadingconditions.simplified_fullload"
Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZ_curves.GZ simplifiedfullload.heel_range} new

fornext range"
Print #1,

"{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZcurves.GZsimplified_fullload.heel range.range.start} = -
70[deg]"

Print #1,
"{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZcurves.GZsimplifiedfullload.heelrange.range.stop} =

70[deg]"
Print #1,

"{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.GZcurves.GZsim plifiedfull_load.heelrange.range.increment} =
5[deg]"

'cleaning up superfluous data

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary.Machinery.0} delete"

For n = I To 1000

Print #1, "{setup.EquipmentLibrary." & bbtype(n); "." & bb-name(n);
".visiblegeometry.clearancebox_" & (n + 3); "} delete"

Next n

Worksheets("ImporttoParamarine").Activate
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Application.Calculation = xlManual

Call ExportKCL(output_file)
End Sub
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Code for Deckhouse Insertion
Sub createdeckhouseO

Call findfiles
'findfiles is in Generic Functions
Call openoutputfile(output file)

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic

Application.Calculation = xlManual

Worksheets("DeckhouseInput").Activate

'shaping deckhouse to hull

Print #1, "playback C:\ESSDT\Macros\superstructure_1.kcl"

Set masterangle = Range("Q7")

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure_dimensions.angleon sides} = " &
master-angle; "[deg]"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure_dimensions.angleon ends} = " &
masterangle; "[deg]"

Print #1, "{demonstrationfilesuperstructuremodelling) cut"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions} paste"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.demonstration file superstructuremodelling} rename

superstructuremodeling"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure modeling.hullsides.port.angle_onsides}

= (designreference.dimensions.superstructu re_dimensions.angleon_sides)"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure-modeling.hull_sides.stbd.angle_onsides)

= (designreference.dimensions.superstructure_dimensions.angleon_sides)"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimentions.superstructure-modeling.hull_sides.stdb.sweep_height} =

100[ft]"
Print #1, "{designreference.dimentions.superstructure-modeling.hullsides.port.sweep_height} =

100[ft]"
Print #1,

"{designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hullsides.port.hulledges.sheetor-solid} -
>design.envelope.solid_model.hull_sheets.porthull"

Print #1,
"{designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hull_sides.stbd.hull_edges.sheetor solid) -
>design.envelope.solid_model.huIl_sheets.stbdhull"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure modeling.hull_sides.port.deck edge)
copy_of
(designreference.dimensions.superstructure_modeling. hull _sides.port.hull_edges.boundaryedges.bo
undary_4)"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructure modeling.hull_sides.stbd.deck_edge
copy_of
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(designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hull_sides.stbd.huIl_edges.boundaryedges.bo
undary_4)"

'inserting deckhouse blocks

Set nummod = Range("Q5")
Set namemod = Range("AR22:AR45")
Set Xfwd = Range("AK22:AK45")
Set yport = Range("AL22:AL45")
Set zbtm = Range("AM22:AM45")
Set Xaft = Range("AN22:AN45")
Set ystbd = Range("A022:A045")
Set z-top = Range("AP22:AP45")
Set modtype = Range("AF22:AF45")
Set theta = Range("AS22:AS45")
Set zed = Range("AT22:AT45")

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder deckhousecuttingblocks"

Print #1, "{references} new geomplaceholder uniteddeckhouse"
Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse} new point deckone"

Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse.deckone.y} = .1[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse.deckone.z} = .1[ft]+" & zbtm(1); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse} new point decktwo"
Print #1, "{references.united_deckhouse.decktwo.y} = -. 1[ft)"
Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse.decktwo.z} = " & zbtm(1); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.uniteddeckhouse.decktwo.x} = -.75*(uservariables.LBP)"

'Print #1, "{design.envelope.solid_model.superstructure} cuboid
(references.uniteddeckhouse.decktwo, references.uniteddeckhouse.deckone)"

For n = 1 To nummod
Print #1, "{setup.blocks-to-copyfrom.standard_blocks.generic blankblock type_1} copy"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse} paste"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse.genericblank_block type_1}

rename "; name mod(n)
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; name-mod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.X fwd} = "; Xfwd(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.design buildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.Xaft} = "; Xaft(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.Y_port} = "; yport(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.Ystbd} = "; ystbd(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.design buildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; name_mod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.Ztop}= "; z top(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{design.designbuilding block model.Design.deckhouse."; name_mod(n);

".attributes.characteristics.Zbtm} = "; zbtm(n); "[ft]"
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Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.solid} cuboid fromextents ({design.designbuilding block_model.Design.deckhouse.";
namemod(n); ".attributes.characteristics.X_size,
{design.designbuilding block_model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.characteristics.Y size, {design.design_buildingblock_model.Design.deckhouse.";
namemod(n); ".attributes.characteristics.Z size )"

Print #1, "{design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.solid} translate ((design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.characteristics.Xfwd+design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.deckhouse.";
namemod(n); ".attributes.characteristics.X-aft)/2,
(design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.characteristics.Y port+design.designbuildingblockmodel.Design.deckhouse.";
namemod(n); ".attributes.characteristics.Ystbd)/2,
(design.designbuilding blockmodel.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n);
".attributes.characteristics.Z-top+design.designbuilding_block_model.Design.deckhouse.";
namemod(n); ".attributes.characteristics.Z btm)/2 )"

theta(n) = Atn((Xfwd(n) - Xaft(n)) / (yport(n) - ystbd(n)))

If modtype(n) = "triangletype_1" Then

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks} new geomplaceholder " & namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new point one"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new point two"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new solid-body " &

namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." & name mod(n); ".one.x} = " & X_aft(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." & name mod(n); ".two.x} = 0[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".one.y} = " & yport(n);

"t[ft]"1

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".two.y} = " & yport(n) - (10
* (yport(n) - ystbd(n))); "[ft]"

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".one.z} = " & z top(n) + 1;
Prt]i"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".two.z = " & z_btm(n) - 1;

"I[ft]"I

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse-cutting_blocks."I & name-mod(n); "." & name-mod(n); _
"} cuboid (references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ".one,

references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two)"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "." & name mod(n); _

"} rotate (" & zed(n); "," & theta(n); "[rad], references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." &
namemod(n); ".one)"

Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model.Design.deckhouse."; name_mod(n); "} subtract
(references.deckhousecutting_blocks." & -

namemod(n); "." & namemod(n); ")"
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Elself mod type(n) = "triangle type_2" Then

Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks} new geomplaceholder " & namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new point one"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new point two"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new solid_body " &

namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.x} = " & X_aft(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.x} = 0[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.y} = " & y_stbd(n);

"1[ft]"l
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.y} = " & ystbd(n) + (10

* (yport(n) - ystbd(n))); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.z} =" & ztop(n) + 1;

[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.z = & z_btm(n) - 1;

"1[ft]"l
Print #1, "{references. deckhouse -cutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ""& name_mod(n);_

"} cuboid (references.deckhousecutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ".one,
references.deckhouse_cutting_blocks." & namemod(n); ".two)"

Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "." & name_mod(n); _
"} rotate (" & zed(n); "," & -theta(n); "[rad], references.deckhouse_cutting_blocks." &

namemod(n); ".one)"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n); "} subtract

(references.deckhouse_cuttingblocks." & _
namemod(n); "." & namemod(n); ")"

Elself modtype(n) = "triangletype_3" Then

Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks} new geomplaceholder " & name-mod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new point one"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new point two"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); "} new solid_body " &

namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.x} = " & X_fwd(n); "[ft)"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.x} = " & 2 * X-aft(n);

[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.y} = " & y_stbd(n);

"[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.y} = " & y_stbd(n) + (10

(y_port(n) - y_stbd(n))); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".one.z} = & ztop(n) + 1;

"[ft]"1
Print #1, "{freferences. deckhouse-cutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ".two.z} = "& z_btm(n) - 1;

"[ft]"I
Print #1, "{references. deckhouse -cutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ""& name_mod(n);_

"} cuboid (references.deckhousecutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ".one,
references.deckhouse_cuttingblocks." & namemod(n); ".two)"
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Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name-mod(n); "." & name-mod(n); _
"} rotate (" & zed(n); "," & theta(n); "[rad], references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." &

namemod(n); ".one)"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock model. Design.deckhouse."; namemod(n); "} subtract

(references.deckhousecutting_blocks." & _
namemod(n); "." & namemod(n); ")"

Elself mod_type(n) = "triangletype_4" Then

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks} new geomplaceholder " & namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new point one"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new point two"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "} new solid-body " &

namemod(n)
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".one.x} = " & Xfwd(n); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".two.x} = " & 2 * X-aft(n);

"[ft]"1
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".one.y} = " & yport(n);

"[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".two.y} = " & yport(n) - (10

* (yport(n) - ystbd(n))); "[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".one.z} = " & ztop(n) + 1;

[ft]"
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); ".two.z = & z_btm(n) - 1;

"[ft]"I
Print #1, "{references.deckhouse-cutting_blocks." & name-mod(n); "." & name-mod(n); _

"} cuboid (references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." & name_mod(n); ".one,
references.deckhousecuttingblocks." & name_mod(n); ".two)"

Print #1, "{references.deckhouse cuttingblocks." & name mod(n); "." & name mod(n); _
"} rotate (" & zed(n); "," & -theta(n); "[rad], references.deckhouse cutting_blocks." &

namemod(n); ".one)"
Print #1, "{design.designbuildingblock-model.Design.deckhouse."; name_mod(n); "} subtract

(references.deckhousecutting_blocks." & -
namemod(n); "." & namemod(n); ")"

End If

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stabilityanalysis.hull envelope.buoyant_bodies} new bodypointer " &
namemod(n)

Print #1, "{analysis.stability.stability_analysis.hull envelope. buoyant_bodies." &
namemod(n); "} -> design.designbuildingblock_model.Design.deckhouse." & name_mod(n);

".attributes.solid"

Next n

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hullsides.port.sweep_height}=
100[ft]"
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Print #1, "(designreference.dimensions.superstructure-modeling.hull_sides.stbd.sweepheight} =

100[ft]"

Print #1, "(designreference.dimensions.su perstructure modeling.hull_sides.port.deck_edge}
copy-of
(designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hullsides.port.hull_edges.boundaryedges.bo
undary_4)"

Print #1, "{designreference.dimensions.su perstructure modeling.hull_sides.stbd.deck_edge}
copy-of
(designreference.dimensions.superstructuremodeling.hull_sides.stbd.hull_edges.boundaryedges.bo
undary_4)"

Worksheets("Import-toParamarine").Activate

Application.Calculation = xlAutomatic

Application.Calculation = xlManual

Call ExportKCL(outputfile)
End Sub
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Code for Excel to Paramarine Interface
Option Explicit

Public Type ParamarineObject
type As String
name As String
location As String
Pointer1 As String
Pointer2 As String

End Type

Public MessengerPath As String
Public KCLPath As String
Public inputfile As String
Public output-file As String

Function openoutput file(outputfile)
Open output-file For Output As #1
'turn off error messages
Print #1, "%erroroff"

End Function

Function openinputfileo
inputfile = KCLPath & "\" & "KCLout.kcl"
Open input-file For Input As #2

End Function

Function ExportKCL(output file) As Boolean 'function to call ParaMessenger and execute outputfile
'turn on error messages C:\Program Files (x86)\Graphics Research Corporation\Paramarine V7.0\bin
Print #1, "%erroron"
Close #1
Shell (MessengerPath + "\ParaMessenger.exe \d " + outputfile)

End Function

Function Waito 'function to wait for 2 seconds in order to give Paramarine time to write the KCL
Dim newHour, newMinute, newSecond, waitTime As Double
newHour = Hour(Nowo)
newMinute = Minute(Nowo)
newSecond = Second(Nowo) + 2
waitTime = TimeSerial(newHour, newMinute, newSecond)
Application.Wait waitTime

End Function

Function findfiles()
MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics Research

Corporation\Paramarine7.0", "bin")
If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics

Research Corporation\Paramarine6.0", "bin")
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If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics
Research Corporation\Paramarine6.0 Beta", "bin")

If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics
Research Corporation\Paramarine5.1 Beta", "bin")

KCLPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics Research Corporation\Application
Profiles\Paramarine\FilePaths", "KCLPath")

input-file = KCLPath & "\" & "KCLout.kcl"
output file = KCLPath & "\" & "KCLin.kcl"

End Function

Sub checkfileO
Call findfiles
Set Fs = CreateObject("scripting.filesystemobject")
If Fs.fileexists(inputfile) Then

Call next_step
Else

Call start-time
End If

End Sub

Function removepipes(inputline As String) 'function to remove pipes from kcl files
Dim oldline As String
If InStr(inputline, "I") > 0 Then 'remove pipes

oldline = Left(inputline, InStr(inputline, "|") - 1)
Line Input #2, input line
If InStr(inputline, "|") > 0 Then

Call removepipes(inputline)
End If
inputline = oldline + input-line

End If
End Function

Function GetObjects(spec type, object_num, objecto As ParamarineObject) As Boolean 'function to load
Paramarine objects into an array

'spectype = Paramarine object type to import
'objectnum = number of object imported
Dim input-line As String
Dim a As Integer
ReDim object(9999)
a = 0
GetObjects = False 'Boolean output for error handling

Open inputfile For Input As #2 'Open file for input.
Line Input #2, input-line
Do While Not EOF(2) ' Loop until end of file.

Line Input #2, input_line
Call removepipes(input_line) 'remove pipes from kcl line
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If InStr(inputline, "new") > 0 Then
'if kcl line has Paramarine object type then extract object name and location and type
If InStr(inputline, "new " & spectype) > 0 Then

GetObjects = 1 'Boolean output for error handling
object(a).location = Mid(input_ line, 2, InStr(inputline, "}") - 2)
object(a).type = Mid(inputline, InStr(inputline, "new") + 4, InStrRev(inputline," ") -

InStr(inputline, "new") - 4)
object(a).name = Trim(Mid(inputline, InStr(inputline, ""& object(a).type &" ") +

Len(object(a).type) + 2, Len(inputline)))
a=a+1

End If
End If

Loop
Close #2

If a <= 0 Then
GetObjects = False

Else
GetObjects = True
objectnum = a - 1
ReDim Preserve object(objectnum)

End If
End Function

Function getsomething(msg As String, objtype As String) As ParamarineObjecto
Dim paraobj() As ParamarineObject
Dim objectnum As Integer
MsgBox "Select " & msg
openoutputfile (outputfile)
Print #1, "write kcl " & KCLPath & "\KCLOut.kcl"
Call ExportKCL(output file)
Call Wait

If GetObjects(objtype, objectnum, paraobj) = False Then
MsgBox "No " & objtype & " objects have been found!"
ReDim paraobj(0)

End If
Close #2
getsomething = paraobj

End Function

Function GetFaces(objectnum, object() As ParamarineObject) As Boolean 'function to load Paramarine
objects into an array

'spectype = Paramarine object type to import
'objectnum = number of object imported
Dim inputline As String
Dim tempstr As String
Dim a As Integer
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ReDim object(9999)
a = 0
GetFaces = False 'Boolean output for error handling

Open inputfile For Input As #2 ' Open file for input.
Do While Not EOF(2) ' Loop until end of file.

Line Input #2, input_line
Call removepipes(inputline) 'remove pipes from kcl line
If InStr(inputline, ".f") > 0 Then

'if kcl line has Paramarine object type then extract object name and location and type
GetFaces = 1 'Boolean output for error handling
tempstr = Mid(inputline, 2, InStr(inputline, "}") - 2)
object(a).location = Left(tempstr, InStrRev(tempstr, ".") - 1)
object(a).name = Right(tempstr, Len(tempstr) - InStrRev(tempstr, "."))

object(a).type = "face"
object(a).Pointerl = Right(inputline, Len(inputline) - InStrRev(inputline, "->") - 2)
a=a+1

End If
Loop

Close #2

Ifa <=0Then
GetFaces = False

Else
GetFaces = True
objectnum = a - 1
ReDim Preserve object(objectnum)

End If
End Function

Function findpointer(objectnum, objecto As ParamarineObject, pointero As ParamarineObject,
numpointer, pointer type, pointer no) 'function to find specific pointers within an array of objects

'objectnum = number of array object to analyze
'object = Paramarine object array as input array
'pointer = Paramarine abject array as output array
'numpointer = number of array object in output array
'pointer type = type of Paramarine pointer eg. "GZcurve"

Dim initial_pointer(9999)
Dim input-line As String
ReDim pointer(9999)
Open output_file For Output As #1 'open file for output
Print #1, "%erroroff" 'turnoff_messages
Print #1, "deselect all"
For b = 0 To objectnum

Print #1, "select " + object(b).location + "." + object(b).name + "." + pointer-type 'print to file all
object to analyze

Next b
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Print #1, "osoakcl " & input_file
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)
Call Wait
For a = 0 To objectnum

Open inputfile For Input As #2 'Open file for input.
Do While Not EOF(2) ' Loop until end of file.

Line Input #2, input_line
Call removepipes(inputline) 'remove pipes from current kcl line
'if kcl line has Paramarine object name and pointer in then extract pointer name and location
If InStr(inputline, "." + object(a).name + "." + pointer type) > 0 Then

initial_pointer(a) = Mid(input_line, InStr(inputline, "." + object(a).name + "." + pointer-type) +
Len("." + object(a).name + "." + pointer type) + 5)

If initialpointer(a) = "(null)" Then
Select Case pointertype

Case "damage_case" 'ok to let null through
Select Case pointer-no
Case 1

object(a).Pointerl = "null"
Case 2

object(a).Pointer2 = "null"
End Select
Case Else

MsgBox ("One of your selected criteria is NOT VALID")
End

End Select
Else

Select Case pointerno
Case 1

object(a).Pointerl = Right(inputline, Len(inputline) - InStrRev(inputline, "."))
Case 2

object(a).Pointer2 = Right(inputline, Len(inputline) - InStrRev(inputline, "."))
End Select

End If
Exit Do

End If
Loop

Close #2
Next a
If a > object num + 1 Then

MsgBox "Could not find " + pointer-type
End

End If

If objectnum > 0 Then
Call FilterDuplicates(initialpointer) 'remove duplicate entries

End if

For a = 0 To UBound(initialpointer) 'remove empty array entries
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If IsEmpty(initialpointer(a)) Then Exit For
Next a
numpointer = a - 1

For b = LBound(initialpointer) To numpointer 'input pointer name and location into Paramarine
object array

If initialpointer(b) <> "(null)" Then
pointer(b).name = Right(initialpointer(b), Len(initial _pointer(b)) - InStrRev(initialpointer(b), "."))

pointer(b).location = Left(initialpointer(b), InStrRev(initialpointer(b), ".") - 1)
Else

pointer(b).name = "null"
pointer(b).location = "null"

End If
pointer(b).type = pointertype

Next b

ReDim Preserve pointer(numpointer)
End Function

Sub starttimeO
newTime = Now + TimeSerial(O, 0, 1)
Application.OnTime newTime, "check-file"

End Sub

Sub ValvesOffO
Call findfiles
Open outputfile For Output As #1

Print #1, "%xlinput_close" 'turnoffvalves
Print #1, "%xloutput_close" 'turnoffvalves

Close #1
Call ExportKCL(outputjfile)

End Sub

Sub ValvesOno
Call findfiles
Open outputfile For Output As #1

Print #1, "%xlinputopen" 'turnonvalves
Print #1, "%xloutputopen" 'turnonvalves

Close #1
Call ExportKCL(output_file)

End Sub

Sub MsgOff()
Call findfiles
Open outputfile For Output As #1

Print #1, "%erroroff" 'turnoff messages
Close #1
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)
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End Sub

Sub MsgOno
Call findfiles
Open output-file For Output As #1

Print #1, "%erroron" 'turnonmessages
Close #1
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)

End Sub

Function validkcl(validitycheck) As Boolean
validkcl = 1
Open inputfile For Input As #2 'Open file for input.

Do While Not EOF(2)
Input #2, inputline
If InStr(inputline, validitycheck) > 0 Then

valid_kcl = 0
End If

Loop
Close #2

End Function

Function FilterDuplicates(arr As Variant) As Long 'function to remove duplicates from arrays
Dim col As Collection, index As Long, dups As Long
Set col = New Collection
On Error Resume Next
For index = LBound(arr) To UBound(arr)

'build the key using the array element
an error occurs if the key already exists

col.Add 0, CStr(arr(index))
If Err Then

' we've found a duplicate
arr(index) = Empty
dups = dups + 1
Err.Clear

Elself dups Then
'if we've found one or more duplicates so far
'we need to move elements towards lower indices
arr(index - dups) = arr(index)
arr(index) = Empty

End If
Next

' return the number of duplicates
FilterDuplicates = dups

End Function
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Function find-buoyantbodies(object_num, object() As ParamarineObject, pointero As
ParamarineObject, numpointer) 'function to find buoyant bodies within hull envelope object

'objectnum = number of array object to analyze
'object = Paramarine object array as input array
'pointer = Paramarine abject array as output array
'numpointer = number of array object in output array

Dim solidbodypointer(99)
Dim input-line As String
ReDim pointer(99)
Open output_file For Output As #1

Print #1, "%erroroff" 'turnoff messages
For b = 0 To object num

Print #1, "Deselect all"
Print #1, "select " + object(b).location + "." + object(b).name
Print #1, "write kcl " & KCLPath & "\KCLout.kcl"

Next b
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)
Call Wait

Open inputfile For Input As #2 ' Open file for input.
b = 0
Do While Not EOF(2) 'Loop until end of file.

Input #2, inputline
Call removepipes(inputline)
If InStr(inputline, ".buoyant-bodies.") > 0 Then

pointer(b).name = Mid(input_line, InStrRev(inputline, ".") + 1)
pointer(b).location = Mid(inputline, InStr(inputline, "->") + 2, Len(inputline) -

InStr(inputline, "->") - Len(pointer(b).name) - 2)
solidbodypointer(b) = Left(inputline, InStr(input_line, "->") - 2)
pointer(b).Pointerl = Mid(solidbodypointer(b), InStrRev(solidbodypointer(b), ".") + 1)
pointer(b).type = "buoyant-bodies"
b=b+1

End if
Loop
numpointer = b - 1
Close #2
ReDim Preserve pointer(numpointer)

End Function

Function clean names() 'function to delecte any labels within Excel which have been left over from
previous operations

endnum = ActiveWorkbook.names.Count - 1
a = 1
Do While a < endnum

On Error Resume Next
If InStr(ActiveWorkbook.names(a).value, "REF") > 0 Then 'remove Excel lable if it contains "REF"

ActiveWorkbook. names(a).Delete
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a=a-1
End If
a=a+1
endnum = ActiveWorkbook.names.Count - 1

Loop
End Function

Function nameso
'MsgBox Range("NES109 wind angle_ofheel_1").Address
criteriaangle-ofheel = "criteria.angle_ofheel"
critcol = "critcol"
objectpath = "objectpath"
criteriaPointer1 = "criteria(b).Pointer1"
criteria col = "1"
'MsgBox "send_t histo_excel(""" & criteriaPointer1 & Range("NES109_windangle_ofheel_" &

criteriacol & "").Address & """)"
'msgbox "{" + objectpath + ".criteriaangle of heel." & crit col & "}send_thisto excel(""" &

criteria(bPointerl & Range("NES109_wind angle_ofheel_" & criteriacol).Address & """)"
End Function

Function createplane(name, x, y, z, D)
Print #1, "deselect all"
Print #1, "select structures.geom"
Print #1, "new plane " & name
Print #1, "deselect all"
Print #1, "select structures.geom." & name & ".x"
Print #1, "=" & x
Print #1, "deselect all"
Print #1, "select structures.geom." & name & ".y"
Print #1, "=" & y
Print #1, "deselect all"
Print #1, "select structures.geom." & name & ".z"
Print #1, "=" & z
Print #1, "Deselect all"
Print #1, "select structures.geom." & name & ".d"
Print #1, "=" & D & "[m]"

End Function

Function getvalue(objects() As ParamarineObject, value, value_name As String)
Dim i As Integer
Dim inputline As String
Dim Temp As String
ReDim value(9999)
openoutputfile (output-file)

Print #1, "deselect all"
For i = 0 To UBound(objects)

Print #1, "select " & objects(i).location & "." & objects(i).name
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Next i
Print #1, "osoakcl " + QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics Research

Corporation\Application Profiles\Paramarine\FilePaths", "KCLPath") + "\KCLOut.kcl"
Call ExportKCL(outputfile)
Call Wait

i = 0
Open input file For Input As #2 'Open file for input.

Input #2, inputline
Do While Not EOF(2) ' Loop until end of file.

Input #2, inputline
Call removepipes(input_line) 'remove pipes from kcl line
If InStr(inputline, value_name) > 0 Then

'if kcl line has Paramarine object type then extract object name and location and type
Temp = Right(inputline, Len(inputline) - InStr(inputline, "= ") - 2)
Temp = Left(Temp, InStr(Temp," [") - 2)
value(i) = CDbI(Temp)
i=i+1

End If
Loop

Close #2
ReDim Preserve value(i - 1)

End Function

Heap sort routine.
'Returns a sorted Index array for the Keys array.
'Author: Christian d'Heureuse (www.source-code.biz)
Public Function HeapSort(Keys)

Dim Base As Long: Base = LBound(Keys) a
Dim n As Long: n = UBound(Keys) - LBound(Keys) + 1
ReDim index(Base To Base + n - 1) As Long
Dim i As Long, m As Long
For i = 0 To n - 1: index(Base + i) = Base + i: Next 'f
Fori= n \2 -1To0Step-1 generate

Heapify Keys, index, i, n
Next

For m = n To 2 Step -1
Exchange index, 0, m - 1 move hig
Heapify Keys, index, 0, m - 1
Next

HeapSort = index
End Function

rray index base
' array size

allocate index array

ill index array
ordered heap

hest element to top

Private Sub Heapify(Keys, indexo As Long, ByVal il As Long, ByVal n As Long)
' Heap order rule: a[i] >= a[2*i+1] and a[i] >= a[2*i+21
Dim Base As Long: Base = LBound(index)
Dim nDiv2 As Long: nDiv2 = n \ 2
Dim i As Long: i = i1
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Do While i < nDiv2
Dim kAs Long: k=2 * i+1
If k + 1 < n Then

If Keys(index(Base + k)) < Keys(index(Base + k + 1)) Then k = k + 1
End if

If Keys(index(Base + i)) >= Keys(index(Base + k)) Then Exit Do
Exchange index, i, k
i = k
Loop

End Sub

Private Sub Exchange(a() As Long, ByVal i As Long, ByVal j As Long)
Dim Base As Long: Base = LBound(a)
Dim Temp As Long: Temp = a(Base + i)
a(Base + i) = a(Base + j)
a(Base + j) = Temp

End Sub

Public Sub TestHeapSort()
Debug.Print "Start"
Dim i
Fori= 1To 1000

Dim Keys: Keys = GenerateArrayWithRandomValueso
Dim index: index(i) = HeapSort(Keys)
VerifyindexlsSorted Keys, index

Next
Debug.Print "OK"

End Sub

Private Function GenerateArrayWithRandomValues()
Dim n As Long: n = 1 + Rnd * 100
ReDim a(O To n - 1) As Long
Dim i As Long
For i= LBound(a) To UBound(a)

a(i) = Rnd * 1000
Next
GenerateArrayWithRandomValues = a

End Function

Private Sub VerifylndexlsSorted(Keys, index)
Dim i As Long
For i = LBound(index) To UBound(index) - 1

If Keys(index(i)) > Keys(index(i + 1)) Then
Err.Raise vbObjectError, , "Index array is not sorted!"
End If

Next
End Sub
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Function find-filesl()
MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics Research

Corporation\Paramarine7.0", "bin")
If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics

Research Corporation\Paramarine6.0", "bin")
If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics

Research Corporation\Paramarine6.0 Beta", "bin")
If MessengerPath = "" Then MessengerPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics

Research Corporation\Paramarine5.1 Beta", "bin")

KCLPath = QueryValue(HKEYCURRENTUSER, "Software\Graphics Research Corporation\Application
Profiles\Paramarine\FilePaths", "KCLPath")

input-file = KCLPath & "\" & "KCLoutl.kcl"
output-file = KCLPath & "\" & "KCLin1.kcl"

End Function

Function openoutputfilel(outputfile)
Open outputfile For Output As #1
'turn off error messages
Print #1, "%erroroff"

End Function

Function ExportKCL1(output file) As Boolean 'function to call ParaMessenger and execute outputfile
'turn on error messages
Print #1, "%erroron"
Close #1
Shell (MessengerPath + "C:\Program Files (x86)\Graphics Research Corporation\Paramarine

V7.0.1\bin\ParaMessenger.exe \d " + outputfile)
End Function
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